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Are You Interested In WEIGHT REDUCTION?

because WIG-O-FLEX Couplings replaced standard

AN connections and cut hose. We are gratified

that engineers^ CONVAIR— the company that prides

itself on Engineering to the Nth power’-chose

WIG-O-FLEX Couplings for a plane where weight was

a major problem. The WIG-O-FLEX Coupling weighs

1/5 as much as the standard AN connection it

can replace. (See weight chart for exact comparisons.)

Know-How is the Pay-Off

AIRCRAFT ENGINEERS WANTED



ENGINEERING CORPORATION
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Bendix-Pacific in North Hollywood is geared to produce the intricate products of your or

our engineering departments - in quantity - with consistent performance characteristics.

Bendix-Pacific — with its three large plants — has the manufacturing know-how plus the

capacity to meet your quality and performance requirements efficiently and economically, in

any quantity desired.

Bendix-Pacific . . . Specialists in servo and hydraulic packages.

Dayton, Ohi
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ALL SPARKED
The 10th annual Powder Puff Derby is over ... the gals have

gone home . . . and all the records are duly recorded.

Another fact is recorded, too. Every one of the first five winners

flew a plane equipped with AC Spark Plugs!

Every AC Spark Plug-equipped plane finished the gruelling

2,366-mile race. Four out of six leg prizes were won by gals

flying planes with ACs. Of the even dozen additional prizes,

AC Spark Plugs were in seven of the winning planes.

That’s a record to be proud of. We think that the Powder Puff

Derby has proved, once again, the extra reliability you can

expect with AC Aircraft Spark Plugs.

Be sure to specify ACs in your plane.

«C SPARK PLUG THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

BY AC!



TIMKEN bearings help bring bad news
to enemy subs

YOU’RE looking at the Navy’s

most powerful helicopter. Bell

Aircraft’s big HSL-1. Advanced
rotor design of this new anti-sub

’copter means faster speed, longer

range— spells trouble for enemy
undersea craft.

Fore and aft transmissions of this

twin-rotored watchdog of our sea

lanes are mounted on Timken® ta-

pered roller bearings. Timken bear-

ings hold shafts in rigid alignment.

Gears mesh accurately, transmit a
smooth flow of power with mini*

mum vibration. Fewer transmission

and gear box overhauls arerequired.

The rotor shafts take not only the

tremendous radial loads of the whirl-

ing blades, but also a thrust load

equal to or greater than the weight

of the helicopter itself. That's why
Timken bearings were selected.

Their tapered construction lets them

take radial and thrust loads in any

combination.

To make sure we get steel good
enough for Timken bearings, we
make it ourselves. No other bear-

ing maker in the country takes this

extra step to insure quality in every

bearing.

Whether you build or buy air-

craft, make sure the bearings have

the trade-mark "Timken". No other

bearing can give you so many
advantages. The Timken Roller

Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.

Canadian plant: St. Thomas, Ont.

Cable address: "TlMROSCO".

TIMKEN
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

REVOLUTIONARY BUCYRUS PLANT
HELPS HOLD DOWN RISING COSTS

HOT HIST * BILL OnilT IIISI A ROLLER Cl)THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER ^ BEARING TAKES RADIAL "j) AND THRUST -®~ LOADS OR ANT COMBINATION
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This is Temco’s new Engineering Center

Idea center for new designs in complete
aircraft and weapons systems . . . test-lab for

tomorrow’s planes and missiles . . .ultra-

modern workshop for a growing force of

engineers.

Increasing assignments for development of

such Temco projects as the Navy’s TT-1 jet

primary trainer, plus important subcontracts

in missile and electronics work, have doubled
Temco’s Engineering Department within the
past two years.

Temco’s new million-dollar Engineering
Center is designed to permit further expan-
sion at any time. Future programs, already
under negotiation, promise yet another dou-
bling in the immediate future.

What is This?

This is a blueprint for tomorrow’s air transportation. It’s

Temco engineering at work on design of components for

America’s first turbo-prop airliner— the Lockheed Electra.

Temco’s proven engineering ability was a deciding factor

in earning this important assignment: engineering, tooling and
manufacturing ailerons, wing flaps and tips, leading edge assem-
blies. For the commercial Electra project, Temco is providing

the same drawing-board-to-delivery service that is currently at

work on fourteen of the nation's top military aircraft.

P&H LOW-HYDROGEN ELECTRODES GIVE

Top Quality Welds at Lower Cost
—free report shows why

EQUIPMENT COMPANY



Get latest data on Silastic

Mail coupon today

Fabrics coaled with Silastic'5
, Dow Coming’s silicone rub-

ber, are used for ducting, control surface seals, gaskets,
and electrical insulating tapes. They give superior resist-
ance to heat, moisture, ozone, certain hot oils and chemi-
cals. Available through leading rubber companies in many
combinations of different cloths and compounds to provide
the specific properties desired.

I
Typical Properties of Silastic Coated Fabrics

first in silicor

If you consider ALL the properties of a silicone rubber, you'll specify SILASTIC.

DOW CORNING CORPORATION • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
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New X-ray Film
gives greater detail with usual exposure times

Kodak
Industrial

X-ray Film,

Type AA

Now your x-ray dealer can supply you with this

new x-ray film that gives you greatly increased speed.

This gives you the opportunity of using reduced

kilovoltage to obtain greater radiographic contrast,

and easier readability with established exposure times.

And in addition to ranging up to more than double

the speed, this new film retains the fine sensitivity

characteristics which have made Kodak Type A
the most widely used x-ray film in industry.

Kodak Industrial X-ray Film, Type AA, will

save you time. It can produce finer work. Get in

touch with your x-ray dealer or Kodak Technical

Representative and see how.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
X-ray Division

Rochester 4, N. Y.

Read what the new Kodak
Industrial X-ray Film,

Type AA.will do for you.



engines of increasing x
importance

For dependability, Collins WP-101 Weather Radar

has 32 General Electric 5-Star Tubes!

Progress /s Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC



Another kind of

.NSURANCE
Ralph D. Ritchie was selling life insurance in Panama City,
Fla., when the U. S. Army recalled him from reserve status
as an enlisted man at the outbreak of the Korean conflict.

In 1952, he received a direct commission in the Army’s
Medical Service Branch and orders which sent him to
helicopter flight school.

Today, Lt. Ritchie is helping provide a new kind of in-

surance ... a strong and versatile aviation unit of theArmy.
With more than 1200 hours of helicopter flight time,

mostly in Bell H-13s, Lt. Ritchie is now an instructor at
the Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Ala. Here, he is

teaching seasoned pilots and aviation cadets helicopter
tactics that apply directly to the Medical Service Branch.
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B.F.Goodrich

Unique zipper panels are light Yet strong,

airtight yet quickly opened

P
RESSURIZED COMPARTMENTS pose
tough sealing problems— especially

.n areas where speedy access is required.

But B. F. Goodrich engineers have a

practical answer.

They select the proper fabric for the

desired strength, coat it with the partic-

ular rubber compound that gives flexi-

bility. durability and minimum weight;

add B. F, Goodrich Pressure Sealing

Zippers. Result: pressure-tight panels

that zip open in seconds! Here's how
these unique panels are being used:

On Lockheed's Super Connies (big

photo) baggage compartments are lined

and sealedwith B. F. Goodrich panels

that resist oil. flame, aging. Tough,

20

ntbber-impregnated glass fabric with-

stands the impact and scuffing of
baggage. Access doors zip open for

servicing equipment in 33 places.

B. F. Goodrich panels form the sub-

floor under the crew compartment in

the Douglas C-12-1B (top). They're re-

inforced with steel cables to withstand

a maximum load of 100,000 lbs. The
Zipper opens easily for quick access to

equipment, provides an airtight seal.

Used as a fume curtain seal between
cockpit and fuselage in McDonnell's
F2H (bottom), the B. F. Goodrich panel

eliminates a metal partition. Now
mechanics get in and out with a zip,

don't have to fuss with nuts and bolts.

B. F. Goodrich panel materials com-
bined with Pressure Sealing Zippers
(made only by B. F. Goodrich) can be
used for engine covers, inspection ports

and aileron gap seals. There are many
other aircraft uses; there's bound to be
one for you. Write: B. V. Goodrich
Aviation Products, a division of The
B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.

EDITORIAL

Congress Leaves Sorry Safety Record
Members of the 84tli Congress departing from the

Capitol to feather their individual political nests in the

hinterland left behind a sorry, shameful record on the

vital issue of aviation safety. Congress came close to

establishing a new Capitol Hill record for the amount of

time required by aviation industry executives and govern-

ment aviation officials in testifying before a wide variety

of Senate and House committees concerned with the

perplexing problems facing aviation and its federal regu-

On the military issues, the second session of the 84th

Congress vigorously fought for stronger airpower and a

faster pace in research and development for aerial weapon

systems to insure continued qualitative superiority.

In facing the issues of civil aviation, particularly that

of improved safety, the record of Congress was uniformly

negative. Even after the tragic collision of a United Air

Lines DC-7 and a Trans World Airlines Super Constella-

tion over the Grand Canyon that cost 128 lives, Congress

displayed a calloused attitude toward approving any
effective steps for better air safety.

$23 Million Cut

In one of its parting gestures before leas ing Washing-
ton, the House-Senate conference cut §23 million from
the Civil Aeronautics Administration request for §68
million for new electronic federal airways equipment so

desperately needed to alleviate the air traffic control

bottleneck.

Congress made this major slash shortly after members
of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee’s Aviation Subcommittee returned from a gay

weekend in Las Vegas at the taxpayers expense. Alleged

purpose of the tax-financed junket to the gambling
casinos of La Vegas was to investigate the Grand Canyon
collision. Actually, only three of the nine Congressmen
even bothered to go to the Grand Canyon accident scene
with CAB Chairman James Durfcc.

Las Vegas Weekend

The others barely stirred from the air-conditioned com-
fort of the gambling casinos. They took time out only

for a slap-dash farcical hearing organized primarily for the

benefit of television cameras. After this Las Vegas inter-

lude, with the memory of the Grand Canyon crash still

fresh, the House and Senate voted unanimously and
without debate to make the House-instigated airways

slash.

As an added bit of irony, numerous members of the

House introduced new legislation to establish a Con-
gressional air safety commission just after they voted to

chop the Fiscal 1957 electronic airways budget. All the

Congressional investigations on air safety of the past

decade have resulted in headlines for the investigators

and nothing for improved air safety.

Another action by the 84th Congress that set back air

safety was a §500,000 cut in the Air Navigation and

Development Board's research program. This cut broke

the spirit of the ANDB and was instrumental in its

speedy disintegration this summer.

Burke Shelved

The second session of the 84th Congress also added

another sad chapter in the already dismal history of the

Burke, Va., airport project designed to provide the

nation's capital with a modern airport capable of

handling jet-age traffic and relieving the dangerous con-

gestion in the National-Bolling-Anacostia air traffic

complex. A tiny group of Maryland legislators who

want to force Washington air travelers to use the Balti-

more Friendship terminal and Virginia congressmen, who

just don’t want an airport again, blocked the Burke

project and referred it back to Congress for further

study.

There is absolutely no hope that the airlines serving

Washington will ever consent to force their customers to

use Baltimore’s airport instead of a terminal in the

Washington area. Nor is there any hope of operating

many jet transports from the current Washington air-

ports with existing traffic density and runway facilities.

In postponing action on the Burke airport project.

Congress again kicked the traveling public in the teeth

and in effect condemned them to increasingly dangerous

operations in the Washington area and denied them the

opportunity to use jet transport when it is ready.

It has taken a long time for the Eisenhower admini-

stration to wake up to the frightening facts of the current

air safety situation. After three years of singing an

economy song on all projects pertaining to air safety,

the Eisenhower administration suddenly was scared into

action last fall by the Harding Committee report on

the increasing hazards of the air traffic control problem.

Since then it has made a belated effort to pump more—
but still far from adequate—funds into this sector,

appointed Edward P. Curtis as a presidential aviation

adviser to organize long-range planning for better air

safety and provided vigorous leadership for the Civil

Aeronautics Administration. But Congress has still to

catch up with the hard facts of the air safety outlook.

Only a concerted, sustained effort by all concerned will

shake the new Congress out of its traditional apathy

toward air safety.

—Robert Hotz

AVIATION WEEK,
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Fighters — bombers — helicopters — or trans-

ports — for top performance they all depend
upon titanium for many vital parts. In fact,

titanium makes possible several advanced-per-

formance aircraft.

The characteristics of titanium which make
it vital to modern aircraft are putting it into

many other jobs. For here is a metal that is

as strong as steel, but 44% lighter . . . much
more resistant to most forms of corrosion than

any other structural metal . . . and one that

can be fabricated by normal shop practices.

In hundreds of really tough applications noth-

ing else will do the job as well as titanium.

Now, due to REM-CRU's expanded facili-

ties, you can be sure of prompt delivery of

REM-CRU titanium in the sizes and grades

you need. And REM-CRU engineers are al-

ways ready to help you make the best, most
profitable use of this versatile metal.

TITANIUM REM-CRU TITANIUM, INC., MIDLAND, PENNSYLVANIA
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WHO'S WHERE

In the Front Office

Fred H. Rohr, board chairman and chief

executive officer, and J. E. Rlieini, president

and general manager. Rohr Aircraft Corp.,

Chula Vista, Calif.

Ross Stewart. Houston businessman, a

director of Continental Air Lines.

William C. Foster, executive vice presi-

dent of Olin Mathicson Chemical Corp.,

elected board chairman. Reaction Motors,

Inc., Dcnville, N. J.

Frank W. Glaser, executive vice president

and general manager, Alloy Precision Cast-

ings Co., a director of Mercast (Great

Britain) Limited, London.
Clifford E. Burt, a director and sice presi-

dent-controller, and Gilford K. Johnson,

vice president-production. Chance Vought
Aircraft. Inc., Dallas, Tex. Mr. Burt suc-

ceeds Newton V. Turney who has resigned.

Marvin B. Ruffin, vice president-general

manager. Summers Gyroscope Co„ Santa

Monica, Calif. Also:' John M. Wright,

customer relations director.

Dr. Hermann H. Kurzwcg, Associate

Technical Director for Acroballistic Re-

search, U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,

. White Oak, Silver Spring, Md,
R. H. Rice, general manager, and R. H.

Ruud, assistant general manager, Los Ange-

les Division, North American Aviation,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Also: J. S. Smith-

N. S. Houston, procedure coordination and

organization planning director.

Fred T. Sniye, president-general manager,
Avro Aircraft Limited. Toronto, Canada.

Also: Joseph Turner, vice president-finance;

P. H. Williams, comptroller and treasurer:

N. E. Kindcll, secretary.

Honors and Elections

Donald W. Douglas, hoard chairman and
president, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.,

will receive the seventh annual National

Defense Transportation Association's

Award as "the person who has made the
most outstanding contribution to military

transportation in the preceding year."

Harry F. Vickers, president. Sperry Rand
Corp.. will receive The American Society

of Mechanical Engineers' Medal for “dis-

tinguished service in engineering and

Changes

William B. Main, aircraft service man-
ager-western region, Vickers, Inc,, Detroit,

Mich.

Cecil Barlow, manufacturing superintend-

ent, and Melvin Schoenberg, planning

supervisor, Greer Hvdraulies, Inc., Jamaica,

N. Y.
Capt. Everatd C. Bierer, ground opera-

tions representative (Rio dc Janicro), Pan
American World Airways.

R. Lynn Eslinger, military contracts man-
ager, LcarCal Division, Lear, Inc., Santa

Monica, Calif,

W. C. Heath, projects manager, Solar

Aircraft Company, San Diego, Calif.

INDUSTRY OBSERVER
Six avionic firms arc now preparing collision warning proposals for the

Air Transport Association. They arc Collins, Croslcv, the Federal Tele-

communications laboratory, Mclpar, Radio Corp. of America and the Ramo-
Wooldridgc Corp. Ramo-Wooldridgc originally had asked ATA to under-

write the estimated S750.000 development cost. All six firms reportedly

are now prepared to underwrite their own development programs, asking

ATA only for assistance in service test programs.

General Sound Control, Inc., of Los Angeles, has designed an airborne

exhaust silencer for jet engines which functions by smoothing the exhuast

stream. Other types generally have depended upon increasing the turbulence

of the exhaust. New design is expected to improve aerodynamic performance

enough to offset the added weight of the silencer.

Flight test program of the X-10, test vehicle for the Navaho interconti-

nental missile, is nearing completion at Patrick AF'B, Fla. Flight testing of

the vehicle, manufactured by North American Aviation, Inc., and powered

by two Wcstinghousc J40 turbojets, was carried out to study advanced

acrodvnanric designs, electronic svstems and general flight characteristics.

The program was begun more than two years ago (AW Feb. 15, 1954, p. 11).

Production models of the Navaho will be powered by two Wright ramjets.

Sncase plans to build the Sikorsky S-58 helicopter under license.

Announcement of the program probably will be made by the French

Ministry of Defense. Sncaso, however, is expected to give up its option to

manufacture the Vcrtol 11-21 (AW March 26, p. 32), with orders continuing

to be placed in the U. S.

Sixteen sets of landing gear legs have been built for the North American
G-26M missile. Legs arc of conventional cantilever structure and apparently

arc retractable into the missile body. A tail wheel may also be used. Only
one bad landing of a G-26M has been reported. The landing gear was
damaged during a hard landing. There was no damage to the airframe.

Canada plans to spend between $10 million and $11 million during the

current fiscal year for licensed production of the Sperry Sparrow air-to-air

guided missile. The Sparrow will replace the Canadian-designed Velvet

Glove (AW Nov. 21, p. 7), which was abandoned after initial production

already had begun and $24 million had been spent on its development.

New contractors reported by the USAF for work on the strategic missile

program include Bell Telephone Laboratories and Remington Rand’s Univac
Division, both of whom arc developing guidance systems, and the American
Machine and Foundry Co., which will develop auxiliary propulsion units.

A. V. Roe’s new supersonic, delta wing C-105 fighter has a gross weight of

56,000 lbs. By comparison, the 44-passenger Convair 340 grosses 47,000 lbs.

Fouga CM 1 70-M, naval version of the French Magister trainer equipped
for carrier operations, including catapult launchings, has made its first flight.

•Ilic French navy has ordered two prototypes.

Sikorsky’s twin-engine S-56 helicopter is experiencing resonant vibration

troubles in the drive shafts between the outrigger-mounted powcrplants
and the main rotor gear box. One of the shafts recently failed in flight, but
the helicopter was landed safely.

Combustion configuration of the Lycoming T53 permits a very short

engine with rapid, simple hot-end inspections. Annular combustor with
double 180 degree turn is folded back over the turbines so that unbolting
the rear end exposes both the turbines and combustor. The same configura-

tion will be used on the T55 with twice the 825 slip, of the T53.

Commercial helicopter operators arc interested in twin rotor designs

because the rotor diameter of the twin-rotor machine is small as compared
with the single rotor, and center of gravity movement is much more
generous.

AVIATION WEEK, 5. 1956



Bailie Situation: 10 105mm howitzers,

with ammunition and gun crews, plus

10 bulldozers and operators must be
delivered to an enemy-surrounded field.

Field conditions: Ungraded field, sandy
and eroded; 1000 ft. at its widest

dimension. Assume 15 mph velocity

wind. Troops must be ground landed.

Solution: Load 20 Fairchild C-123

assault transports at supply center

450 miles away; take 3 hours to fly

to destination. Land your airplanes 8

seconds apart—allow 700 ft. ground
roll for each.

Theorem: Fairchild C-123 rugged per-

formance and reliability is proved daily

in stateside assault and overseas logis-

tical missions.

<3^
FAIRCHILD
AIRCRAFT DIVISION • HAGERSTOWN 10. MARYLAND

A Division of Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation

WASHINGTON ROUNDUP
Nuclear Arsenal Grows

"New principles” being applied at Atomic Energy
Commission laboratories in Los Alamos, N. M.. and
Livermore, Calif., arc “rapidly increasing” the family

of nuclear weapons.
Without giving any hint as to what the new principles

might be, the commission’s 20th semi-annual report to

Congress said:

• “In order to facilitate early production of the weapons
conceived in the Livermore Laboratory, it has become
necessary to increase weapons production facilities and
to provide ordnance engineering facilities at Livermore,

in addition to those currently provided at Albuquerque,

N. M., by the Sandia Corp. . ,
.”

Sandia will contract for the expanded ordnance engi-

neering function, and "the expansion is expected to

result in a significant increase in employment,” both
in the Livermore Laboratory and at the Livermore

Branch of Sandia.
• “Construction has begun on an $18.4 million addition

to the weapon production facility at Rocky Flats north-

west of Denver, Colo.” New construction includes two
new process buildings and additions to three existing

buildings.

• "Corresponding necessary expansion of other weapon
production facilities is planned.”

Twining and Single Service

USAF Chief of Staff Nathan F. Twining says he
“leans” towards a single military service but not without

reservations. The General gave his views on the contro-

versial subject in testimony before the Senate Airpower
Investigating Subcommittee.
He said, in part:

“I think it would enable issues to crystallize and be
settled promptly when they come up between the

services. Sometimes that is a good thing, sometimes it

“I think it would be less expensive than the present

organization. However, I still feel that the three

services watching each other is a pretty healthy thing,

because no one can get really off the' beam. With a
single service you might get a sort of military dynasty
built up that could make a real bad mistake for the
United States.

“The single sendee could be built up and get so
strong, through the individual personalities, that tliev

might have an idea about what was best for the United
States and do something drastic.”

(For other views on the single-sendee concept, sec page
29.)

AFA Riles Wilson

Air Force Assn, awards to Democratic Sen. Stuart

Svmmgtoii and Trevor Gardner, two fiery critics of

Defense Department airpower policy, riled sensitive

tempers in the Pentagon. Secretary Charles E. Wilson
made an effort to keep USAF Secretary Donald A.
Quarles from filling his engagement to speak at the
association's awards banquet in New Orleans. Choice
of Symington as “Aviation’s Man of the Year” for his

"enlightened inquiries” was offensive to Wilson, but
the Gardner citation caused a real blowoff. The resigned

assistant secretary of the Air Force, who quit with a

scathing denunciation of the administration’s attitude

towards research and development, was lauded by AFA
for his “courageous leadership.” Quarles stood firm in

face of pressure, argued that he could not refuse to fill

commitment.
In his address, he compared AFA to a eolege alumni

organization that sometimes wants to fire the school presi-

dent or the football coach.

Tighter Procurement Policy?

Defense Department's lengthy and painful revision of

the Armed Services Procurement Regulation on cost

allowability probably will be completed within “a month
or two.” The aircraft industry will watch closely for

tightened ASPR on the matter of salaries and bonuses

as result of congressional hearing on industry profits.

Chairman F. Edward Hebert (D.-La.), of the House
Armed Services Investigating Subcommittee, said he was
“stunned’’ by the income of some aircraft officials.

ASPR, however, applies to all industries with defense

contracts.

Security and Absurdity

Disclosure by Gen. Nathan F. Twining, USAF Chief
of Staff, that an unnamed pilot had set a speed record

produced new security absurdities at the Air Force Assn.'s

New Orleans’ convention. The fact that the record was
set on July 25 at Edwards AFB by Lt. Col. Frank K.

Everest in the Bell X-2 at 1,900 mph. had been pub-

lished in the morning newspapers despite Defense De-
partment security efforts to keep it a secret. Two days
later. Col. Everest received AFA's Flight Award for 1956
before a packed double ballroom. Said lie: “I think mak-
ing this unofficial flight I supposedly made m the X-2
would be qasicr than standing here tonight." Everest,

E
rcsscd by an army of newsmen covering the convention,

cpt his lips scaled, refused to discuss his X-2 accom-
plishment.

Ilis top boss, USAF Secretary Donald A. Quarles, said

only: “I agree with General Twining.”

SAC Disperses

Strategic Air Command is stepping up its dispersion

of bomb units. Beginning late next year, SAC will oper-

ate from Dow AFB, Maine; Beale AFB, Calif.; Clinton-

Slierman AFB, Okla.; Griffiss AFB, N. Y.; Mather AFB,
Calif.; Minot AFB and Grand Forks AFB, N. D.: Colum-
bus AFB, Miss., and three fields in Texas—Bergstrom,
Sheppard and Amarillo.

About 1,500 to 2,000 personnel will be moved in with
each unit.

Another Soviet Victory

National Science Foundation reports that Russia had
more than twice as many 1955 science graduates as the
U. S. Science field graduates in the Soviet Union totalled

1 26,000, of which 59,000 graduates received engineering

n the U.S., there were 59,000 science graduates,

22,589 of them m engineering.

—Washington staff.

AVIATION list 13, 1956



Curtiss -Wright Aids Ailing
Air Force blocked B-47 retrofit with J65 engine,

but accedes on other Studebaker-Packard contracts.

New York—Follow-on orders substan-
tially larger than an existing S19 million

subcontract with the Studcbakcr-Pack-
ard Corp. for J57 engine components
and another contract to overhaul J47
engines arc in prospect now that Cur-
tiss-Wright Corp. has signed the papers
agreeing to bail out the ailing car-maker.

Two factors arc clear, however:
• Retrofitting of B-47 medium jet

bombers with J65 engines, (AW June
18, p. 23) which would have been made
at the Studcbakcr-Packard plants, is out.

USAF flatly rejected the idea when it

was passed along from the Department
of Defense.

• Further contracts with the Studc-
bakcr-Packard and Curtiss-Wright amal-
gamation must be competitive.

Studebakcr-Packard's J57 subcontract

is with the Ford Motor Co. Ford's
share of the J57 program in the year

ending next June will be about $500
million. Studebaker-Packard has been
doing about one-seventh or one-eight
of Ford's work. This ratio is expected
to continue if the Air Force is satisfied

that Curtiss-Wright’s bids arc com-

USAF probably could have had the

J47 work done somewhere else for

Two considerations outweighed these

drawbacks:
• USAF was concerned primarily with

keeping the Studebaker-Packard com-
plex going and available to the defense
effort. The “premium” was not con-
sidered out of line for this objective.
• Politicians in the administration

boggled at the juxtaposition of a Re-
publican pcacc-and-prospcrity election

campaign opening at the same time
Studcbakcr-Packard was shutting the

front door, letting out 22,000 cmploves
in South Bend, Ind., and Detroit.

Defense Secretary Charles Wilson
and Treasury Secretary George Hum-
phrey were mentioned in Washington
as those who were active in the Packard-

Studcbakcr maneuver.

Cost: $1 Billion

When things began to look worric-

somc for Studcbakcr-Packard (the cor-

poration lost S26 million in 1954, S29
million in 1955), government sources

quietly sounded out various large cor-

porations on help for Studebakcr-Pack-

ard. None offered any.

Then Curtiss-Wright, in the person
of Roy T. Hurley, chairman and presi-

dent of Curtiss-Wright, made the B-47
retrofit proposal as a plan to bail out

Studebaker-Packard. Curtiss-Wright had
not been among the corporations origi-

nally approached by the government.
Any B-47 retrofit program would

cost bn the order of SI billion. Tire
range of the B-47 would be improved
by installation of the J65, but no gain

would be possible in speed or altitude.

USAF' is wary of any such retrofit pro-

gram, believing money on this scale

would be much better spent for a brand
new weapon system. Though flatly re-

jecting the proposal, which emanated
from the top level in the Department of

Defense, with an assist from the cabinet,

the Air F'orcc did not close the door to

doing something to shore up Studc-
bakcr-Packard.

Secretary Wilson was asked at his

press conference last week whether the
government had played anv part.

“I think the answer to that would be
to say we did," Wilson replied. "We
were a little bit like a banker that gets

pretty much involved with a concern.

There is an old crack, you know, if you
owe enough to the banker why you let

the banker walk the floor. We had
sufficient business involved in Stude-
baker-Packard that by necessity we had
to Fake some interest in the business.”

What about defense contracts for the
new combination, he was asked?

"There is no detailed information

available on contracts and orders and
things like that,” lie answered. "Our
part of it is largely to clarify what our
relations were with Studebaker-Packard
and what they had been planned to be
so that Curtiss-Wright organization

"
I lie key to the business actually was

to plan on" putting the defense business

all in a subsidiary so that our business
would be taken care of. That was our
primary purpose in the whole business.

“If, as a little dividend on the side, it

made it possible to avoid a collapse of

the Studcbakcr-Packard company, affect-

ing their employes and 130,000 stock-

holders, and so forth, that was a divi-

dend on the side as far as we were con-

cerned. Our primary purpose was to

soundly look after the Defense Depart-

ment’s business.”

Docs that involve any new contracts

to the new subsidiary, Wilson was

“Nothing that hadn t been planned

that way." Wilson said. "In other

words, we didn’t take any business away
from someone else and arbitrarily give it

to Studcbakcr-Packard or a new com-
pany just because they might have

Carmaker
thought they needed it.”

How much will Curtiss-Wright do
for Studcbakcr-Packard? Hurley said

at a display of the Curtiss-Wright
Quchanna, Pa., facility, that Curtiss-

Wright would place $200 million worth
of business annually in the Studcbakcr-

Packard plants at ’ Utica, Mich., and
Chippewa (South Bend) Ind.

Curtiss-Wright is leasing the plants

for 12 years for S25 million. Curtiss-

Wright is paying an additional $10 mil-

lion for Studebakcr-Packard's guided-

missilc subsidiary, Acrophvsies Develop-
ment Corp., which is developing the

Dart surface-to-surface missile for the

None of the S200 million in business

was specified by Hurley. Besides the

J47 overhaul, which will be done at

Utica, and the J57 work, Studcbakcr-

Packard last week was awarded a $36-

million Army contract to build 5,037

2i-ton trucks at Utica. Studebaker-

Packard bid was low by SI.2 million.

Previous J57 component work has been
done at Utica, but the plant is not an

efficient one for this work, and it will

be transferred to South Bend.
Hurley, at Quchanna, extolled com-

mercial business and spoke discourag-

inglv of defense work.

"The day has come to an end.” he

said, “when you can save a company
by defense business."

More Diversification

Though Hurley said Curtiss-Wright

was "still in aircraft in a big way” the

six months financial report of the com-
pany disclosed that 50% of the S20.4
million net earnings were from com-
mercial business. Curtiss-Wright has

sixteen divisions. It makes a rocket en-

gine that powers the Bell X-2. which set

a speed record of 1,900 mph. (AW Aug.

6, p. 454). It also makes precision

spring clutches, diesel engine governors,

textile spindles, and plastic sponges.

Curtiss-Wright's diesel engine com-
ponent touches on another aspect of the

amalgamation that is still vague. That
is the participation of the German auto-

motive giant, Daimler-Benz.

Daimler-Benz, makes expensive, high

performance cars, and diesel trucks and

buses. Its Mercedes-Benz racing cars,

utilizing a fuel injection engine, domi-

nated European courses until Mercedes
withdrew from racing last year.

Daimler-Benz has shown strong in-

terest in getting back into the aircraft

engine field, espcciallv into turbine en-

gines (AW Mar. 12. p. 326). The Cur-

fiss-Wright agreement still being nego-

tiated with Daimler-Benz would make it

possible for Daimler-Benz to obtain

rights to certain Curtiss-Wright prod-
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Navy's Flying Saucer
A true flying saucer is experimental radar early warning installation on Navy WV-2 Super Constellation. It is a new type radomc containing

radar antenna. Measuring more than 30 ft. across, the discoid radomc and supporting shaft arc aimed at possible WV-2 follow-on

model. New pancake installation is scheduled for taxi-tests at Lockheed Burbank, then radomc is to be detached and trucked to

nets for productions in Germany, the

"certain products" not specified. In

turn. Studcbakcr-Packard. through Cur-

specified German developments in diesel

and gasoline engine fields.

Observers at Quchanna were inter-

ested to see Hurley driving about with

considerable enthusiasm, a Mercedes-

Benz 300 SL sports-racing car. Automo-
tive writers there wondered if Hurlcv’s

promise of introducing a new philosophy

into the automobile business, of operat-

ing in selected diversified areas, might
mean production of the fuel injection

300 SI. which sells for S7.000 up.

Hurley expressed himself as much
more interested in making money than

in developing a big sales volume. Studc-

bakcr-Packard lost money last year on
net sales of S480 million. In this

connection. Hurley stressed the avoid-

ance of overdcpendcnce on defense busi-

ness, for which he blamed a postwar
slump at Curtiss-Wright.

Curtiss-Wright, Hurley added, has

no intention of simply liquidating

Studcbakcr-Packard, or of milking the
corporation for what defense contracts

are available. The objective is to build

up Studcbakcr-Packard.

"Curtiss-Wright is bursting at the
scams." Hurley said. “The business at

the leased plants will come from addi-

tional expansion. Curtiss-Wright sub-

contractors should not expect to lose

Since several other corporations shied

away from involvement with Studc-

bakcr-Packard, the financial details of

the amalgamation assume added impor-

tance. On paper. Curtiss-Wright is

committed to purchase the Acrophvsies

Development Corporation, guided-mis-

silc subsidiary, and leasing of the plants.

(The subsidiary has a $1.3 million plant

under construction at Santa Barbara,

Calif.)

It has an option to buy 5 million

unissued shares of Studebaker-Packard

common at $5. The option extends for

the first two years of the three-year

advisory management agreement tinder

which Curtiss-Wright assumes guidance
of the Studebaker-Packard operation.

Hurley said that Curtiss-Wright has

every intention of exercising the option

when Studebaker-Packard stockholders

(there arc 130,000) approve the option

plan and change in par value of the

stock from S10 to $1 a share. This
possibly would give Curtiss-Wright

operating control, though there arc a

total of 15 million shares, 6,440,445

As it now stands, Curtiss-Wright

would have a total investment of S60
million—$25 million for the stock, $10
million for the guided-missile subsidiary

and certain defense inventories, and

for the leases.

Financial reports of major aircraft

manufacturers for the first half of 1956
continue to bear out predictions (AW
Mar. 12. p. 194) that this will be a

good business year for aviation.

United Aircraft Corp. and Curtiss-

Wright Corp. reported net earnings

above S20 million each and Boeing

Airplane Co. reported more than $14

United Earnings

United reported a net income of

S20.556.235 on shipments of $45S,-

471,149, equivalent to $4.06 a share

on common stocks after dividends on
preferred stock. This compares with

earnings of SI 5,302,738 on total

shipments of $359,109,677 ($3.02 a

Possibility existed of eventual tax

write-offs for Curtiss-Wright on the

basis of the Studcbakcr-Packard losses.

For this Curtiss-Wright is buying a

physical plant whose book value was

listed with the Securities and Exchange

Commission at the end of 1955 as

S140 million, and a net worth of SS7

Studcbakcr-Packard has borrowed

about $30 million on the basis of a

S45 million line of credit extended by
the Chase Manhattan and other banks

in 1954. The credit was confirmed

when the Curtiss-Wright program was

announced.

James J.
Nance has resigned as presi-

dent of Studcbakcr-Packard, but will

remain in an advisory capacity. Harold

E. Churchill, vice-president in charge

of Studcbakcr operations, will succeed

him. Paul G. Hoffman, former board

chairman, has resigned as director.

share) for the first half of last year.

Backlog of contracts, orders and
government letters of intent totaled

approximately $2.1 billion on June 30.

an increase of $250 million since last

March 31. Non-government deliveries

in 1956 should approach $125 million

—approximately two-thirds greater than

in 1955, the company said. This docs

not include anv of the J57 or J75 jet

engines on order for the Boeing 707

or Douglas DC-8 jet airliners which
will begin to be delivered in 1958.

Curtiss-Wright

Curtiss-Wright reported a consoli-

dated net profit after federal income

taxes of $20,452,133 on sales of $279,-

147,270, as compared with earnings of

United, Curtiss-Wright Net Profits

Hit $20 Million for First Half
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Boeing Airplane Co.

Boeing reported net earnings of $14,-

488,789 on sales of $407,354,045 (a

return of 3.56%) as compared with a
net of SI 5,635,550 on $370,301,711 in

sales during the first half of 1955. Net
earnings for the first half of 1956 arc

equivalent to S2.22 per share on 6,535,-

969 J outstanding shares.

Boeing last month announced a two-
for-onc stock split and has declared a
quarterly dividend of 25 Cents a share
payable Sept. 10 stockholders of record

as of Aug. 20.

Deliveries of B-52 bombers to the
USAF, delayed in the first quarter by
"non-availability of qualified vendor-

furnished equipment,” were resumed in

the second quarter. Boeing expects to

catch up with scheduled deliveries

within the next few months. It pre-

dicted "somewhat higher" sales and
earnings for the last half of the year.

Backlog of unfilled orders now totals

approximately $2,607,000,000.

Lear reported net earnings of SI,017,-

044 on shipments of $29,740,200. Earn-

ings were 16% higher than the SS76,-

366 reported for the first half of 1955.

Shipments, which set a record, were

$2.2 million above the figure for the

first half of 1955. Earnings represent

44 cents a share on 2,289,472 common
shares against 39 cents on 2,247,941

for the similar period in 1955.

New orders booked since the first of

the year totalled $41 million, bringing

the backlog to $62 million (an increase

of 35% since mid-1955).

Late in May stockholders approved

an increase in authorized common stock

from 3 million to i million shares to

place the company in a position to act

expeditiously in the event an advantage-

ous opportunity presented itself to in-

crease the company's earning capacity.”

President Richard Mock said, how-
ever, that Lear "at present . . . has no
plans to use stock in the acquisition of

or the merger with any other companv
nor to issue the stock or offer it for

sale.

The Lear report said the company
plans a new manufacturing plant at the

Grand Rapids, Mich., airport site. For-

eign subsidiaries established last March
in Switzerland and Germany now are

in operation.

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.

Chance Vought reported sales for

the first six months of 1956 totaled

S3 1.1 54.663 with a net income of

SI.457,061, equal to SI. 3 3 per share

of common stock. Sales for the first

six months of 1955 totaled $59,910

and net income was SI.7 5 5.062. equal

to $1-63 per share of common stock.

A backlog of approximately $267,-

000,000, primarily for production of the

F8U-1 Crusader and the Rcgulus

guided missile, was reported, as against

a backlog of $214,000,000 at the end
of 1935.

Sales and earnings for the first half

of the year were affected by the phasing

out of" F7U-3 Cutlass fighter produc-

tion and by preparations for production

of the -F8U-3 Cutlass jet fighter and
advanced version of the Regains, the

company said.

Temco Aircraft Corp.

Temeo reported net sales for the

first half of 1956 at S39,634,337-a

(if gain over the $37,326,666 regis-

tered during the first six months of

1955. Net income was SI.426, 3 50 after

provision for federal income taxes com-
pared with a first half net of S 1,402.-

990. Stockholders earned first half

dividends of 85 cents in 1956 compared
with 84 cents in 1955.

Delta, Braniff Northwest

Airlines Show Net Cains
Three additional airlines reported

profits in financial statements issued

recently. Reports from Delta, Braniff

and Northwest showed:
• Delta Air Lines earned S4.067,000 net

after taxes for the fiscal year ended
June 30, the airline reported. Previous

year’s net was S2.166.000. Fiscal 1956

net income included a profit on equip-

ment sales of $1,309,000 after taxes.

Carrying 2.424.644 passengers a rec-

ord 1,080,267,000 passenger miles—up
13.42% over last year's passenger-mile

total-Dclta achieved a load factor of

62.55% for the year. The airline car-

ried 28,200,215 lb. of air freight,

13,849,794 lb. of air express and 14.-

363,596 lb. of mail.

Total operating revenues for the year
were S66,600,000, up from S59,188.000.

Some 125.000 shares of common stock

were offered July 11 at $37.00 each.

Delta reported the offering was over-

subscribed.

• Braniff Airways had net earnings of

$1,006,100 after taxes in the first half

of 1956, a 43.5% gain over earnings
for the same period last year. Revenues
for the first six months were $25,920,-

000, compared with $22,665,900 in the

1955 period.

Capacity increased 14% to 637,130,-

000 available seat-miles in the first

half of the year, and traffic increased

14.4% to 385.101,000 passenger-miles.

Bmniff's President Charles E. Beard
said that the half year results include

the cost of introducing a new Texas-

New York service in February. He said

the service has developed rapidly and
“in addition to meeting its direct ex-

pense and absorbing its full share of

overhead costs, was operating profit-

ably."

• Northwest Airlines' profit for the first

six months of 1956 was $1,223,186 after

taxes, and operating revenues totaled

$36,043,574. Revenues in the same
period last year were S32,565,031 and
net earnings after taxes were S1SS.906.

Northwest's profit in the first six

months of 1956 included income of

$1,236,418 from equipment sales and

Boeing Stratocruiser. Operating income
after taxes for the 1956 period was
S228.057 compared with S412.075 in

the 1955 first half. The airline said its

expenses increased because of expanded
service and heavier depreciation.

National Air Show Plans
Oklahoma City-USAF has scheduled

189 aircraft, including the Lockheed

F-104 Starfightcr, for participation in the

1956 National Aircraft Show to be held

at Will Rogers Field here Sept. 1, 2

Other Century series lighters sched-

uled to hike part include: North Ameri-

can F-100C. McDonnell F-101 and the

Convair F-102. The F-104 will be shown

to the public for the first time- High-

light of the USAF demonstration will be

a pcrfonnancc by the Tlnindcrbirds, jet

precision flying team, in the North Amer-

ican F-100C, Super Sabre.

U. S. Marine Corps plans to display

about 40 aircraft types, including jet

fighters, helicopters and transports, The

Navy show will feature the Blue Angels

acrobatic team. Only aircraft announced

bv the Navy for participation in its ex-

hibit is the Douglas A3D Skywairior
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Air Force Assn. Demands Single Service
By Claude Witze

New Orleans—Adoption of a single

military service and immediate reassess-

ment of USAF's 137-wing goal were
demanded by the Air Force Assn, at

the conclusion of its tenth annual con-

vention here last week.
Charging that the present system,

with a separate Army, Navy and Air

Force, "too often ties military careers,

and therefor military operations, to

obsolescent weapons and concepts,”

the association's 1956 Statement of

Policy said such organization “can no
longer be tolerated.” The statement

continued:

"The goal must be one program for

utilizing national resources in the na-

tional defense. We must have one de-

fense plan. We must have a single

military service, one chief of staff, one
promotion list."

On the subject of air strength, the

Air Force Assn, called on President

Eisenhower, Congress and Defense

Secretary Charles E. Wilson to “re-

assess the existing force goal of the Air

Force and the funding designed to

support it and either realistically revise

the force goal of tho Air Force down-
ward or its funding basis upward.”

Quarles Indicates Cut

USAF Secretary Donald E. Quarles

immediately replied that the adminis-

tration may well cut the number of

wings. He said the administration does

not consider 137 wings "a permanent
thing” and indicated Fiscal 1958 may
sec the start of a downward revision.

The Secretary emphasized that any such
change would be due to the increasing

potency of USAF weapons along with

the Army’s fast-growing ability with
tactical missiles for “close support.”

The Secretary’s indication that the

USAF may be forced to surrender at

least some of its tactical mission to the
Army was made in a statement prior to

the convention’s awards banquet.

Quarles speculated that USAF man-
power demands wall be cut in line with
administration policy beginning with

the Fiscal 1958 defense budget. De-
spite these cuts, the budget is expected

to run substantially higher than the one
adopted by the recent Congress with

more money being poured into bases,

equipment and maintenance.
In his formal address, Quarles argued

that a superiority in airplanes docs not

mean escape from catastrophe in nu-

clear war. He said it is important only

to maintain what he termed a "mission

capability" despite changes in the

technological and strategic situations.

“There comes a time,” he added, “in

the course of increasing our airpower

when we must make a determination of

Continued reliance upon deterrence

to prevent war was accepted by the

Secretary, and lie insisted that this is

true for limited aggression as well as

total war. Yet he said that many im-

portant elements making up the deter-

rent power are “intangibles.”

Symington Rebuttal

Even before Quarles gave his address,

Sen. Stuart Symington (D.-Mo.), first

USAF secretary and head of the recent

Senate airpower investigation, took is-

sue with the administration viewpoint.

He insisted that airpower is not made
up of “intangible" factors and bluntly

assailed the suggestion of a cutback in

the number of USAF wings.

Sen. Svmington said Gen. Nathan
F. Twining. USAF Chief of Staff, is

confident the United States can main-

tain superiority of airpower “if we con-

tinue our planning."

"I am sure lie means USAF plan-

ning,” the Senator declared, “not plan-

ning in the Bureau of the Budget.

Air Force Reaction

Secretary Quarles’ open defense of

proposals to cut the size of the armed
forces and the number of USAF
manned wings brought immediate and

heated criticism from AFA veterans and

uniformed officers present at the con-

vention.

This criticism extended to men who

are interested primarily in the research

and development effort that is essential

to maintenance of qualitative superior-

ity.

Other convention speakers included

Gen. Twining, Gen. Otto P. Weyland,

chief of the Tactical Air Command;
David S. Smith, USAF assistant secre-

tary'; James H. Douglas, USAF under-

secretary: Edward P. Curtis, special as-

sistant to the President for aviation

facilities planning, and Lt. Gen. Charles

B. Stone III, chief of the Continental

Air Command.

General Tire Orders

Fairchild Friendship
Washington-General Tire and Rub-

ber Companv last week became the first

U. S. Corporation to order an executive

version of the Fairchild F-27 twin turbo-

prop aircraft.

The contract for the one airplane

brings total sales of the F-27 by Fair-

child to 27 with options on an addi-

tional 23. Delivery is scheduled early

in 1958. The F-27 will be integrated

into the fleet of six multi-engined air-

craft now operated by General Tire and

Rubber Company.
The F-27 lias been ordered by five

local airlines. Deliveries arc scheduled

to begin late in 1957. The turboprop

transport will be operated by Piedmont

Airlines, Mackey Airlines, West Coast

Airlines, Frontier Airlines and Bonanza

Symington ‘Man of Year’

New Orlcans-Sen. Stuart Symington (D.-Mo.), former secretary of the Air Force

"Aviation’s Mail of the Year” for 1956 bv the Air For«°Assn.
P°

Symington, who received the same honor in 1948, was awarded the H. H. Arnold

Trophy at the AFA's tenth annual convention. He was chosen, AFA said, for his

"determined and enlightened inquiries into the true status of our national airpower,”

and his “repeated efforts to achieve armed strength consistent with the dynamic

Others honored at the convention included:

• Television entertainer Arthur Godfrey received the Hoyt S. Vandenberg

Memorial Trophy “for distinguished service to airpower in the field of Air Age

education.”

• Lt. Col. Frank K. Everest, Jr., pilot of the Bell X-2 and chief of flight test at

Edwards AFB, Calif., won the flight test award for "advancing the state of the

aeronautical art and contributing significantly to the security of the nation."

• Dr. Chalmers W. Sherwin. University of Illinois phvsics professor and former

USAF chief scientist, won the Science Award for “outstanding contributions to the

development of a long-range radar system."

writing on the Air Force mission that is significant for its popular appeal and for

a realism born of hard-won experience.”

Lay was the author of the scripts for the movies “Strategic Air Command" and

“Twelve O’clock High.”
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Congress Gives Airpower New Strength
Deinocratic-controlled Congress pushes airpower
program but blocks civil air-safety measures.

By Katherine Johnsen

Washington-Constant prodding that

forced the Eisenhower administration
to put more teeth into its airpower
program was the most notable achieve-

ment of tire Dcmocratic-controllcd

Congress which recently adjourned.
On the other hand, the second ses-

sion of the 84th Congress wasted too
much time on purposeless civil aviation

investigations.

Congressional activities which spurred
action in the aviation field included:

Military Airpower

Although the President, in presenting

the administration’s defense program
to Congress in January, emphasized
airpower and guided missiles. Senate
Democrats promptly challenged the Air

Force program as inadequate.

The administration program, the

President said in his State of the Union
message, was designed to “push the
production of the most modern military

aircraft.” He added that "the develop-

ment of long-range missiles has been
on an accelerated basis for some time.”

Dissatisfied, Democratic Sen. Richard
Russell of Georgia, chairman of the

Armed Services Committee, called on
the Air Force to report just how it would
use the $1.5 billion more than proposed
bv the administration if such a sum
were added to the USAF budget. And
Democratic Sen. Stuart Svmmgton
(Mo.) declared in a floor speech that

the President was hiding from the pub-
lic the “fact” that the U. S. is “behind
the Soviet Union in the long-range bal-

listic missile field, the most important
new weapon the world faces today.”

In another move. Democratic Sen.

Henry Jackson (Wash.) called for a

missile “czar” to expedite and coordi-

nate the U.S. missile programs. Fi-

nally, a Senate Airpower Investigating

Subcommittee, headed by Sen. Syming-
ton, was appointed to investigate the

administration’s airpower program.
The result: the administration de-

clined to submit a proposal for $1.5

billion additional USAF funds but did

volunteer a $376.5 million USAF in-

crease (including $248 million for B-52
production), plus $50 million for pos-

sible “emergency” developments in the

missile program, $55 million for Army
construction of the Distant Early

Warning program and $65.6 million

for Navy DEW construction and con-

version of ships to missile capability.

A missile "czar”—Eger V. Murphrce,
former president of ESSO Research
and Engineering Co.—was appointed.

Democratic senators viewed the Ad-
ministration’s proposal as “better late

than never” but as still "not enough.”
Testimony by top Air Force officers

before the Svmmgton subcommittee
added up to the fact that the adminis-

tration’s increased program remained
“too austere.” Gen. Curtis LcMay,
commander of Strategic Air Command,
recommended an additional S3.8 billion

for SAC alone, including $1.8 billion

for aircraft. Lt. Gen. Donald Putt,

deputy chief of staff for research and
development, called for S250 to $300
million additional for research and
development.

In another compromise overture, the

administration agreed to an increase of

$350 million in USAF procurement
funds and $100 million for research and
development. Democrats, with some
Republican backing, insisted on $800
million additional for procurement.

Result of the Democratic prodding:

Congress handed the administration a

Fiscal 1957 USAF budget providing

S6.8 billion for plane and missile pro-

curement (as compared with the $5.8

million requested by the President in

January) and $710 million for research

and development (as compared with the

$610 million originally proposed by the

President).

Renegotiation

Most consequential result of two con-

gressional investigations into military

aircraft procurement and profits was to

focus on loose and inequitable practices

of Air Force and Navy and the Renego-

tiation Board.

After a year's study of the 12 major

airframe manufacturers, the House
Armed Services Investigating Subcom-
mittee said that, in general, it found no
excessive profits. It added, however,

that profits claimed on some individual

contracts "arc higher than they ought
to be.”

The House Appropriations Com-
mittee criticized both the Air Force

and Navy for delays in setting firm

target prices on incentive-type con-

tracts and in firming up letters of

When work has progressed sub-

stantially before a contract is signed,

the committee protested, the Air Force

and Navy arc generally obliged to con-

tinue it on the contractor’s terms.

Hie committee also complained that,

by permitting the use of production

funds for research and development,

USAF and Navy enable some contrac-

Fiscal 1957 Aviation Appropriations
(000,000 omitted)

for

F Y 1957

Air Force $15,666

(Exclusive of Public Works)
This includes:

Aircraft and Related Procurement. . . 6,048

Research and Development 610

Naval Aviation 2,546

This includes:

Aircraft and Related Procurement. . . 1,733

Civil Aeronautics Administration 305

This includes:

Development of Air Navigation

Facilities 108

Civil Aeronautics Board 24.7

This includes:

Administration 4.7

Airline Subsidies 20.

National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics 79.7

This includes:

Administration 64.7

Construction 15.

2,544

1,733

$14,740

6,306

570

1,715

906
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USAF's Flying Nuclear Reactor
World’s first aircraft to fly with an operating atomic reactor aboard Convair B-36, now the XB-36H. On flights reactor does not power
plane, and low-powered Convair-bnilt reactor is not turned on until over unpopulated area. Airscoops on XB-36H fuselage aft of wing
cool reactor when operating. Effects of radiation on instruments, equipment, airframe, flight crew, arc checked carefully, and new de-

vices tested. XB-36H’s dark blue nose and orange radiation svinbol on vertical tail distinguishes airplane from all others. First published

n f r ih i i d pictures of the XB-36H appeared in Aviation Week’s ARDC issue of August 6, pages 149, 174.

tors “to obtain control of newly de-

veloped equipment” and thus gain an
advantage towards securing production

contracts for the equipment. This
committee’s investigation is continuing.

The industry, as well as the USAF
and Navy, were urged by the House
Armed Services Investigating Subcom-
mittee to revise policies on executive

compensation charged against govern-

ment contracts.

The subcommittee chairman. Rep.
F. Edward Hebert (D.-La.), said he was
"stunned” by the executive compensa-
tion paid by some of the "smaller"

airframe companies and proposed that

they “take a good look at themselves
or the house will fall down.”
The subcommittee also protested the

“welter of confusion" in the differing

compensation allowance policies of the

USAF and Navy and called for the
establishment of a uniform schedule.

Renegotiation Passed

Although the renegotiation law was
renewed (to Dec. 31, 1958) in the rush
to windup the session, there was sharp
criticism of it and its administration by
the Renegotiation Board. Rep. Hebert
termed the law “a hvdra-headed mon-
ster which everyone seems to be afraid

to disown for fear he will be charged
with wanting to pay excessive profits."

From the extensive financial data

supplied his subcommittee by the 12
airframe companies. Hebert said he fails

to understand why the board cleared

some and assessed others.

Sen. John Sparkman (D.-Ala.), chair-

man of the Small Business Committee,

called the renegotiation measure “selec-

tive taxation without rate from which
there is no workable or practical ave-

nue of appeal.”

Government- Information

After several months study, a House
subcommittee headed by Rep. John
Moss (D.-Calif.) reported that "a paper

curtain has slowly, almost imperceptibly

descended,” blocking the flow of infor-

mation from the government to the

The investigation is continuing.

The subcommittee’s critical interim

report, one unanimously approved by
the full Government Operations Com-
mittee. singled out the Department of
Defense as hav ing “the most restrictive

and . . . most confused" public informa-
tion organization within the govern-

Commercial Aviation

Congressional pressure also influenced

the administration’s attitude on two key
commercial aviation matters:

• Airline Fares. Under fire from Con-
gress, the Civil Aeronautics Board voted
to undertake an investigation of trunk

A study by the General Accounting
Office for the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee had urged the fare investigation.

At hearings before the House anti-

monopoly subcommittee, Congressmen
denounced Board action in 1952 when
a proposed investigation was voted

• Bilateral Negotiations. Civil Aeronau-

tics Board members agreed that repre-

sentatives of affected airlines should be
participants in negotiations of bilateral

air agreements with foreign nations after

Senate Commerce Committee hearings

focused on the lack of industry partici-

pation in the negotiation of the U. S.-

German bilateral agreement.
Legislation legally requiring industry

participation was unanimously approved
by the Senate Commerce Committee
and the Senate in the closing davs of

the session.

There was not time enough for the
House to act on the measure, but the
unanimous, non-political action by the

Senate is a strong statement of congres-

sional position.

In addition, the measure would have
made CAB decisions on territorial route

cases final and restricted the President's

authority over international route cases

to matters affecting "national defense”
and "foreign policy.” These restrictions

were an outgrowth of the West Coast-
Havvaii Case in which the President had
initially reversed CAB’s decision. Later,

under congressional criticism, the Presi-

dent revised his position.

Where Congress Failed

On other measures, Congress was in-

effective:

Although several air safety measures
(including one which would have
banned jet aircraft from airports of cities

with a population of over one million)

and numerous investigations of the air

navigation system were undertaken.
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Congress failed in a final showdown to

follow the administration lead on two
concrete air safety proposals. They were:
• Request of $108 million to telescope

the five-year airways development pro-

gram into three was cut to S85 million.
• Request for $34 million to begin con-

struction of an alternative airport to

handle the over-saturated traffic at

Washington National Airport was re-

fused.

Instead, the Senate Appropriations
Committee appointed a subcommittee to

study the matter of an alternate Wash-
ington airport, which already has been
under study for five years.

Independent CAA
Prolonged hearings before the Senate

Commerce Aviation Subcommittee, on
the resignation under administration

pressure of former Civil Aeronautics

Administrator Fred B. Lee and the

establishment of an independent Civil

Aeronautics Administration accom-
plished nothing but delay in the con-

firmation of a new CAB member and a
new CAA Administrator.

Senator A. S. Mike Monroney (D.-

Okla.) attempted to show that Lee was
coerced to resign by a "ground minded'’

Commerce Department and that legis-

lation should be passed separating the

CAA from Commerce.
However, so little substantiating

evidence was dev eloped at lengthy hear-

ings, that the legislation was not even
brought to a vote before the subcom-
mittee.

While Sen. Monroney pursued the

project, action on the nomination of

G. Joseph Minetti to the CAB and
Charles Lowen as CAA administrator,

both submitted early in January, were
suspended. Thev were finally confirmed
in mid-June.

Monopoly Hunt
An investigation by the House Anti-

Monopoly Subcommittee in an effort

In find a monopoly situation in air trans-

portation fizzled out. After several

months of hearings, the subcommittee
has yet to issue a report on its findings.

The investigation was largely a one-man
show by the subcommittee's chairman,
Rep. Emanuel Ccllcr (D.-N. Y.).

At the outset, Ccllcr protested that

Pan American World Airways is “abso-

lutely dominating the international

Then he switched to the Air
Transport Assn., suggesting that "the

close and continuous relationship” be-

tween ATA and the CAB might involve

“conspiracy.” Next, Ccllcr switched to

the nonschcdulcd airlines, proposing
that four carriers operated “as a pool”
and dominated the Air Coach Transport
Assn.

There were two controversial person-

• Defense Secretary Charles Wilson.

Congressional antagonism towards Wil-
son began early in the session with the
complaint of Rep. Clarence Cannon
(D.-Mo.), chairman of the House Ap-

propriations Committee, that at execu-
tive hearings Wilson “dodged, squirmed

Criticism continued and reached its

peak with the charges on the Senate
floor by Sen. Richard Russell (D.-Ga.),

chairman of the Armed Services Com-
mittee, that Wilson treated senators

with “disdain, at times almost with con-

tempt,” that the Secretary “dictated

without regard to law or the Constitu-

tion,” that he “sought to intimidate

(military) officers” and that "his vanity

and arrogance arc surpassed only by hi’s

lack of understanding of the American
system of government and its division

of powers.”
• Louis Rothschild, Under Secretary of
Commerce for Transportation. At the

opening of the session, Rothschild, who
had several bouts with congressional

groups, stirred up a political debate by
giving advance lists of airports allocated

federal aid funds to the Republican
Congressional Campaign Committee.
Subsequently, Republican Congressmen
took credit for projects in their respec-

tive districts. Rep. Prince Preston

(D.-Ga.) led the Democratic attack by

protesting that Rothschild "clearly

demonstrated political contempt for

members of Congress of the majority

party by the conspiracy to claim credit

for a program this administration once

undertook to destroy. In other words

they deny parenthood but are willing

to adopt the child.”

Service Rivalry

Service rivalrv erupted on Capitol

Hill on two issues:

• Navy testimony before the Senate Ap-

propriations Committee that carrier air

power "significantly augments" flic na-

tion’s strategic power and that there are

“very few" targets out of the reach of

the Navy attack bombers brought a

prompt challenge from USAF Chief of

Staff Gen. Nathan Twining, who told

the committee that the Navy’s contribu-

tion to strategic air capability would be

“small” in the initial and critical, phase

of a major war.

• Aniiv Chief of Staff Gen. Maxwell D.

Taylor protested that the USAF pro-

gram to man bases with the Navv-

dcvclopcd Talos missile invaded the

Army’s air defense mission. Army at

least temporary victor. Congress de-

clined to authorize S16.4 million for

Talos launching installations but au-

thorized an additional SI 37 million for

various facilities for the Army’s Nike

Agencies Hide Information Behind

Self-Devised ‘Secrecy’ Stamps
By Evert Clark

Washington—Government agencies

have cited fil documents, ranging from
the Constitution to departmental
memoranda, as authorization for keep-

ing information from the public on the

grounds of security.

An analysis prepared for the House
Information Subcommittee shows that

40 agencies use secrecy classifications

which they originated.

President Eisenhower’s Executive

Order 10501 provides for three classi-

fications—Top Secret, Secret and Con-
fidential—and states specifically that

“no other designation shall be used to

classify defense information, including

military information, as requiring pro-

tection in the interests of national de-

fense, except as expressly provided by

The Information Subcommittee,
headed by Rep. John E. Moss (D.-

Calif.), submitted questionnaires to 60
executive departments and agencies. It

has published an analysis of the an-

swers, prepared for the subcommittee

by the Legislative Reference Sendee of

the Library of Congress. The analysis

shows that:

What Analysis Shows

• Of 60 agencies questioned, only four

said all the information they possess is

available to the public-the’ Fine Arts

Commission, the Indian Claims Com-
mission, the National Capitol Housing

Authority and the Veterans Education

Appeals Board.
• Forty agencies have originated 30

secrecy labels of their own. Examples:

“Not for public inspection," "limited

official use” and “for staff use only.”

The subcommittee and its parent Gov-

ernment Operations Committee noted

in an interim report that the "re-

stricted” classification abolished by Ex-

ecutive Order 10501 “has been replaced

by many ingenious offspring, all de-

signed to perpetuate concealment.”
• Number of people in government

who have the power to classify informa-

tion is incalculable. (Trevor Gardner,

former assistant secretary of the Air

Force for research and development,

estimated when he testified before the

subcommittee that the number ap-
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proachcs one million). The Atomic
Energy Commission, the analysis

shows, has 93 officials authorized to

stamp documents Top Secret. The
number who can apply lower classifica-

Tliirty of tfic 60 agencies said they
do not restrict information on the

grounds of security. The other 30 cited

these authorities for their action:
• The Constitution.
• Nineteen federal statutes.

• Five Supreme Court decisions.

• Five executive orders.

• Four Presidential and White House
letters and directives.

• Two letters and two opinions of the

Attorney General.
• Twenty-three departmental manuals,
memoranda, regulations, orders, etc.

The subcommittee now plans to re-

sume hearings on government informa-

tion and secrecy policies late in Sep-
tember to hear Defense Department
witnesses whose testimony was post-

poned by adjournment of Congress.
One day will be devoted to research

and development chiefs and one to pub-
lic information chiefs from Defense and
the three services. The secretaries of the
three sendees will be called on the final

day and questioned on how they rec-

tify security abuses.

On the basis of what it has heard so

far, the subcommittee called Defense’s
information policies and practices "the
most restrictive and . . . most confused”
in government.

The subcommittee hopes to have its

life renewed in the 85th Congress so

it can take testimony from State and
Justice Departments and consider legis-

lation to cut down the restrictions on
release of government information.

Fiscal ’58 Estimates

Rejected by Wilson
Washington—Defense Secretary Char-

les E. Wilson last week rejected esti-

mates of the Army, Navy and Air Force
for a fiscal 1958 budget that would total

$48.5 billion, approximately $12.5 bil-

lion above that for the current year.

There was no indication of just how
much of the total the USAF requested,

but Wilson said he expected the budget
to go up and there would be growing
emphasis on airpower. He said the Air
Force still has not provided a firm

program for spending the additional

$800 million provided by Congress for

aircraft procurement during fiscal 1957.
The Secretary made it clear that

there will be no change in the country's

military plans and procurement as a

result of the crisis over the Suez Canal.
Obviously placing full confidence in

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles to

keep the peace while both Britain and
France arc taking military precautions.

Wilson characterized the Suez affair as

a "ripple.” Said he:

“And while any of these things arc

important matters and well worth
watching and handling very carefully,

our country can't flip up and down
with such relatively small things."

Other comments by the Defense
Secretary:

New Orleans—Better utilization and
recognition of scientists and engineers

arc essential if the U. S. is to maintain
leadership in the technological race

with Russia, the Air Force Assn, was
warned by Flovd Odium, president of

the Atlas Corporation.

Pointing out that about one-third

of the technological talent employed by
private industry in this country is work-
ing on Defense Department projects.

Odium criticized such multiple efforts

as that found in the ballistic missile

field, with several projects competing
for engineering and scientific skills “as

well as for money, facilities and man-
agement.”

He suggested that such weapons as

the intercontinental ballistic missile

might be achieved sooner if there were
fewer competing projects. He con-

tinued:

"Industry might with better manage-
ment do current tasks with less people.

When I hear about 2,000 or more engi-

neers on an airframe task, it impresses

me as wastage. Increasingly complex

• There is no plan to increase produc-

tion rate of the Boeing B-52 jet bomber
beyond the present scheduled output

of 20 a month.
• Increasing steel prices probably will

cost the Defense Department between

$25 and $35 million.

• Atomic weapons alone are not enough

to win all types of wars.

tasks can’t be solved by merely increas-

ing numbers.
“With 2,000 engineers on a single

project, a disturbing number of them
must be wasting their technical skills

in administrative and other non-engi-

neering tasks.”

Odium represented industry on a

slate of speakers who discussed “Man-
power in the Jet Age,” at the associa-

tion's tenth annual convention.

Dr. Alan T. Waterman, director of

the National Science Foundation, said

future needs of industry for tech-

nological talent can best be met by
supporting basic research and educa-

tional activities in the nation’s uni-

James McCormack, Jr., of Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology and a

retired USAF major general, said a

major factor in the industry's immedi-
ate future is the failure of two-thirds of

the top 50% of high school graduates

to go to college.

Pratt & Whitney Plans

Florida Engine Plant
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is planning

the construction of a $42-million jet en-

gine design and test center in Palm
Beach County, Fla.

Formal announcement of the plans

probably will be made shortly after the

Florida legislature approves a measure

permitting the United Aircraft divi-

sion to take over a 40,000-acre plot now
under the jurisdiction of the State

Game and Fresh Water Fish Commis-
sion. The legislation, which already has

been introduced, is expected to pass

without major opposition.

The plant, which will serve as an

auxiliary to Pratt & Whitney's main
facility in East Hartford, Conn. The
Palm Beach site was decided upon pri-

marily because of its remoteness from

urban areas. Company officials, who
looked over several areas in a number
of states before deciding upon Florida,

also wanted to find an area that could
serve as a drawing card in the recruiting

of engineers and technical people

needed to man the plant.

Odium Asks for Better Utilization

Of U. S. Scientists, Engineers
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Ramjet Drives Missiles

Bristol “Tlior” ramjet drives two British missiles reported to be in production by Bristol

mid English Electric. Starting reliability is claimed to be 100% and Bristol engineers say

the fuel system is better than any American system. Thor's shock generating nose cone and

radial flame holders are shown by the light of combustion in photo taken by aft facing

camera mounted on a test missile (top). A missile powered by "Ilior is accelerated to start-

ing speed by four booster rockets shown burning out immediately after separation (center).

Shock front is visible ahead of boosters and two shocks may be seen on the missile.

Envelope of the ramjet (bottom) is characteristically clean and simple. Over 200 Thor-

powered test vehicles have flown from the missile ranges at Abcrporth, Wales and Woomcra,

Australia. 'Hie missiles have been destroyed in flight because their ranges arc great enough

to carry them outside the restricted firing area.

Rockets Boost Napier

Ramjet Test Vehicle
Technical details of the British Ram-

jet altitude record holding Napier

NRJ 1 (AW Oct. 24, 1955, p. 51;

Mar. 26, 1956, p. 53) have been re-

leased by the Napier company.

Eight solid propellant rocket motors

mounted in pairs on the sides of the

vehicle accelerate it to the speed neces-

sary to start the ramjet. Each booster

pair is fitted with a large stabilising

fin, the tip chord of which is greater

than the root chord. The four large

fins arc necessary because the center of

gravity of the missile is located far aft

before the separation of the boosters.

After burn-out of the rockets, the

wrap-around booster assembly disen-

gages at the front end and is peeled

away from the fuselage by small out-

ward lifting fins.

The four stabilizing fins of the ram-

jet stage arc made of a wooden frame

clad with light alloy.

An airfoil-shaped center body di-

vides the front fuselage into two semi-

circular diffuser ducts. The center body

contains radio receiver, telemetering

transmitter, fuel tanks and components
of the fuel system.

The NRJ 1 is approximately 20 feet

long and 18 inches in diameter. Eucl

Pratt& Whitney to Add
Some 3.000 Employes
East Hartford, Conn.—Pratt & Whit-

ney Aircraft will hire approximately

3,(i00 new employes before the end of

the year, mainly to man expanding

production of new jet engines.

As recruitment schedules are filled,

the company expects to begin the new
year with 40.000 employes in its various

Connecticut facilities.

Wright A. Parkins, general manager

of P & W, attributed the new employ-

ment to the “outstanding success" of

the J57 jet engine and the scheduled

future use of the J75.

News Digest

Bristol Britannia G-ANBH returned

to England from Entcbce, Uganda
where tests were made on modifications

of Proteus turboprop engine to prevent

combustion llamcouts. Results arc being

analvzcd. Preliminary testing began fol-

lowing a “heat soak” of several hours

on runway at Khartoum.

Taylorcraft, Inc. purchase of Conti-

nental, Inc., Danbury, Conn., is initial
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Convair’s Atlas...

a key to

ultimate peace!

Convair's intercontinental ballistic missile, a vital weapon
for our national security, is aptly named Atlas. As a

deterrent to war— a force for world peace— it literally can

sustain the future freedom of all mankind

!

For ten years Convair's Engineering to the Nth Power has

led the way in the development of the icbm. Today, Convair

continues its leadership with the largest and most experienced

organization in the astronautics field. CONVAIR-dsfronai/fo

is now building a complete facility in San Diego, California, to

produce the Atlas ... a key to ultimate peace

!

CONVAIR
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systems. The initial unit of the plant, located on a 640-acre
site in suburban Denver, Colorado, will be completed next

spring and will contain approximately 150,000 square feet.

projects Our current military contracts support a broad
range of advanced work in the fields of modern commu-
nications, digital computing and data-processing, fire con-

trol systems, instrumentation and test equipment. In the

guided missile held, Ramo-Wooldridge has technical direc-

tion and systems engineering responsibility for the Air

Missiles. Our commercial contracts are in the fields of

operations research, automation, and data processing. All

this development work is strengthened by a supporting

program of basic electronic and aeronautical research.

the future As u'c look back on our first three years of
corporate history

,
tve find much to be grateful for. A wide

variety of technically challenging contracts have come to

us from the military services and from business and indus-

try. We have been fortunate in the men and women who
have chosen to join ns in the adventure of building a com-
pany. We are especially happy about the six hundred scien-

tists and engineers who have associated themselves with

R-W. Their talents constitute the really essential ingredient

of our operations. We plan to keep firmly in mind the

fact that the continued success of The Ramo-Wooldridge

Corporation depends on our maintaining an organizational

pattern, a professional environment, and methods of oper-

ating the company that are unusually well suited to the

special needs of the professional scientist and engineer.

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation

After Thirty-Four Months..

.
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step by Taylorcraft toward production

of a combination airplane and automo-

bile. Continental has flown prototypes

of CAA certificated "Airphibian," but

never has gone into full production.

Taylorcraft has no immediate produc-

tion plans. Purchase was made with

Taylorcraft stock.

Additional M-21C Vcrtol helicopters

have been ordered for Army under S2*5

million contract awarded by USAF.

B. F. Goodrich Co. created a sep-

arate organization, B. F. Goodrich Avia-

tion Products, P. W. Pcrdriau is general

manager.

Minister for Civil Aviation for Aus-

tralia, Athol Townley. said bilateral air

transport agreement between Australia

and Germany has been reached. When
ratified, it will confirm existing Aus-

tralian airline operations conducted by

Qantas Empire Airways to London

through Frankfurt. It also will extend

reciprocal rights to a German desig-

nated airline to operate from Germany

Air-cooled V-4 engine carrying 70 lb.

of aluminum in total weight of 200 lb„

is visualized as powerplant for airborne

military vehicles. Engine, developed by

Aluminum Company of America and

American Motors, was primarily directed

toward automotive field.

Orders of $23.9 million for electronic

bombing systems and gun-bomb-rockct

sights went to AC Spark Plug Division

or General Motors. The division also

is developing an inertial guidance sys-

tem for an advanced USAF missile.

What company calls largest pre-

fabricated, shielded enclosure ever built

has just been erected by Bell Aircraft

Corp., Buffalo, for comprehensive elec-

tronic testing of guided missiles and
small aircraft. Shield measures 40 ft.

in length, 33 ft. wide, IS ft. high.

General Dynamics Corp. will design

and build world’s largest supersonic

wind tunnel, valued at S2.5 million.

Contract, let In' U. S. Army Corps of

Engineers, is for Air Force's Arnold

Engineering Development Center in

Tullahoina, Tcnn. CD's Boat Division

at Groton, Conn., will execute contract

with a sister division, Strombcrg-Carlson

of Rochester, N. Y.

Air Force will send 1S9 aircraft to

participate in 1956 National Aircraft

Show at Oklahoma Citv, Okla., Sept. 1,

2 and 3. Included arc Lockheed F-104,

Convair F-102, McDonnell F-101,

North American F-100C and Boeing
B-52.

Caravelle Survey
first Siicasc SE 120 Caravelle delivered to

Air France hauls cargo between Paris and Al-

sivc o|icrationul survey with the twin-

engine jet airliner preparatory to beginning

regular passenger service with a fleet of 12

Caiavcllcs late next year or early in 1958.

Cargo is loaded through a forward door in

fuselage. Passenger entrance is through the

hatch to rear bottom. Steps are an integral

part of the door. Rolls-Royce RA 29 Avon
engines arc mounted on either side of the

fuselage at rear. Caravelle cruises at 410

knots at an altitude of 39,000 ft. With a

payload of 15,000 lb., normal range is 1,620
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AIR TRANSPORT
Eyewitnesses Describe TWA-UAL Crash

CAB hearings produce structural evidence of

collision, translation of last United message.

By Craig Lewis

Washington—Public hearings on the

Trans World Airlincs-United Air Lines
accident over Grand Canyon turned up
three possible eyewitnesses to the crash

and produced definite information that

the two transports collided in mid-air.

A high-level Civil Aeronautics panel

of inquiry examined three dozen wit-

nesses during the Washington hearings

in an effort to find out just how and
why the TWA and United transports

crashed.

Testimony of the CAB structural in-

vestigation group produced evidence
that the TWA Super Constellation and
United DC-7 collided in flight before

they fell into Grand Canyon in the

June 30 accident which killed 128

people.

Investigators retrieved wreckage from
both planes. Examination showed that

the left outer wing of the United DC-7
made contact with the Super Constel-

lation fuselage forward of the tail. It

also showed that a DC-7 propeller or

propellers made one or more cuts in

the Super Constellation fuselage.

Eyewitness Accounts

CAB investigators are still examining
material from the accident in an effort

to determine the angle at which the

two aircraft converged and their posi-

tions when they collided.

At the hearing, the CAB called four

surprise witnesses. Three of them told

the investigators they saw the collision

while driving along U. S. Highway 66
near Grand Canyon.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J. Siefer said

they saw two aircraft appear in a break

between two large cloud formations in

the Grand Canyon area. They said

the aircraft collided, then remained
locked together for the few seconds
they' remained in view. Siefer said the

planes were a Constellation and a

DC-7.
The Sicfers said they were a few

miles cast of Flagstaff, Ariz., when they

saw the aircraft. They reported that

the planes appeared between two large,

billowy cloud formations, one of which
was very dark. Siefer said it appeared

that the two planes may have flown

around opposite sides of the cloud

formation before they met.

In a long day of hearings, the in-

vestigating board tried repeatedly to

shake Siefer’s story, but he remained
convinced that he had seen two aircraft

collide over Arizona on June 30.

Two vacationers from West Virginia,

Mr. and Mrs. AValter J. England, were
on Highway 66 west of Winslow, Ariz.,

about the same time. Mrs. England
said she saw an explosion in the air

while watching some heavy cloud

formations in the Grand Canyon area.

Puff of Smoke

About noon on June 30, Mrs. Eng-
land said a cloud formation grew very'

rapidly over the Grand Canyon. As the

cloud grew larger, it grew darker, and
Mrs. England said she saw lightning

"And then all at once.” she said, "I

saw a great puff of smoke appear, and
I kept watching, and it spread out just

like a parachute was opening up. And,
then I began to see something come
down out of the sky and smoke follow-

ing after it, and it came on down until

it got behind the clouds, and I couldn't

Mrs. England said the object was an
airplane. At the time, she thought it

was a jet aircraft. She said she contin-

ued to watch the smoke cloud and the

falling aircraft "for a good five minutes

Both the Sicfers and the Englands
told the CAB group that they' had failed

to realize the significance of what they

saw until they learned of -the accident

later. Neither couple reported what they

saw until after their return home be-

cause they feared they would be delayed

in the West.

Uncontrolled Airspace

Testimony of communications and
traffic control personnel involved in the

TWA and United flights showed no
apparent irregularities in the way the

two flights were handled. The flights

collided in uncontrolled airspace in an

area where the Civil Aeronautics Ad-
ministration has no responsibility for

regulating traffic.

Both flights left Los Angeles under
instrument flight plans. They were
scheduled to depart 13 minutes apart,

but minor mechanical troubles delayed

both flights, and they actually departed

four minutes apart.

When the TWA flight asked to

change his altitude from 19,000 ft. to

21,000 ft., the request was denied be-

cause the United flight was at 21,000.

TWA got permission to fly 1,000 on
lop of the clouds. Both flights left the

airways-and CAA responsibility—when
they crossed an airway approximately

at the California border.

CAA officials explained that traffic

controller refused to allow the two air-

craft to cruise at the same altitude in

California because they still had to cross

an airway before they moved into un-
controlled space in Arizona.

The CAA witnesses emphasized that

air traffic controllers make no attempt

to provide an advisory service in uncon-

trolled airspace. They said the TWA
flight was advised of the United flight's

altitude as an explanation for refusing

the request for 21.000, not as a warning

of possibcl hazards. Under this policy,

the United flight wasn't informed of

the TWA traffic.

No CAA Advisory

CAA controller Lynn H. McCreary
of the Salt Lake City center was re-

sponsible for the sector in which the

crash occurred, but he pointed out that

lie was responsible only for the air-

ways in the sector. lie said controllers

keep track of aircraft flying through

uncontrolled space primarily to plot

the time and place where they will re-

McCrcary said lie knew that both

the TWA and United flights were at

the same altitude when they last re-

ported and that their courses were

plotted to cross. He pointed out, how-
ever, that the pilots were on their own
and could change their course and alti-

tude at will, and, therefore, CAA docs

not provide any advisory sen-ice in un-

controlled areas.

“Normally,” the controller said, "our
workload is such that it makes it im-

possible to provide that type of infor-

mation . . . with the facilities that we

A fragmentary radio message from

the United flight was received at Salt

Lake City at the time the two flights

were supposed to report over the

Painted Desert.

CAA controllers were unable to un-

derstand it at first.

'We're Going In'

Careful replaying of the recorded

message indicated it was: "Salt Lake
from 718—We’re going in.”

David D. Thomas, director of the

CAA Office of Air Traffic Control, was

asked what would happen if all air

traffic flew under instrument flight
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First Britannia,

Viscount, Flights

rules on the federal airways. He slid

the CAA would accept and handle all

the traffic.

But, Thomas added, there would be

"penalties in terms of delay, in terms

of cancellations and also for those com-

munities which arc now receiving serv-

ice in the now off-airwavs areas.” lie

said the CAA is now working to re-

lieve the situation, and that the tele-

scoping of the five-year federal airways

plan into three is a step toward solving

the problem.

Testimony of pilots flying in the gen-

eral area of the accident indicated that

a large cloud formation was building

up over the Grand Canyon at the time

the collision occurred, and that the

top of the formation was near 25,000

ft.

United States Army and Air Force

helicopter pilots told the investigating

panel of the difficulties they encoun-

tered in reaching the sites of the two

wrecks. Helicopter crews made 76 trips

into the canyon earning investigators

and removing bodies and pieces of the

wreckage. CAB Cl | ic R.

Durfcc expressed the Board's apprecia-

tion to the helicopter crews and said

“it was an heroic operation.”

Beech Delivers Twin
Super 18s to Brazil

Beech Aircraft Corporation in Sep-

tember will deliver five Bccchcraft

Super 18 twin-engined planes to the

Brazilian air force. Super lS's will be

used for internal communication, and
flown often from small, unimproved

landing strips.

Beech will convert the planes from

executive eight-place capacity to 11-

place configuration for the work. Braz-

il's air force prescntlv uses a fleet of

Model IS Bccclicrafts, ranking next to

the U.S. and Canada.

Beech Flight Tests

New Executive Plane
Wichita—Beech Aircraft Corp. last

week began flight testing a new four-

place executive aircraft which it hopes

to place on the market early next year.

Bearing an external resemblance to

the six-place Twin-Bonanza and de-

signed to compete with the Cessna 310

(AW July 16, p. 50). the aircraft has

been designated the Beech Badger. It

will have a cruising speed of 200 rnpli.

and is being put through an accelerated

flight-test program.

The Badger, powered by two 1 SO hp.

Lvcoming 0-360 engines,' will sell for

between $35,000 and $55,000.
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Airline Traffic— June 1956

Revenue
Passengers

Revenue
Passenger

(000)

Load
Factor

u. s.

Mail Express Freight

Total

Revenue
Ton-Miles

Per Cent
Revenue to

Available

Ton-Miles

DOMESTIC TRUNK

Breniff

"

Continental

Delta

Eastern

Northeast

Northwest
Trans World
United

INTERNATIONAL
American
Braniff

Cambeen Atlantic

743,822
156,538
281,362
62,504

208,951
671,019
105,916
59,985

134,938
398,113
618,875
97,638

11,202
2,610

482,035
64,926
98,630
23,005
98,416
321,922
69,511
12,095
95,148
325,037
446,730
49,824

7,699
5,785
1,014

78.05
66.12
66.59
57.06
66.09
65.02

64^03
73.20
78.47
77.77
69.45

64.36
50.69
60.04

1,577,482
225,050
253,720
71,218

314,061
824,541
229,308

388,828
955,707

2,121,085
207,575

11,533
16,255
1,160

122*875

182,875
27,400

245,017
402,035
44,513
16,502

196,317
622,816
978,781
71,481

5,610,618

289388
106,832
622,686

1,179,655
370,365
27,714

660,787
1,823,805
4,187,669
171,779

299,643
70,488

53,900,563
6,948,862
10,163,406
2,411,910

10,640,517
35,057,539
7,729,785
1,149,602

10,570,429
34,512,587
50,180,125
5,214,650

1,098,753
742,246
94,647

65.12
58.22
50.02
48.39
60.40
51.05
71.75
60.20
61.52
69.61
66.38
62.23

65.96
54.44
57.40

Eastern 27,335 34,982 72.10 55,184 3,862,646 64.31

Pan American
Alaska
Atlantic

Pacific

Latin America
Panama
Trans World

LOCAL SERVICE

Central

11,309

1021921
29,597
414,366
11,399
31,132
12,380

42,425
11,650
9,441

22,489

9,851
135,053
83,784

103,414
13,146
83,119
30,711

7,142
2,562
1,746

66.72

6A18

66.10
56.10
70.07
87.22

46^51

859,352

40,011
887,754

1,078,156
351,000
50,797

748,769
103,785

7,047
3,934

22,887

18,452
2,304
2,199

401,321
1,797,502
1,161,712
3,108,817
301,603
752,674
61,990

6,003
7,304
5,388

4,261 ,276

1,459,598
16,675,405
10,875,882
13,217,914

lO'l 50394
3,307,338

712,823
256,652
178,491

73.16

63.35
60.45

62^68
56.07
71.01
80.57

47.92
44.86
32.22

Mohair"''
North Central

Oiarlr
Piedmont
Southern
Southwest
Trans Teaas
West Coast

HAWAIIAN

34,639
55,817
30,453
40,062
16,395
27,917
19,976
20,342

2,030
6,217
9,467
4,739
7,669
2,863
5,359
4,556
3,582

43'37
60.20
58.90
41.35
59.64
47.90

41 16
57.80

2,111
5,426

18,961
10,023
14,471
8,362
8,278

14,908
4,258

29*292

12*334

12,867

9>72
2,119

9,143
12,433

20327
5,431

195,985
617,619
947,051
478,813

295,381
530,809
479,102
335,333

42.20
59.80
52.38
42.37
59.00
45.61
50.84
37.88
54.93

Trans Pacific

CARGO LINES
Aerovias Sud Americana
Flying Tiger

Slick

24^685

"6,659
4,913

3^128

'

25^784
21,332

55.48

99.47
96.91

649

’

37^852
92,854

’

29^893
32,928

11,764

650,988
5,224,913
4,854,860

246,508

650,988
7,871,104
7,61 3,935

51.20

65.85
79.05
78.76

HELICOPTER
New York Airways
Lot Angeles Airways*

4,373 82 62.60 908 1,399 557 10,492 66.87

ALASKA
Alaska Airlines

Alaska Coast
6,361
5,501

2,863
491

39.99
59.95

40,577 613,646
4,788

980,950
58,841

50.72
61.33

Cordo.a
Ellis Air Lines

Northern Consolidated*
Pacific Northern

1,910

14,258

269

1 1,326

34.40
51.43

64^31

3,239
2.2/3

70.683

4 190.831
3,490

320.154

221,509
41,999

1,611,719

56.69
59.84

6IL04

Wien Alaska

Compfledby AVIATION W

4,066

EK from airl

1,753

ne reports to c Civil A

4S.S19

eronautics B

1.371,327 1,595,291 93.27
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Argentina Sets Out
Policy on Airlines

Buenos Aires—Argentina has decided
to continue the unprofitable overseas

flights of her state-owned airline, but
she leaves the door wide open to any

Argentine private company that would
like to take over some of these various

flights.

This decision was revealed in a de-

cree-law covering the whole field of

commercial and civil aviation. In the

law the Air Ministry, one of the three

military ministries, emerging as sole

boss of Argentine av iation.

The law states in part:

"The State, through its companies,

will continue to operate international

air services, but the National Govern-

ment may authorize operations on over-

seas routes of Argentine private com-
panies. in accordance with rules to be

laid down by the Ministry of Aviation.”

"Domestic flights will be made only

by Argentine companies. The Federal

Government may authorize private

companies to operate such traffic, with-

out prejudice, however, to the contin-

ued development of traffic by the state-

Foreign airlines that have long sought

authorization to make such domestic

flights as the potentially profitable

Buenos Aircs-Barilochc ran, (Barilochc

being one of Argentina's major internal

tourist attractions, as well as a favored

fishing region) were disappointed to

note that the door to such authoriza-

tions seems definitely closed by the new

Scandinavian Airline to

Study Northern Lights
Stockholm, Sweden—Northern Lights

will be studied and photographed in

connection with the 1957-58 Geophy-

sical Year from planes of the Scandi-

navian Airlines System on the Stock-

liolm-Tokvo Polar route which will

open in February 1957.

A special northern lights camera has

been designed for the work by \V. Stof-

fregen, an engineer at Upsala Iono-

sphere Observatory. Apparatus makes it

possible to photograph automatically

the entire heavens every minute during

dark hours. Air photographs will elimi-

nate limitation of vision from horizon

to horizon experienced at stationary
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This is a cam characterized potentiometer, one

of several in Honeywell’s advanced MB-3

Autopilot. By scheduling circuit gains as

functions of the basic flight control parameters,

these Honeywell-made precision potentiometers

help make the aircraft behave at supersonic

speeds. The pilot gets the aeronautical

equivalent of power steering: he applies the

same stick force for a given maneuver,

regardless of the aircraft’s speed or altitude.

AERONAUTICAL DIVISION. M I N N E A POL IS-HON E YWE L L

Future Uncertain for Idlewild Loadair
New York—Future of the S100.000

Whiting Loadair installation at New
York International Airport (AW Jan.

17, 1955. p. 63). idle now after a year's

test operation, is uncertain.

If airlines at the busy airport arc to

use the mechanical aircraft docking sys-

tem during the rest of the life of Idlc-

wild's temporary terminal, certain modi-

fications arc in order. If no agreement

for further use is worked out between
the airlines and the Whiting Coqiora-

tion, the unit will be removed.

Whiting installed the Loadair in De-

cember, 1955, specifically for a year's

test under a thrcc-wav arrangement

between Whiting, American Airlines,

and the Port of New York Authority.

The manufacturer says it got what it

wanted in the way of information from
the trial, and would not want to con-

tinue operating the device without the

modifications. The airlines also feel

that Loadair needs improvement to

offer possibilities for the future.

Industry Interest

The experiment drew considerable

interest and pointed up industry aware-

ness that new ground handling methods
arc needed to keep up with other de-

velopments in commercial aviation on

the threshold of the jet age. The tesl

in some respects was inconclusive, but

it demonstrated one obvious fact: airline

passengers appreciate being kept out of

the wind and weather.

Some 1.500 flights involving seven

airlines were handled by the Loadair at

Idlewild during its operation there,

according to the Whiting Corp. Airline

officials queried by Aviation Week all

agreed that their passengers liked it.

From an operational standpoint, there

were some reservations.

Loadair consists of an enclosed load-

ing dock and the tracks and machinery
which bring an aircraft sideways up
against the dock and pull it out again.

The aircraft positions itself so that its

main landing gear rests on dollies on
the main Loadair track, which arc

moved by cables; the noscwhecl rests

on a free-wheeling dolly not powered
by cables. The installation included

several sets of noscwhecl tracks to ac-

commodate different tvpcs of aircraft.

As the passengers deplane directly

from aircraft door to covered dock, their

baggage travels by conveyor to a self-

claim area at the root of the enclosed

walkway leading to the dock.

Airline people spoke of problems with

the test Loadair model, including the

following:

• Hand chocking of the aircraft wheels

on the dollies. Chocking was accom-

plished by moving a lever with muscle

power. Whiting plans a hydraulic auto-

matic operation for future models.
• Fuel spillage into the trench contain-

ing the cables. To eliminate this hazard.

Whiting has designed a carbon dioxide

purging system for the trench.

• Snow and ice in the trench. This was

solved in the Idlewild installation by

electrically heating the main gear trench.

Noscwhecl tracks were cleared by hand.
• Strain on the nose wheel strut. Be-

cause the nose wheel dolly isn't pow-

ered and hence is dragged bv the main

dollies, some "whipping” ol the front

strut was reported. Whiting says the

front dolly could be powered if neces-

sary, but actually there isn't really that

much strain on the strut.

• Inefficiency of disconnecting auxil-

iary power at the dock while the plane

is moved out, then connecting power

equipment again to start engines. Whit-
ing says this problem could be easily

solved by built-in outlets at each aid

of the track, or by starting engines at

the dock.

Latter means would require the im-

proved chocking system for safety.

Valuable Experience

The manufacturer considers the test

run as valuable experience and as proof

that faults can be corrected. The Idle-

wild unit suffered sonic breakdowns,

which Whiting says were 70% charge-

able to the chock system, 15% to the

electrical system. 6% to flic drive cable

system. 9% to the nose wheel track

foundation. All of these flaws except

the chocking were corrected by field

modification.

Whiting paid for the test installation

and its operation, allowing those air-

lines checked out in its use to operate

the Loadair free. American Airlines

agreed to the operation in the airline's

New York's Plush S-58C
First commercial S-58C. displayed at LaGnardia Airport by New York Airways, is expected to go into inter-airport service by Labor Day.

Carrier will receive two more of the 12-passcngcr Sikorsky machines within a few weeks, a fourth early next year. Recently certificated by

Civil Aeronautics Administration. S-58‘s will carry passengers in two six-scatcr compartments. Faster, bigger and plushicr than five-pas-

senger S-55’s now operated by NYA. S-58Cs will be fitted with amphibious gear for service into Manhattan by early 1957. New- Rotorcraft

can handle 3,000 lb. of useful load, climb about 1,000 fpm. and arc powered by Wright R-1S20 engine developing 1,525 lip.
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devastate a vast area, the vital role of m;
first line of aerial defense has been entru

dcsigned-and-built radar picket plane - i

RC-I2ID and the U.S. Navy’s WV-2.

isted to tlie Lockhccd-
the U.S. Air Force's

conditioned, they provide 75-degr
crew, even when outside temperat ire 60 below zero.

The antenna reflector assembly in the belly radomc of these picket

planes was developed by Lockheed— enabling th^m^tjyadar-sca

n

In darkness and fog. in fair weather and foul, these twin sentinels Only Lockheed produces long-range. AEW planes- a tribute to

operate around the calendar and the clock, at altitudes up to the all-weather capabilities of the RC-I21D/WV-2. and to Lock-

25,000 feet and at speeds up to 300 mph. Pressurized and air- heed's leadership in the early-warning electronics systems field.

Lockheed
AIRCRAFT CORPORA T/ON, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA Look lo Lockheedfor Leadership

terminal area, and the Port of New
York Authority okayed the experiment

and helped in planning it. American.
National, Trans World. United, North-

west, Panagra and Air France tried the

device to varying extents. Whiting rc-

Baggagc handling aspects of the

Loadair was watched with interest, but

again further modifications arc indi-

cated. While in many cases the sys-

tem worked well and passengers found

their bags waiting at the end of a

short walk, the claim area in the experi-

mental setup was found too small and
delays sometimes ensued.

Four Approaches

Loadair represents one of four ap-

proaches to the problem of protecting

passengers and their baggage from the

elements and other hazards of the

ramp. Others: mobile, covered "bridges"

to connect the gate position with the

aircraft door; overhang of the roof of

the terminal itself which covers air-

craft parked at the gate positions; special

vehicles to transport passengers from ter-

minal to plane (AW June 18, p. 102).

The fixed dock of the Loadair type

also could be equipped with integral

servicing facilities.

A disadvantage is its relative inflexi-

bility. The unit could handle the DC-4.
DC-6, DC-7. Stratocruiscr. Constella-

tion scries, Convair and Martin.

It could not, for example, handle

the Viscount without modification.

Weight No Problem

How would a swept-wing 250,000-

pound-plus jet such as the 707 be han-

dled by a Loadair installation? Fine,

according to Whiting, if the unit were
designed for it. The weight, says the

firm, is no serious problem; they've built

railroad machinery to handle much
heavier equipment;

As to the swept-baek wings. Whiting
says the 707 and the DC-8 could be
brought straight into the dock like con-

ventional aircraft, with the wing fitting

snugly between two passenger fingers,

and the front and rear aircraft doors

meeting the docks at the end of the

fingers. Or a swept-wing plane could

be brought in canted fashion, with an
extra main track for one set of the main
wheels. In that case one dock would
extend further than the other to accom-
modate the front aircraft door, accord-

ing to Whiting's proposal.

The company also foresees additional

all-cargo use of the Loadair. A cargo in-

stallation has been operated bv Avianea

at Barranquilla, Colombia, since 1951.

The Whiting Corporation is opti-

mistic about the future of its Loadair.

Improved models arc in the design

stage, the firm says, and negotiations

are under way with “several” likely

prospects.

AIRLINE OBS E RVE R
Hotly-contested New York-Florida Case should be resolved by the Civil

Aeronautics Board by mid-September. Quoted price of Northeast Airlines

has taken a marked rise with reports that the CAB favors the airline for the

lucrative Miami-New York route. Stocks of other leading applicants in the

case, Capital, Delta and Pan American, have remained steady.

Aeroflot’s international service closely reflects Kremlin policy changes.

A year ago, when Yugoslav dictator Tito was still at odds with Moscow,
Aeroflot ran one weekly all-cargo flight to Belgrade. Now, with Tito back

in the Communist fold, Aeroflot operates four weekly roundtrips between

Moscow and Belgrade. The airline recently published a special timetable

featuring Soviet and Yugoslav flags on the cover. Roundtrip fare for the

2,200-mile flight between Moscow and Belgrade is $295.

Continental-Capital merger proposals have been shelved because of the

present financial strength of both companies. Merger discussions had been

fostered by Lehman Brothers, who brought J. H. Carmichael and Robert

F. Six, respective heads of Capital and Continental, together on at least

two occasions. The Wall Street investment house wanted to sec a merger

on the grounds that it would solve the financial problems faced periodically

by both companies.

Air Transport Association will make its strongest bid vet to have both

the Republicans and Democrats adopt election-year planks endorsing the

airline industry. An expanded staff of ATA officials and legislative aids

will attend the conventions to push the program. Republicans adopted such

a plank in 1944 and 1948; Democrats in 1940 and 1952. Never has the

industry received platform support by both parties in a single year.

Reports that Qantas Empire Airways may buy the Comet IV jet trans-

port arc discounted in Australia. Qantas likes the Bristol Britannia but

hopes Bristol will come out with an airplane that could compete with

Douglas DC-8 and Boeing 707.

Users of airports in flic Washington area are voluntarily obeying a 180

mph. speed limit, although High Density Air Traffic Zone restrictions that

previously had enforced such a limit expired on July 31 after a one-year

trial (AW July 30, p. 33). Restrictions probably will be re-established

permanently within 60 days, when the Civil Aeronautics Board is expected

to empower the Civil Aeronautics Administrator to designate Washington

and other areas as permanent high density zones. First area outside Wash-
ington to receive the restrictions probably will be Chicago.

Detroit may have three downtown heliports if the Civil Aeronautics

Board and the Post Office Department approve sites selected by the Detroit

Aviation Commission. Ports would be equipped to handle both mail and
passengers. Three organizations have submitted applications to the CAB
for the Detroit service.

International Air Transport Association is worried about the lack of

tourist facilities in Europe. Accommodations arc not keeping pace with

the volume of transatlantic passenger traffic to Great Britain and the

continent. According to Sir William Mildred, director general of Interna-

tional Air Assn., the American Bar Association, which plans to hold its

annual convention in London with 7.000 persons attending, can find beds

for only 2,000, although a year's advance notice was given.

Decline in stewardess applications is apparently behind United Airlines’

announcement that employment requirements arc being modified. United

has increased the maximum acceptable height for applicants from five

feet, seven inches to fir e feet, eight and reduced the age limit from 21 to 20.

French Union representing air traffic control operators has declined "all

responsibility in case of a possible, if not certain, accident” at Paris’ Orly

Airport. The hazardous situation, according to the union, is created by an
understaffed control tower. A spokesman for the French government called

the union’s claims “greatly exaggerated.”

AVIATION



another example of how

NOW! AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
FOR GLOBAL JET FLIGHT

An advanced system of aerial navigation, with
the speed and precision demanded by high
speed jet flight, has been developed by Ryan
under sponsorship of the Navy’s Bureau of

Aeronautics. Using continuous-wave radar, in

which Ryan is a recognized leader, the Ryan
AN/APN-67 navigator will enable fast-flying

military planes and future commercial jetliners

to travel to any point on the earth’s surface
with new accuracy and speed.

Instantaneous in operation, the Ryan navigator
gives the pilot his position (latitude and longi-

tude), ground speed, ground mileage, drift

angle and ground track in continuous, readable
form. No computations are necessary. The
equipment is compact and self-contained. No
ground facilities are employed—no wind infor-

mation or aerological data are needed.

This significant contribution to jet navigation

is typical of the work which Ryan and the mili-

tary services are accomplishing in other fields

of electronics research such as supersonic mis-
sile guidance for the Air Force and helicopter

hovering devices for the Navy.

Electronics engineers will find a i

With a background of 33 years experience in aviation, Ryan excels

in designing and producing high quality aircraft, power plants

and avionics, built at low cost, delivered on time.

lilies at Ryan

>
AfftONAUTICAl COMPANY
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BEA Carries 12 Million

Passengers in Deeade
London—British European Airways

has carried more than 12 million pas-

sengers, earned $516,400,000 in reve-

nues, and produced 655 million ton-

miles of capacity during its first decade

of operation, according to the airline.

BEA. which says it is the largest airline

in Europe and the sixth largest in the

world, began operations in August.

1946.

BEA claims to have introduced the

world's first scheduled passenger heli-

copter service in 1950 between Liver-

pool and Cardiff. Wales. First passen-

ger use of the Vickers Viscount also

is claimed by the airline, with first

schedules in 1955. BEA since has

flown more than 100,000 hours with

its Viscounts and carried a million pas-

sengers in them, the airline rqjorts.

Shortlines

Airlines Clearing House handled in-

terline business worth $58,774,927 in

June, an increase of 20% over June.

1955.

Air Transport Assn, estimates the

scheduled airlines carried their 500th

million passenger on July 29.

Brazil’s airline strike was settled after

it had disrupted air travel for a week.

Airline crews asked for a 50% raise

in pay, but the Labor Ministry settled

the strike on the basis of a sliding

scale of increases ranging from 55%
to 65% based on 1955 salaries.

British Overseas Airways Corp. will

increase its New York-Nassau service

from two to five flights a week on Sept.

5. All flights will be tourist class in

Vickers Viscount equipment.

California Eastern Aviation reported

operating revenues of $16,601,074 and
net earnings after taxes of S474.809 for

the first half of this year. In the first

six months of 1955, the company's

income was SI 1,092,604 and net profit

after taxes was $275,867.

Convair has new orders for 25 Metro-

politan 440s. Scandinavian Airlines Sys-

tem has bought five more 440s, bring-

ing its total order to 16. and Swissair

has ordered three more Metropolitans

for a total of 11. Eastern Air Lines

and Delta Air Lines have each ordered

three more 440s, and the Air Carrier

Sendee Corp. has ordered two of the air-

craft for use in Japan. Finnish and

Yugoslavian airlines each ordered one

440. Lufthansa bought two and five

COCKPIT
VIEWPOINT

's and 52s. The 707 b

Boeing 707 Impressive

As the new picture on this column is supposed to show, I am now a jet

pilot. At least I’m a few hours and one landing and take-off worth of jet

pilot. As one of a group of American Airlines pilots, I recently had the oppor-

tunity to fly the Boeing 707. Some members of the group had had consider-

able experience in jet aircraft, from F-80's to B-47’s, and it was interesting

to note that their reactions were not a whit less enthusiastic than mine.

Perhaps the highest praise a pilot can give an airplane is that it is an

"honest" ship. The 707 feels honest. It is stable about all axis throughout

the complete range of speeds. Control response is firm and prompt from hard

over aileron at 600 mph. down to slow speed flight.

Stall is Clean

There is ample warning of an unhealthy Mach number—slight wingtip

flutter and some aileron nibble, and there is excellent stall warning. Stall

speed with full flaps at 1 50,000 lbs. is 96 knots. The stall is clean and not

hard to handle.

Considering the tact that this is a swept wing aircraft which in its airline

version will gross upwards of 250,000 lbs. and cruise at 600 mph. the flight

characteristics are very impressive. Part of the secret of course, lies ii

experience which Boeing gained in building the

prohted from its ancestors.

The caliber of this airworthiness was nicely demonstrated as I was approach-

ing for landing. About four miles out on final approach a voice from the

rear wanted to know what would happen if all power was chopped off. Boeing

test pilot Jim Gannett just shrugged and yanked four throttles closed on me.

But the only flung that happened was a gradual decrease in airspeed, no

violent change in pitch nor need to re-trim.

Then the voice asked to see a sudden full power application. This was

accomplished by simply ramming the throttles forward. Again there was no

violent change in attitude. We merely began picking up speed. I learned

later that acceleration from idle speed to full thrust takes 4.4 seconds. And
it is surprisingly smooth.

Spoilers Used

These shenanigans while 1 was trying to aim at the runway brought us to

the field a bit high but bv using 50 deg. of "spoilers” we eased down as

nicely as you please. Prior to this we had to use the "spoilers” as speed brakes

and were able to establish a rate of descent of 1 5,000 fpm. iii one minute

from cruising speed. Flexibility of this type is a real "must" for an airline

transport considering the amount of barnstorming that is required t(

and out of some of our airports.

For a large airplane the cockpit of the 707 is quite small, although not

cramped by any mains, and all controls arc easily accessible. In a workshop

of this size a little guy like me can feel completely at home and still have

excellent visibility. Compactness of this type definitely aids the pilot in doing

a smooth job.

Naturally with a plane of this size and weight there will be things like

full gross load take-off on hot days and bindings on icy runways in bad

weather which will prevent monotony from setting in for the pilots. But this

could be said for any large airplane and docs not detract from the caliber of

the Boeing.
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American^Optical

Seaboard and Western Airlines

^

lias

u'le'from five flights to sixVghts a week.

19=55 period. TCA traffic on its New
York-Gmada routes totaled H2.95S

The mightiest engines ever built

will drive America’s long-range missiles

Today’s rocket engines are themost
powerful in the world . . . and the

power they develop is helping to

make our nation's long-range
guided missile program an opera-

tional reality.

Already Rocketdyne engines

are being supplied for the U. S. Air

Force SM-64 Navaho long-range,

surface-to-surface guided missile

. . . the Redstone surface-to-surface

ballistics missile of the Army Ord-

nance Corps . . . and for many other

large guided missile projects.

For the past 10 years Rocket-
dyne has been working closely with

the Department of Defense, pro-

ducing its rocket engines as re-

quired, and delivering them on
time. New and more powerful

rocket engine designs for tomor-
row’s more effective missiles are in

constant development.

Encineers: Investigate the ca-

reer that awaits you in rocketry.

Please write: Rocketdyne, Per-

sonnel Manager, Dept. W-32, 6633

Canoga Ave., Canoga Park, Calif.

... 20 minutes from Los Angeles in

suburban San Fernando Valley.

RfirKFTnYNP i# A Division of
l\ U U l\L I U I 1 1 L £ ^ North American Aviation, Inc.



AVIONICS
New Device Automatically Tests Diodes

Auto-Sorter checks semiconductor diodes at rates up
to 8,000 per hour, sorts them characteristically.

By Philip J. Klass

Tlie price penalty which avionic

equipment manufacturers have long
paid to get semiconductor diodes tail-

ored to their specific circuit require-

ments should be eased greatly by new
equipment developed by Pacific Semi-
conductors, Inc.

The new device, called "Auto-Sorter,"
automatically tests diodes at rates up to

8,000 units per hour and simultaneously

sorts them into as many as eight differ-

ent types according to individual diode
characteristics. To match Auto-Sorter's

speed would require 25 human operators

using conventional test equipment, ac-

cording to PSI's Warren Haves, opera-

tions manager.

Widespread Use

Although the semiconductor diode

has found widespread use in avionics

equipment because of its size and weight
advantage over its vacuum tube com-
petitor, an inherent characteristic of

semiconductors has put it at a disad-

vantage relative to tubes.

The manufacturer of vacuum tube

diodes can closely control the perform-

ance characteristics of the end product

by well-known and long-used tube in-

dustry techniques. When a tube maker
decides to build a batch of 6X4’s, he
docs not find any 6AL5’s in the com-
pleted lot.

The semiconductor manufacturer has

a more difficult lot. I Ic is able to main-
tain only the grossest sort of control on
final diode characteristics by varying

semiconductor material characteristics,

“cat whisker" material, and the union
between the two.

For this reason the semiconductor
maker builds a batch of diodes, tests

them to see what the “net lias brought
up." then uses selection to obtain those

with similar properties.

One semiconductor manufacturer
(not PSI) sums tip tile situation this way
in an application engineering brochure:

“Such a selection process yields certain

types in greater quantities than others,

and the policy has been to price the

various (types) in inverse proportion to

their abundance. Hence the circuit de-

signer should look carefully at his appli-

cation and choose the type with the

least rigid specifications that can be
tolerated. In this way lie not only saves

money but can be assured a more ade-

quate supply of diodes.”

Auto-Sorter Benefits

Auto-Sorter by itself cannot hope to

remove the "black magic" that now ex-

ists in the semiconductor manufactur-

ing art. Only time and increased knowl-

edge can do this. Nor can Auto-Sorter

directly change the yield in a batch of

the tester should enable a semicon-

ductor manufacturer to obtain sufficient

data quickly to make a statistical pre-

diction of yield before all the diodes in

the batch have been completed. Tin's

will in turn permit the manufacturer to

alter certain of its operations and tech-

niques to change diode characteristics

in the remainder of the batch.

Equally important. Auto-Sorter will

permit effective management of inven-

tory. a problem which long has plagued

semiconductor manufacturers, Hayes

If an avionic equipment designer

needs a diode with very special charac-

teristics. the entire inventory can be
quickly and economically searched for

such diodes. Previously such a search

would have been far too costly and time

The new device also can be used

to match diodes at one or more oper-

ating points.

How It Operates

To enable Auto-Sorter to search

through an inventory of diodes for one
or more characteristic types, it is pro-

grammed for the necessary tests and
test limits. The diodes then arc dumped
into and automatically fed from a vi-

bratory Syntron feeder into test posi-

Up to nine different test voltages or

currents can be applied to each diode

m sequence to measure such things as

reverse and forward current, saturation

voltage. (Test voltages are cheeked

against a built-in standard cell 60 times

a second.)

The measured current or voltage is

compared with limits set in previously

by the operator, from which Auto-

Sorter makes a "yes or no" decision as

to whether the diode is within pre-

scribed limits. When all tests arc com-

plete, a diode might turn out to be able

to meet the specs for several different

However, certain types may be more
urgently needed than others. Auto-

Sorter therefore examines the priori-

ties assigned to each type (pre-set by

human operator), then automatically

drops the diode into a drawer corre-

sponding to the highest priority' type

whose specs it meets.

Auto-Sorter can make up to 72.000

measurements and 320,000 decisions

per hour.

Its measurement accuracy is within

0.2 microamps for currents up to 100

microamps: within 1 microamp for

currents up to 1.000 microamps. Hayes

says that Auto-Sorter is able to make
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Flying Control Tower

cstor are stored inside unit during transit by Army-H-21 helicopter

(right). Special lightweight aluminum and plastic construction

produces strength and keeps total weight below 2,500 lb.

decisions with a reliability that far ex-

ceeds that of human operators.

PSI s new automatic tester is the re-

sult of nearly two years’ effort, which

included running nearly three million

diodes through the machine to check

its sorting reliability’. The machine is

part of PSI’s long-range program to

automate its semi-conductor manufac-

turing operations.

It was developed under the super-

vision of Richard A. Campbell, assist-

ant manager of PSI’s engineering de-

partment.
Because test and selection are major

elements in the cost of manufacturing

semi-conductors. PSI expects that lower

diode costs ultimately will result from

the use of Auto-Sorter. However the

immediate gain comes in PSI’s im-

proved ability to handle requests for di-

odes with special characteristics and the

assurance of accurate, reliable testing of

all diodes.

Because of its potential value to digi-

tal computer manufacturers and other

large quantity users of semiconductor

diodes, PSI has plans to sell Auto-

Sorters to industry. The company’s ad-

dress is: 10451 West Jefferson Blvd.,

Culver City, Calif. The firm is a

wholly-owned subsidiary of The Ramo-
Wooldridge Corp.

Airlines Eye Inertial Guidance—New
sub-committee to investigate self-con-

tained navigation techniques and equip-

ment for possible application to jet

airliners has been formed by Airlines

Electronic Engineering Committee.

Aeronautical Radio. Inc. Preliminary

meeting between potential equipment

makers and airline people will be held

on Aug. 22 in Washington.

Beauty & The Beast—Aviation
Week’s article on the new Automatic
Voice Relay (July 16. p. 89). showing
pretty female Volscan operators who
may be replaced by the AVR and its

magnetic drum, prompts one reader to

ask: “This is progress?”

Microwave Data Link—Civil Aero-

nautics Administration will evaluate

new 5440,000 Motorola microwave re-

lay system which will pipe radar data

from a milifary radar network, approxi-

mately 400 miles long and 150 miles

wide, into CAA’s Indianapolis Air

Route Traffic Control Center. The
system will tie into an existing micro-

wave network originating at the AF

base in Jamestown. Ohio. At later date

the system is expected to be expanded

to obtain radar data from Bcllefontaine,

Columbus, and Cincinnati areas.

USAF Leases Radio Equipment- Two
way mobile communications equipment

used at continental air bases will be
leased bv Air Force from General Elec-

tric, under the largest contract of its

type ever awarded, GE says. Previously

each base was allowed to purchase

mobile radio equipment it needed.

Reaching For A Billion—Electronics

industry in metropolitan Los Angeles

area appears certain to rack up more
than a billion dollars in sales this year,

based on last vear's total factory billing

of $916,680,000. Survey, conducted by

L. A. Chamber of Commerce Elec-

tronics Committee, shows 460 firms

now operate in the area and employ

72,167 people. Copies of survey re-

sults arc available from Chamber's In-

dustrial Dept.

Tomorrosv’s Engineers—To stimulate

interest in science and mathematics

among high school students, Hughes
Aircraft Co. scientists will give lectures

to summer school students. Company
also will employ a group of science
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teachers in its laboratories during the
summer to provide latest knowledge and
demonstrate practical applications of
science subjects.

Trig-Digital Converter—G. M. Gian-
nini Company's Dates Division reports

that it is producing analog-to-digital

shaft position converters which give

directly the sine or cosine of the shaft
position in digital form. (This is in

response to the item which appeared
in the June 11 Filter Center column

pointing out the need for such a de-

vice.) The unit encodes the sine func-

tion of 0 to 90 degrees in nine bits of

Gray code and includes a quadrant
marker to facilitate the selection of the
proper disc to obtain sine and cosine

functions from 0 to 560 degrees. Com-
pany's address: 1507 South Myrtle Avc,
Monrovia, Calif.

Simulator-Computer Handbook—

A

basic reference book which covers fun-

damentals of operation and maintenance
of all analog-computer flight simulators
has been prepared by Navy's Special

Devices Center. The 158-page book,

entitled “The principles of Computer
Simulation," includes general principles

of analog computers as well as brief

description of digital computers. Tire

book, identified as PB 121200. is avail-

able for $5.00 from Office Technical
Services. U. S. Dept, of Commerce,
Washington 25. D. C.

GE Reveals New
Airborne Navigator
A new automatic self-contained air-

borne navigator, weighing only 150
pounds, which makes use of doppler
radar and inertial guidance techniques,

has been rescaled by General Electric’s

Light Military Electronic Equipment
Dept. (LMEED). Developed under
Wright Air Development Center spon-

sorship. several pre-production proto-

type systems are being fabricated for

The new GE auto-navigator gives the

pilot a continuous indication of his pres-

ent position and the heading and dis-

tance to his destination for a great circle

The system employs doppler radar to

measure ground speed and an “earth

rate directional reference” to obtain air-

plane/missile heading information. The
latter, sometimes called a "north-seek-
ing gyro." is able to establish the direc-

tion of true north utilizing the earth's

rate and direction of rotation. (For de-

scription of the principles of operation
of a north-seeking gvro. sec Aviation
Week. Jan. 16. p. 94).

Hurricanes Will Be
Tracked With Radar

U. S. Weather Bureau will construct

a nationwide network of radar weather
stations for tracking storms and hurri-

canes. which should prove helpful in

guiding aircraft around storm areas.

The Weather Bureau has ordered 59
weather radars from Raytheon Manu-
facturing Co. similar to the CPS-9 ra-

dars which the company developed for

military weather surveillance. Contract
price is S5.8 million and delivery is

slated to begin early in 1958. Eight of
the radars will go to the Navy for instal-

lation at bases here and overseas.

By interconnecting the network of
radars, each of which has a coverage of
about 200.000 sq. mi.. Weather Bureau
meteorologists will be able to follow
storm progress and development.

flic Raytheon radars will be capable
of operating in any one of three differ-

ent frequency bands, “X" (9.3 to 9.5

kmc.). “C" (5.6 to 5.65 kmc.) or "S”
(2.7 to 2.9 kmc.) and at any one of three

different pulse widths (!, 2, or 4 micro-

seconds) to give optimum performance
against the particular weather conditions

under surveillance.

Expansions, Changes
In Avionics Industry
The Ramo-Wooldridgc Corp., Los

Angeles, has broken ground for its new
140.000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility

to be built near Englewood. Col., south
of Denver. New facility will be com-
pleted in mid-1957.

Other recently announced expan-
sions, mergers, and changes in the

avionics industry include:

• Sperry Rand Corp. will soon begin
construction of a 100,000 sq. ft. facility

at a 480 acre site 15 miles north of

Phoenix, Ariz., to manufacture flight

and engine control systems. New plant

will cost around $2.5 million, should go
into operation next spring.

• Electronic Specialty Co., Los Angeles,
reports it has sold its instrument manu-
facturing subsidiary. Electromcc, Inc.,

to Federal Telephone &• Radio Co..

Clifton. N. J. The sale will enable

Electronic Specialty to expand its rclav

division production facilities, install a
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Robof Helicopter

Demonstration of helicopter controlled from ground by Ramon Aircraft Corp. for

Defense officials at Ft. Bclvior, Va. Center man on ground, not a pilot, is flying robot.

Safety pilot accompanies robot but docs not fly it. Equipment shown includes ground

control station, TV receiver which gets TV broadcast from small transmitter and camera

in robot, and public address system amplifier used by commentator (right).

complete antenna pattern measurement

range for its RF systems and com-

ponents division and install environ-

mental test facilities for its avionics di-

• Automation Electronics, Inc., Bur-

bank, Calif., is name of newly-formed

electronic equipment manufacturer

headed by Frank G. Jameson. Address:

231 W. Olive St.

• Cubic Corp., San Diego, is moving to

new 20,000 sq. ft. facility at 5575

Kearny Villa Road, Kearny Mesa,

Calif., near Convair’s new Atlas missile

• Keithlcy Instruments, Inc., Cleveland

Ohio, has moved to new facilities at

12415 Euclid Are. providing a fivc-vear

fold increase in plant space.

• Berkeley Division of Beckman Instal-

ments, Inc., Richmond, Calif., has

opened a branch facility in Toronto,

Canada, at No. 3 Six Points Road, to

process all orders originating in Canada,

provide instrument service and stock in-

ventory of Berkeley Instruments. Com-
pany reports its Canadian sales have

doubled in past year.

• Airtron, Inc., Linden, N. J., maker of

microwave components, has opened a

new Cambridge division at 317 Vassal

St., Cambridge, Mass., to research, de-

velop and produce new ferrite com-
ponents. Dr. Ernest Wantuch, Airtron

vice president, will head new operation.

NEW AVIONIC
PRODUCTS

Components & Devices

• Miniature RF noise filter, Type Al*’

1046, reportedly surpasses requirements

of MIL-1-11748. Filter is hermetically

sealed. Astron Corp., 255 Grant Ave.,

East Newark, N. J.

• Molded polystyrene capacitors, in

both round and flat configurations, offer

“Q" greater than 2,000, power factor

Change To . .

.

PRDTD-NUPLR
Soft-Face Hammers!

Case Histories Show up to

$10,000 per Year Savings!

|

PROTO-Nupla hammers bring;

every possible saving to the soft-

I

face hammer user. One material—

Nuplaflex — ranges from “soft as

flesh” to “hard as brass.” Screw-in

|

tips are quickly interchanged.

Nuplaflex tips outlast other soft-

face materials as much as 100 to 1.

Inventory and stock problems

are simplified. You have less work

damage, fewer lost man-hours,

greater flexibility, easier training,

greater safety. Send 100 for cata-

log of entire PROTO line to

PROTO TOOLS
2219 Santa Fe Avo., Los Angelos 54. Calif.

Eastern Factory- Jamestown, N.Y.

Canadian Factory- London, Ont.

Nuplallcx Tips Are Available in 7 Grades of Hardness

to Meet the Requirements of Every Soft-Face Ham-

These Are Nuplaflex Advantages . . . Check Thom I

All meet Federal Specs. • Recover shape when dented

or cut • Will not tlake • Non-sparking • Will not burn

readily • Resistant to grease, oil, gasoline, and com-

mon Industrial acids - Absorb sting-causing vibration

• Safe for workmen’s eyes-no flying particles • Re-

duce worker fatigue • Minimum rebound to permit

faster work.

I If You Arc Not Getting These Nuplaflex Advantages

... You're Using Money

!

336 different combinations, including U6H and 2"

\

shot-loaded impact types designed to reduce rebound.

I 12 different holders available -two weights for 1",

1V6", 2", 2VT, and 3“ diameter faces.
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Epsco’s New Airborne Data Conversion System . .

.

Unique MINIDATRAC is subminiaturised voltage-lo-digital converter designed for

flight test instrumentation and telemetering applications.

Boston, Mass. Epsco, Incorporated
has announced that a complete submini-
ature voltage-to-digital converter weigh-
ing only 7 pounds and occupying less
than tf. of a cubic foot of space is under
development and will soon be available
in production quantities.

The Epsco MINIDATRAC is a high
speed, highly accurate voltagc-to-digital
converter, designed and packaged for
airborne use under severe environmental
conditions. It is a sub-miniaturized ver-

sion of the Epsco Model B DATRAC
which has a proven field accuracy, with-
out adjustments or calibration, of better
than 0.1 ''f and a maximum speed of ap-
proximately 50,000 data point conver-
sions per second. The MINIDATRAC
makes it possible to convert voltages to a
digital form at the voltage source, thus
assuring maximum accuracy and relia-

bility in subsequent transmission and
processing of the data. Further, it is in
a form suitable for direct or eventual
insertion into a digital computer. The
reversible feature of the standard Model
B DATRAC converter can be utilized on
the ground to convert the digital code
back to its original analog form for fur-
ther analog processing or recording.

Features
Proven Reliability — Standard

packaged versions of this equipment
have proven field service in excess of
1000 hours of reliable operation.

Long Term Stability— Stability
for all conditions of component aging,
power source variation, and operational
shock and vibration will not affect the
encoded value by more than one least

significant digit for the life of the
equipment.

Simplicity of Operation — Ex-
cept for a scale factor adjustment, there
are no operator adjustments or controls
on this equipment.

Versatility of Data Handling
Capabilities — The high conversion .

speed allows for many combinations of
data inputs from a single 18.3 kc data
input channel to hundreds of lower re- i

spouse data inputs when electronic and/
or electro-mechanical multiplexing is

utilized. The MINIDATRAC has more
ilata handling capacity than a complete
FM/FM and PDM tele i

•
'

Combined.
lemetering system

Serial anil Parallel Output)
Both a serial pulse train and a parallel
pulse output are provided for simul-
taneous transmittal over a radio or wire
link and storage in a recording medium
such as a magnetic tape recorder.

Light, compart construction.
The MINIDATRAC contains eight sub-
chassis assemblies which plug into the
main assembly. The main assembly is

fabricated in order to attain minimum
inside temperature gradients and mini-
mum weight. All access is from a com-
mon side which is sealed, thus allowing
the unit to be pressurized for use at
extremely high altitudes. All connectors
appear^on the side opposite to the ac-

Operating Characteristics

of two microseconds per binary digit of
code; approximately 50,000 independent

ond for a 10-placc binary code including
sign. Each conversion from voltage-to-
digital code is completely independent of
the previous conversion. Voltage data
may be multiplexed and presented to the

— mum is ±100 volts. Minimum is ±1
volt. Auxiliary input equipment can be
provided for handling input levels down
to =10 mv. full scale.

tee for full-si

i— 100,000 !!;

lull-scale voltage of 100.0 volts — 1

megohm. For any other full-scale volt-

age. the input impedance available may
be proportional to the square root of
that voltage.

Output: Provisions are made for
the following outputs

:

a. Serial pulse train (most signifi-

cant digit first)

1 ) Output impedance; 500 ohms
" Pulse Width:!

'

e of t

ternal s

e of t:

i. It i)

asynchronou
nt, it may b
any arbiti

isible

t. This may hr

A Technical Paper

3) Pulse

b. Parallel

mplitudo:

code

1 ) Output impedance : 10,000
ohms

2) Output levels

^
nary 1

>. —15 volts l-eprese

binary 0, or vicc-ve

Full scale voltage range maxi-

GENF.RAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Weight: approx 7 lbs.

.: -55-C to

+70°C.
Shock and Vib

Power Inpul

iea to meet appUcabh
specifications.

: 200 watts approxi
105-125 volts, 55-421

cycles per second, when usee
with associated power supply.

Curacy: =0.1% ±H least signifi

ilibration Adjustments: No adjust
ments are required, other thai
scale factor adjustment.

Additional technical data is

available and your inquiry is

invited.

EPSCO, INCORPORATED

588 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass.

ing Conference at the

56

of 0.05 percent at 1 kc., operate over

temperature range of —55 to 85C with

coefficient of minus 100 ppm/Dcg. C.

Units arc available with capacitances of

0.001 to 1 mfd. Condenser Products

Co., Division of New Haven Clock &
Watch Co., HO Hamilton St.. New
Haven, Conn.

• Subminiature blower. Model 1E2CO,
for cooling avionic equipment, will fit

into a 31 in. cubic area. Unit operates

Trailblazers
MARQUARDT
BREAKS

from 115 v., 60 cps, provides 10 cfm
free air deliver}’ at speed of 3.400 rpm.

McLean Engineering Laboratories,

Princeton, N. J.

• Instant overload protector for instru-

ments, designed to prevent damage such

ns bent pointers and coil burnouts, can

be installed on new or existing instru-

ments without affecting calibration or

accuracy, according to manufacturer.
Device protects for overloads as great

as 100 times rated meter capacity and
reportedly improves meter damping
characteristics. Electronic Specialty

Co., 5121 San Fernando Road. Los
Angeles 39, Calif.

• Solenoid-wound chokes, designed to

MIL specs, arc available in values rang-

ing from 1.1 to 120 microhenries.

Smaller sizes up to 15 mb. use phenolic

forms, while larger sizes use powdered
iron forms. National Co., 61 Sherman
St., Malden 48, Mass.

called "Wee-Pot,” is available with

resolutions of 0.3% to better than

0.1%, in resistances of 100 to 40,000

ohms. Unit is rated at one watt at 40C,

Marquordt's research center is fast becoming one of this country's crea-

tive engineering capitals. Unlimited opportunities at Von Nuys are

attjgcting many Research and Development engineers to Marquardt.

Write for details:

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

16551 Saticoy Street, Van Nuys, California

THE WEST’S LARGEST 1ET ENGINE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

NEW
FRONTIERS

WITH v-

BOMARC
POWERPLANT
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MALLORY-SHARON reports on

TD^KiroKQ

World’s fastest flies with

MALLORY-SHARON titanium

details on the U.S.

ir Lockheed F-104

including tita-

iplied by Mallory-Sharon

this advanced aircraft

the most stringent re-

Mallory-Sharon, one of the lead-

ing producers of titanium and

titanium alloy mill products, has

paced many improvements in the

metal which account for its rapid

growth and acceptance today.

Such things as certification of

al properties, guarantee of

un machineability, devel-

t of heat treatable alloys,

If you use titanium, you can de-

pend on proved quality with

Mallory-Sharon. If you don’t yet

use titanium, isn’t it time you
investigated this strong, light-

weight, corrosion-resistant metal?

Call us for your requirements.

MALLORY-SHARON TITANIUM CORPORATION. NILES. OHIO

MALLO RY S HARON
59



AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

RB-66S IN FORMATION. Flight by .Shalt member Sweeney was made in production model RB-66B at Douglas' Tucson facility.

Flight Tests Compare Douglas B-66, A3D
By Richard Sweeney

Tucson, Ariz.—B-66 and A3D arc

closely related airplanes—they evolve

from the same basic design and both

are manufactured bv Douglas Aircraft

Co., Inc. The A3D’ is a high altitude

Navy bomber, the B-66 a high and low

altitude USAF bomber and rcconnais-

B-66 started as a Korean war

effort by USAF to get a tactical all-

weather bomber. supposedly an "off the

shelf" buy of an A3D with six modifi-

cations only. Might in both aircraft, as

well as studies, highlights the differ-

ences and similarities.

As delivered to its users in Tactical

Air Command squadrons, the B-66 is

an airplane which:
• lias excellent low as well as high alti-

tude capability.

• Can carry atomic weapons.
• Mas a top quality low altitude bomb-
ing system in the K-5 installation.

• lias been through, since its inception,

a crash program for Korea, a decelerated

development with war's end, then re-

acceleration within the Cook-Craigic

Plan.

• Wien delivered to TAC in both the

B-66 and RB-66 versions, included all

the latest engineering refinements and
modifications, practically insuring a

tactical use until the IRAN time cycle

has been fulfilled.

Highly Maneuverable

During a flight in a production

model RB-66B at the Douglas facility

here, there was opportunity to check

both high and low altitude flight char-

acteristics of the versatile bomber. Prin-

cipal impression gained was of extreme

maneuverability.

Pilot on the flight, primarily a check-

out of the 1LS approach coupler of the

Minneapolis-Honeywcll autopilot, was
Robert Pope, assistant flight operations

manager at Douglas’ Tucson facility.

Observer was Robert Almack. Altitudes

on the Tucson-El Paso and return flight

ranged from above 40,000 ft. to deck

level, speeds from maximum to just

above stall at low altitude, maximum at

high altitude.

In the approach configuration, speed

brake, flaps and gear extended, the

plane still is highly maneuverable, both

at high and low altitudes. With the

acrodynamically operated leading edge

slats, control through the stall buffet

area remains good, and ailerons retain

their effectiveness.

Opening bomb bay doors at high

speed now results in no trim or con-

trol changes out of the ordinary, and

buffet has been eliminated after prob-

lems were encountered in the flight test

program.

Single point high pressure refueling is

incorporated. Fuel feeds from wing to

fuselage tanks, with engines supplied

from rear fuselage tank. Fuel manage-

ment is accomplished from a control

panel on the pilot's right and is auto-

matic with CG limitations. However,

the pilot must beware of incorporating

the wing tanks into the active system

once they have been pumped dry.

When USAF decided on A 3D pro-

curement. a projected first flight was set

for 25 months from date of contract,

predicated on changes being held to:

• Deletion of carrier operation ptovi-

• Addition of deicing equipment.

• Ejection scats to be installed.

• Larger radar antenna to be provided.

Between Feb. 15, 1952. when the

decision to buy was made, and the en-

gineering release of the design in April,

1953, 112 engineering change proposals

had been incorporated. The aircraft.

an RB-66A made its first flight in June,

1954.

The first B model, a B-66B (the first

five RBs retained the A modification

letter, the remainder were made Bs and

the first of the B-66s incorporated the

changes, making them B-66Bs) made
its first flight in December, 1954, after

an engineering release in Aug., 1953.

Engineering Changes

The airplane spanned four years from

start of contract to delivery to using

TAC squadrons at Hurlbcrt AFB, Fla.,

and Shaw AFB, S. C. Total changes

from the original A3D concept, all in-

corporated in the delivered airplanes,

exceeded 400.

During its development, some of the

Skywarrior Next
Next week Navy’s Douglas A3D Sky-

warrior will be structurally analyzed by

Associate Editor Irving Stone of Avia-

tion Week's West Coast Bureau. Stone,

who made an extensive inspection tour

through Douglas' El Segnndo Division,

where the A3D is being produced, will

show how Skywarrior is tailored to the

minimum size and weight to meet its

long-range attack-bomber mission.

Richard Sweeney flew in both RB-66

and A3D while gathering material for the

storv in this issue. He has flown nearly

everything from small single-engine per-

sonal planes to jet aircraft, lias accu-

mulated some 6,000 hours of flying time,

and was a test pilot in the flight test

section at Wright Field.

Whereas Sweeney's story in this issue

concentrates on flight characteristics of

the B-66, A3D, Stone’s will have to do

with the structural components of the

airplane, well illustrated with pictures and

cutaway drawings.
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major changes, problem areas and fixes

on the B-66 included:

• Control system, ailerons and spoilers

changed.
• Wing angle of incidence changed
from A3D’s 4 deg. to 2 deg.

• Engines were changed from the J71-

A-9 to the J71-A-11, in the 10,000 lb.

thrust class.

• Brakes were changed.
• Slats were changed to correct for

pitchup.

• Engine mounting pylons were

changed.
• Flutter problems were overcome

bomb bay door buffet caused changes.

Buddy System

The airplane is currently programmed
for buddy system aerial refueling.

In addition, new JATO bottles of

approximately the same thrust as those

currently used, but with other charac-

teristics changed (including dropaway

paths) arc being tested for maximum
gross weight and overload takeoffs from

tactical airfields.

As of Feb. 1, 1956, with the first

RB-66As still part of USAF's test pro-

gram. more than 570 test hrs. had been
flown on the design, in more than 400
flights. Of the original order, 19 were

put into the Douglas and USAF test

programs.

Trainer-Version Considered

The B-66B, RB-66B and RB-66C
arc in using squadrons. It is understood

that a trainer version with dual controls

has been considered, as well as dual

placements for observer personnel. The
plane normally carries a crew of three-

pilot and two observers to handle bomb-
ing, navigation and ECM duties.

In an A3D flight similar to that of

the B-66 type, the difference between
the airplanes was apparent. Pilot for

the acceptance flight was Cdr. Charles

McBratnic of the Navy BuAcr office

at Douglas El Segundo Division. In

one observer .scat, (the A3D also car-

ries a normal crew of three, pilot and
two observers), was LCdr. G. P. Mil-

ton, also of the El Segundo BuAcr

In appearance, the differences include

wing trailing edges, with the A3D re-

taining the original straight trailing

edge. Wing swcepback of 36 deg. is

the same for both planes, but B-66 has

extended center section trailing edge.

Mission Difference

The A3D-1 uses the J57-P-6 engine,

made by Pratt & Whitney, while the

J71 of the B-66 is made by Allison.

The A3D-2, latest production model of

the Skywarrior, uses the J57-P-10. All

engines arc in the 10,000 lb. thrust

class, go out dry, without afterburner

and have variable jet nozzle exhausts.

Prime difference between the planes

ROBERT ALMACK, flight test observer. Douglas Aircraft Co.. Tucson Facility ;
Robert Pope,

assistant munager flight operations; Richard Sweeney. Aviation Week associate editor.
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GENERALS ELECTRIC

Make F-101A a Potent SAC Fighter-bomber

• G-E power generating system eliminates 10 pilot functions in start-up

• G-E computing sight permits more accurate weapons firing

The Air Force's new supersonic jet fighter, the

McDonnell F-101A Voodoo, is being equipped

with a G-E computing sight and an automatic

electric system which requires no pilot attention.

Designed with emphasis on simplifying the job

of the pilot through use of automatic equipment,

which includes a paralleling control furnished by

another manufacturer, the G-E electric system be-

gins operating as soon as the pilot starts the engine.

SPEEDS TAKE-OFF The control has only two toggle

switches, which may remain“on” at all times, even

when a fault develops. This eliminates a series of

10 pilot functions, and sharply reduces the time

to become airborne.

With a generator that can operate at the high

ram-air temperatures of supersonic flight, and a

static voltage regulator that has no moving parts

except the relays, the G-E system is designed for

long life and reduced maintenance time. The control

panel supplies the automatic control of start-up,

shutdown, andmaximumselectiveprotection against

ground fault, over- and under-excitation, and over-

and under-voltage.

LIGHTWEIGHT GUNSIGHT HAS HIGH ACCURACY
Giving the F-101A high fire-control accuracy for

air-to-air gunnery is the G-E designed computing

sight. It features lightweight and low maintenance

due to its simple design. Automatic inputs assure

the sight's accuracy for all modes of operation.

For more information on the General Electric

power generating system, write Section 210-97,

General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. If you
are cleared to receive classified material, see your

nearest G-E Apparatus Sales representative for

advantages of the computing gunsight. General

Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC



is in mission, the N'avv having a high

altitude aircraft, the Air Force a low-

altitude design.

A3D Performance

In the A3D, test flying resulted in

modifications which were extended to

the B-66 where applicable. Similarly,

B-66 tests indicating improvements
which could be incorporated on the

A3D, resulted in changes in the A3D.
Since the A 3D preceded the B-66 by

some time, the majority of change origi-

nations rests with the Navy plane.

In flight, the A3D performs excel-

lently. an indication of the soundness

of the basic aerodynamic configuration

on which both planes arc based. While
the A3D entered buffet at about Mach
.85 at slightly more than 41,000 ft..

the B-66 buffet range starts a little

faster.

Both planes remain stable and
without bad characteristics m the high

speed buffet zone. In stalls, the A3D
also stays controllable and gives ample

buffet warning before complete stall.

Hie plane's maneuverability at high

and low altitudes is excellent. In the

dirt)' configuration, the A3D also re-

tains good flight characteristics al-

though its indicated airspeeds arc

slightly higher on land based ap-

proaches.

Escape System

A3D uses a chute escape system,

with the crew going out the bottom
of the airplane, facing to the rear, a

concept Douglas started for subsonic

airplanes in its F3D Skyknight fighter.

Downward escape can also be accom-

plished in the ejection scat equipped
B-66, although the passage is smaller

and more difficult to get through.

Like the B-66, the A3D incorporates

tail defensive guns and warning radar

as well as atomic capability.

A3D has a greater JATO instal-

lation than the B-66. since its maxi-

mum effort take-off is from a carrier

deck of the modified Essex class (about

S00 ft.) at 70,000 lb. gross weight. The
plane also can operate from the Frank-

lin Roosevelt class of carrier, as well

as from the Forrcstal super carriers.

A3D is produced at Douglas El

Segundo Division, the B-66 at Long
Beach.

Non-Citizen Engineers

Used in Unclassified Work
Non-citizen engineers arc being used

by General Electric Co. on preliminary

aircraft powcrplant designs. GF.'s Air-

craft Gas Turbine Div., Cincinnati,

Ohio, has originated a special systems

study project staffed with immigrants

from European and Asiatic countries.

Until they arc cleared for classified work
GE is limiting their efforts to power

Among the group arc: Dr. Guenther

NEW JATO BOTTLES are being tested on this RB-66 at Edwards AFB. Strips around tail behind JATO installation arc temperature

sensitive paint compounds, each with a different melting point. When tests are run, temperatures at various locations can be determined hi

the melted paint. New JATO bottles were required because the old configurations were skinning the fuselage when dropped. Bottles

mounted above arc made by Phillips Petroleum Products. Others undci test arc from Aerojet-General and Allegheny Ballistics Laboratory.
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Dicdrich, Germany (who designed the

pulse jets for the V-l buzz bombs):
Jorgen Brunso, Denmark; Werner Off-

haus, Germanv; Jan Gisslcn, Sweden;
Tan C. Lu, China; Ed Terncr, Austria;

and Dr. Taglii Mirsepassi, Persia.

"We are offering contracts to a lim-

ited few on the condition that they
apply for citizenship.” W. R. Dodge,

CE spokesman explained.

New R&D Corporation

Organized in Florida
An addition to the guided missile

research and development field is the

newly organized Dbm Research Corp.

that has located in Cocoa Beach. Fla..

the nerve center of the Air Force Joint

Long Range Guided Missile Test
Range.

I lie primary objective of the new cor-

poration is close coordination of re-

search and development by private

industry with the requirements of the
Department of Defense.

The new company is particularlv

concerned with guided missile instru-

mentation.

Companies with even limited re-

search capacibilties will be coordinated

in the big R&D projects which for-

merly could be handled only by larger

corporations with a diversity’ of research

capabilities. By utilizing the engineer-

ing talent of the smaller companies,

close coordination is expected to help
relieve the critical shortage of scientists

and engineers and expedite the national

R&D program.

Dbm is staffed by a group of research

field of instrumentation for guided

missiles in such fields as propagation of

radio waves, radar and beacons, guid-

ance and control equipment, electronic

and optionic equipment and systems for

the collection of data, problem solving

of complex mathematics and informa-

tion theory solutions.

Lockheed Transfers

Nuclear Aircraft Work
Lockheed Aircraft has completed the

transfer of all nuclear-powered aircraft

preliminary design work to its Georgia
division.

The 150 engineers involved in

the transfer arc the core of the staff

which will operate the nuclear aircraft

research laboratories to be built in Daw-
son, County, Ga. for USAF. Announce-
ment that Lockheed will operate the

facility was made in April.

Vitro Engineering Corporation of

New York will design and construct

all buildings, warehouses and access

roads on the 10.000 acre site. Types
and total number of buildings have
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<=i ONE OF MANY

REASONS WHY

CAPITAL AIRLINES

IS BUYING

15 MORE

VISCOUNTS

Capital Airlines Says

Viscounts Break Even

At 56 .8% Load Factor

And Company States Turbo-Prop

Aircraft Head for 53% to 5o fc.

Lower Than Piston Planes

iner. introduced by CaP'*T
. „1U, a load

According to J. H. Carmichael. Capital Airlines’ President,

the Company’s decision to add 15 new Viscounts to its fleet

is based on the “splendid public acceptance accorded the

Viscounts and their outstanding operational performance

in scheduled air transportation."

turbo-prop

VICKERS

The Viscount, powered by four Rolls-Royce Dart engines

for whisper-quiet and vibrationless flight, is the first and still

the only turbo-prop aircraft in airline service in the world.

United Stales Representatiec: Christopher Clarkson,

10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York

POWERED BY FOUR ROLLS-ROYCE DART EA/OINES

WEVBRIDGE, ENGLAND • MEMBER COMPANY OF THE VICKERS GROUPVICKERS-ARMSTRONGS (AIRCRAFT] LTD..

Jet Noise Suppressors

Jet engine ground-runup noise suppressors to accommodate the North American l
1'-

1 Oil

and Convair F-102 which will be erected at Norton Air Force Base. San Bernardino, Calif.

General Sound Control, Inc.. Los Angeles, has designed the units to be prefabricated of all-

steel makeup. This will make possible complete demountabflity for movement to new

locations. Ivshaust passes through angmentor. perforated diffuser in cylindrical plenum

chamber, back through lined bends, and up through company-developed Accoustitubes to

atmosphere. Use of water spray will permit afterburner rims. Intake silencers arc mounted

on casters, roll into position ovet plane nose. Company is building noise suppressor, based

on same principles, for Hughes Aircraft, Culver City, Calif. Dint will accommodate fis'C

different aircraft, including twin-engine types.

not been disclosed but one will be a

pumping station and one will bouse a

clarifying filter to remove impurities

from flic water before it is used in the
reactors. Two G. K. test reactors arc

now being built.

New facility is expected to be in

operation by the latter part of 1957.

Basic power supply and distribution

system will be constructed by Richards

and Associates of Carrollton. Ga.
Amount of the contract is about SI 67,-

000. Ten miles of asphalt surfaced

macadam roads, two steel bridges, cul-

verts and drainage sewers will be built

by the MacDougald Construction Co.
of Atlanta for approximately 5670,000.
Work is to begin immediately.

Training of scientific personnel will

be carried on at Lockheed, Marietta
and at the General Electric plant at

San Jose, Calif.

British Concerned
Over Alloy Cracking
London—Strong concern over stress

corrosion cracking of aluminum-zinc-
magnesium type alloys is expressed by
Britain's Air Registration Board in its

annual report. (These allovs arc similar

to the very high-strength U. S. 700
series, also susceptible to stress cor-

TTie board says that although it is

not new the problem is “urgent.” “A

number of forgings and extrusions have

cracked in an apparently arbitrary

fashion, on some occasions before they

have even been built into aircraft," it

The report adds: “In some cases the

design is at fault. In others, manufac-

turing procedures have left the mate-

rials with high internal stress so that

stress corrosion cracking has occurred

when the parts have been loaded well

below the elastic limit.”

The board is preparing a handbook
which will analyze recent structural

failures and defects.

Scientists Form New
Aero Consultant Firm

Sixteen scientists, engineers and tech-

nicians, mostly from Princeton Univer-

sity's James Forrcstal Research Center,
have formed a new firm, Acrokinctics,

Inc., to provide extensive consulting

services to industry in the fields of

rockets, guided missiles. Jet propulsion

and aerodynamics.
Aerojet-General Corp., Olin Mathic-

son Corp.. and Reaction Motors Inc.

arc reported to be the firm's first cus-

tomer prospects. These firms arc said

to be attracted by the Forrcstal group’s

background in ozone rocket fuel.

Familiar names to industry among
the 16-man croup of founders arc: Dr.
Martin Summcrficld, professor of aero-

ON OUR STAFF

_
ou need effective, highly

readable, smartly illustrated

company literature (booklets,

pamphlets, manuals) to display

WRITING • EDITING 3

y. ILLUSTRATING

PRINTING

— We Prepare—
^EQUIPMENT MANUALS
HANDBOOKS . PRODUCT
BULLETINS • TRAINING AIDS
PAMPHLETS • REPORTS
BROCHURES • COMPANY
HISTORIES • PARTS LISTS

and other such special material. ,
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Skywarrior Slows Down
A deceleration parachute is being fitted to all A3D Skywarriors being produced at Douglas’ El Segundo division. Measuring 24 ft. in

diameter, the chute Will be used for lauding on airfields only and will not be used to supplement deck landings of the Cartier-based

bomber. It will assure safe landings on wet runways, during instrument landings made under GCA conditions, or in emergency landings

made with high gross weight. Installation is designed for normal touchdown of 150 knots and emergency speed of 170 knots.

nautical engineering: Dr. John B. Fenn.
director of the Navy Squid project: Dr.
Luigi Crocco, authority on aerody-
namics and combustion: Dr. Sin-I

Cheng, gas dynamicist: Dr. Irvin Glass-

man. expert on |Ct mixing and mono-
propellants; Dr. Jerry Grey, combustion
and aerodynamics specialist: and

J.

Preston Lavton, chief jet propulsion
research engineer at Forrestal and first

president of the new firm.

Supersonic Human Factors
Studied at Northrop Aircraft
Human factors engineering studies arc

being conducted at Northrop Aircraft,

Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., to determine
man’s ability to cope with extreme oper-

ational demands of supersonic aircraft.

Working on these advanced studies

are Northrop's Dr. Gerald F. Rabidcau,

psychologist, and Dr. J. Gordon Wells,

physiologist. Target will be to deter-

mine the practical points in terms of

high speed flight at which man’s mental

and physical abilities must be subordi-

nated to electronic computers and servo-

mechanical systems.

Findings will be fed to Northrop de-

signers assigned to high speed aircraft

projects, including development of the

company's new supersonic jet trainer.

Tlie study program is being directed

bv Earl L. Eckcrson, head of Northrop's
I Inman Factors Engineering and Equip-
ment Design Section.

Invention of Centripetal

Pump for USAF Reported
An Israel Institute of Technology

professor reports that lie has developed

a pump which works by centripetal

rather than centrifugal effect. Marcus
Reiner, head of the Institute’s Rheo-
logical (electrical) Laboratory, says that

because the centripetal action increases

with decreased air density his pump
will have a “revolutionary effect" on
high altitude flight.

The pump has been sponsored by a

U. S. Air Force contract.

French to Use Republic

Ejection Seat in Mystere IV
French Dassault Mystere IV jet

fighter will use Republic-designed ejec-

tion scat which current is installed in

RF-S4F Thunderflash photo-rccoii

fighter and the supersonic F-10S fighter-

bomber. Scat is first American-designed

ejection system to be used in a Euro-
pean jet fighter.

Republic has licensed the Socictc Na-
tionalc de Constructions Acronautiqncs

du Sud-Fst (SNCASE) to construction

the new ejection scat abroad for use in

the Mystere IV. SNCASE also is build-

ing spare parts under contract to Re-

public Aviation International, Repub-
lic’s European subsidiary, for F-84s now
in service with NATO.

THRUST & DRAG

Flight in Hollywood Dept.: This
quote is from a Warner Bros, release

plugging a variety of films with aviation

background.

lire tight-lipped hero in the flying

helmet—the film actor—sometimes lives

his part so completely that he too gets

the flying bug.

William Holden, long known for his

derring-do, was so intrigued with jets

in "Towards the Unknown” that he
cajoled his way aboard an advanced

Spaniards Demonstrate Jet Trainer
A European demonstration tour is being made by the Hispano IIA-200-R1 Sacta two-place

jet trainer designed and built by the Seville company with assistance of Willy Messer-

schmitt. Powerplants arc two 880-lb.-thrust Turbomeeas fed by nose intakes and exhausting

out of separate tailpipes beneath the trailing edge of each wing. 'Tests by Austria of trainer

have shown it to be superior in economy to DcHavillnnd Vampire types, and may kill

sale of 24 DH-110s and one DII-115 offered to Austria by Sweden.
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Power for the World’s Airlines

AMERICAN, BRITISH,

DUTCH and FRENCH
built airliners,

powered by

ROLLS-ROYCE
GAS TURBINES,

have been ordered

by airlines of the world.

'Rolls-Royce gas turbines have already jlown 1,000,000 hours

on scheduled airline service

ROLLS-ROYCE AERO ENGINES LEAD THE WORLD



Good visibility for Boeing B-52 pilots

with electrically heated “NESA”® windshields

IEMPEBED GLASS

Just about everybody has seen pictures and

heard of the 400,000-pound Boeing B-52 long-

range heavy bomber.

At extreme altitudes, it will fly more than

6,000 miles without refueling—and on trips like

this, the pilot must be prepared for any kind of

weather. As far as visibility is concerned, he is

prepared with a NESA Flexseal® electrically

heated windshield. The :
4ti" semi-tempered

outer glass ply has the NESA coating on the

inside surface to protect against icing and

fogging.

Pittsburgh Plate has developed m

cyl report from

THE PITTSBURGH
AIRCRAFT GLAZING

FILE

aircraft glasses, and our Technical Representa-

tive will be glad to discuss them with you and

help solve any of your difficult aircraft glazing

problems.

For more information, write to Pittsburgh

Plate Class Company, Room 6356, 632 Fort

Duquesne Boulevard, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED

De-Icing Research
A portion of Britain's Beverly air freighter wing pivoted above the fuselage of a Lincoln

bomber provides a flying test tool for D. Napier and Son Ltd. research on the Beverly’s

hot gas de-ieing system. 'Hie six rows of nozzles rigged ahead of the test wing section

spray aerated water to create the icing atmosphere. Windows arc fitted below the test

wing to allow photographic observation. Napier's Flight Development Establishment says

that the testing will be done at 12,500 ft. altitude at temperatures from —5C to —30C.

A flight speed of 155 knots I.A.S. with the wing section at an clteetive incidence of 5.7

degrees will simulate Beverly cruise and 115 knots and 10.8 degrees will represent climb.

fighter-trainer jet at Edwards Air Force

Base in California and became the first

actor to break the sound barrier.

And now comes Kicron Moore in

"Satellite in the Skv.” Moore plays the

captain of a rocket ship making man’s
first trip into outer space.

"I have not purchased a Buck Rogers

suit," Moore said, "but the flying bug
has bitten me. It was those planes—
the Avro Delta and the Folland Midge.”
He continued:

“Sitting in them, not knowing what
the dials and gadgets arc for. Watching
them fly. Flying in them. Brother! As
soon as the picture was finished, I signed

up with a flying school and I’ll be solo-

ing soon."

In a Folland Midge, Mr. Moore?

The complexities of contractual re-

lations between customers and the Air

Force sometimes defy description. Oc-
casionally they drive some of the parties

to distraction, producing bursts of

temper or sardonic humor.
In the latter category is this anony-

mous document uilicli purports to be
a management proposal submitted to

the Air Force as part of the routine

established for getting a contract. It

may be easy for you to identify the com-
pany, so names nave been deleted. You
may even work there.

Management Proposal
1. General Experience

A detailed reference to the large number
of programs which we have mismanaged
would be beyond the scope of this proposal

(see report 789-2, AF Board of Inquiry;

see also report of Congressional Investigat-

ing Committee, 1209-A). We feel, how-

ever, that the experience gained from these

miserable failures puts us in a strong com-

petitive position since it is unlikely that

these mistakes will be repeated. Our com-

petitors may have a greater number of

failures, but we would like to point out

that our errors were made on larger and

more important projects. Furthermore, we
have absolutely no experience in the spe-

cialty areas required for this design and

will therefore approach the problem with-

out prejudice.

2. Organization

We have reviewed this question care-

fully and find that we arc unable to deter-

mine the precise instant of time at which
the customer desires to see the organiza-

tional structure, and arc therefore at a

loss as to how to present it. We have in-

vestigated the use of high speed movie
cameras and magnetic recorders as means
for presenting a changing organization, but
feel that these do not meet the require-

ments. We therefore request that the
customer specify the moment desired. We
suggest a time during the interval from
0200 to 0700 on a Sunday would be best

as experience has shown that the rate of

\\ c have found on recent proposals' that

our key personnel received offers from one
of our competitors a few days after the

submission of a list of personnel. Since
there seems to be evidence of a security leak

in the customer's organization, we request

that a nced-to-know be established before

this information is supplied.

3. Technical Approach

Our plan for this project is to hire engi-

neers from the companies which lose the

competition. Our technical approach will

a bigger future

for yourself

“Waler squeezers" and olher energy
absorption devices are just part of the

variegated engineering and develop-

ment picture at All American. You find

too a wide range of other projects, in-

cluding the famous Hydro-Lift landing

gear, tow-target reels and air-sea rescue

devices, in-flight remanning and refuel-

ing systems and literally dozens of
others — stimulating and challenging

programs for Aero and Mechanical
Engineers.

What's in it for you? A really out-

standing opportunity to develop with a
young, dynamic organization, anxious
to help you put your own ideas to work,

and able to provide a fertile ground for

your career growth.

Drop a line today, in confidence, of
course, to Ray Janney, Chief Engineer.
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therefore Ire determined by these people
and can be obtained from our competitors'
proposals. We do have a few guiding prin-
ciples. We have found that on a project
or tins nature, about 1 2-1 S months are re-

quired to catch up with the art. This
time is spent in visiting other companies,
universities, and test sites and in reading
classified reports and Aviation Week. This
penod is followed by a 6 month study
phase. At the end of this time it is

usually desirable to start traveling again be-

a 7-color schedule using stereoscopic plcxi-

glass overlays. The dates in this schedule
represent a weighted average between the
estimates of the Research and Sale:

’

sions (they are the Sales division figure

any event, company practice is to ten
a project when the personnel a

j , prof,table e

SOUTHWEST AIRMOTIVE CO.

sider these factors. All of the modem
techniques of operational analvsis. game
theory, and high speed computing will be
applied to the problem of profit optimiza-

Key points in this study will be legal

loopholes, tax dodges, and evasively written

clauses. It is expected that several na-

tionals known consultants will he retained

for this work due to the overiding impor-
tance of the problem.

8. Physical Resources

An excellent survey of our physical fa-

cilities is contained in the Receiver’s Rc-
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port prepared during our most recent bank-

ruptcy proceedings. A copy of that report

is appended.

9. Additional Facilities Required

It is our belief that an important project

such as this should not be carried out in

our shabby plant. We plan to use govern-

ment furnished facilities exclusively. We
would like to point out that several direc-

tors of the company have excellent prop-

erty which they would be willing to sell to

the government for the erection of these

facilities.

PRODUCTION BRIEFING

Warehouse for titanium aircraft

stock lias been opened by Titanium
Metals Corporation of America. Ad-

dress: 6-16 5 Corvette St., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Spar milling machine, most powerful

ever produced, lias been completed by
the Famham Div., Wicsner-Rapp Co.,

Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. First of 30 similar

machine in a S6 million Air Force

contract, the Famham machine is said

to be able to remove 1 50 lbs. of alumi-

num per minute with .001 in. accuracy

from parts up to 3 ft. wide and 60 ft.

long.

Danly Machine Specialties, Inc.,

Chicago, machine speeding Pratt and
Whitney Co. jet engine production by
actually stabbing vanes into shroud.

This direct assembly method has

stepped up completed shroud produc-

tion from five to 30 units per day.

Method eliminates tolerance worries as

each vane now becomes its own punch
and gauge, says P. & W. who developed

the original design concept.

Hamilton Standard Division of

United Aircraft reports that three years

of operating nickel-plated propellers

on C-l 19s. P5Ms and UF-ls have

shown that the nickel plate definitely

increases the propeller's ability to with-

stand runway rocks and salt spray.

William Brand & Co., Inc., Willi-

mantic. Conn., announces a 33,000 sq.

ft. S300.000 addition to their North

Windham plant. Part of this expan-

sion is due to the increased demand
for the company's high temperature

teflon and silicone rubber-coated wir-

ing.

Predictions from the National Screw

Machine Products Assn. (NSMPA):
annual sales of screw machine products

will rise from present S4S5 million to

S700 million in 1965, current death

rate of small companies will result in

fewer bigger firms, and more complete

automization will take place. The
NSMPA says that while a man could

set himself up in business for $5,000

Koval

Amphibiai

ROYAL GULL IN NEW DAILY AIR-TAXI

SERVICE TO LAKE TAHOE

Across the bay from San Francisco in Sausalito, Commodore Air Service
makes its home base. Everyday . . . only 60 minutes after pilot Bob Law
takes off on his scheduled daily round trip, he lands his luxuriously appointed
Royal Gull on beautiful Lake Tahoe. 6000 ft. above sea level. An hour later,

grossed out again at 6000 lbs., he’s winging his way home. The live passenger
Gull is ideally suited for such water-to-water commuter service. Its am-
phibian design with 270° visibility feature, however, adds a great measure of
versatility, convenience and safety for land or water based operations.

Royal
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

6781 West National Avenue

MILWAUKEE 14. WISCONSIN
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5 HEADS for the Reconnaissance Pilot?

& J * f Hi

How else to line up on target, fly the aircraft over the target, pinpoint the
camera coverage, watch the flight instruments and monitor the camera
controls—simultaneously

!

Chicago Aerial's answer: utilize ground area as another flight instrument. The
Periscopic Viewfinder permits the pilot to see through the airplane, and makes
visible the ground area below and ahead—the area most vital to photo-
navigation. With its selective wide angle and narrow angle views, the View-
finder gathers this light, directs the ray bundles through narrow enclosures,

and sends all the light to the pilot’s eyes. With CAI's Viewfinder the brilliant,

distortionless image preserves the natural color and fine detail of the ground
below — so valuable for navigation and target detection and recognition.

Long or short eye relief . . . magnification or ininification—these and other
parameters are tailored to particular aircraft requirements. From research
through manufacture, the Viewfinder is exclusively C.A.I.—only one of a
long list of accomplishments.

Look to CAI for research, enginering, and manufacturing of airborne optical

Learn about the opportunities waiting for you in the Military Air. Visit or
write your nearest Naval Air Station or Air Force Headquarters.

If you arc interested in the unique C.A.I. story, we suggest you write for our
24-page brochure, “Advancing Horizons.”

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

during World War II, today it takes

$125,000 and the returns are lower.
A SI million-a-vear company nets only
$70,000 after

'

taxes. The NSMPA,
which says that they represent more
than 280 producers whose output com-
prises more than 65% of the national
total, is located in Cleveland, Ohio.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. is adding a
68.000 sq. ft. to its Bakersfield sub-
assembly plant. Bakersfield. Calif., to

handle uba emblies on their turbo-
prop Electra airliner.

An industry panel on use of steel

castings in aircraft has recommended
that the government spend up to

$1,250,000 annually "for several years"

to coordinate industry attempt to pro-

duce reliable steel precision castings

with ultimate strengths of 180,000-

200.000 psi. Their report, PB 121 14S.

Precision Steel Castings for Aircraft

Use, may be ordered through OTS.
U. S. Dept, of Commerce, Washington
25, D. C. for $1.75.

Namico Mctlbond Co.’s “Multi-
wave" machine continuously fabricates

aircraft sandwich core. Individual

strips arc being fed in from the left

and oriented and bonded into a honey-
comb in the device to the right. The
Costa Mesa, Calif., firm says its ma-

chine can automatically produce a 36
in. wide core paper of aluminum, stain-

less steel, rc-inforccd fiberglass, incon-

lcl, titanium or paper at the rate of

one ft. per min. Present pilot produc-

tion facilities are being augmented by
two production machines.

The Automatic Controls Division

Clary Corp.. San Gabriel, Calif., made
$1.3 million worth of deliveries in the

first six months of the year. The divi-

sion is producing control and guidance

mechanisms for North American, Con-
vair, Firestone, Aero-jet General,

Wright Aeronautical and Cal. Tech’s

Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Thermo Materials, Inc., Menlo Park,

Cal., has been organized to manufac-
ture and distribute high temperature
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ceramic, Cermet and ferrite items.

Company research will aim at produc-

ing high temperature components for

rockets, guided missiles, jet engines,

nuclear engines and electronic equip-

ment. Emo D. Porro has left Stanford

Research Institute to become general

manager.

Southwest Research Institute, San

Antonio, Texas, has two building proj-

ects underway which arc helping to

expand San Antonio’s "Science City"

8r

One is Pratt & Whitney’s $600,-

000 radiation effects study lab which

will contain two cells capable of

handling up to 10.000 curies of cobalt

60 and the other is Army Ordinance’s

three-quarter million dollar research

laboratory.

The Raybestos Div., Raybcstos-Man-

hattan. hie., Bridgeport. Conn., has

developed a ceramic cutting tool which
is bonded to a steel base. The product,

NORTH AMERICAN’S
Columbus Division

Provides OHIO Opportunities

For Experienced ENGINEERS

called Kcramik, is said to outlast other

tools 20 to one. National distribution

of Kcramik tools will be handled by

L. C. Chappcl & Co., Fairfield, Conn.

Walmct Corp., Madison Heights,

Detroit. Michigan, has been formed to

custom-manufacture cemented carbides

for inctal cutting blanks.

Aluminum Co. of America’s Lafa-

yette, Ind., works will install a twin

to the world’s largest extrusion press.

Alcoa will privately finance the $9 mil-

lion, 14,000-ton press which will be
able to produce structirr.il shapes such

as wing spars and rotor blades up to 110

ft. long and 2,500 lbs. weight. Alcoa

says that the existence of this facility

along with its twin, owned by the Air

Force but also located in the Lafayette

works, will encourage designers to de-

sign for the weight reduction permitted

by large one piece extrusions.

General Electric’s machinability com-
puter is being used to determine proper

speeds and feeds in the Chicago Plant

of Scully-Joncs & Co. GE Carboloy

Dept, computer is a portable device

into which the machining variables arc

dialed and out of which is read the

best manner of handling the machining

job so that more uniformity results in

the methods of individual machinists.

In Columbus, thousands of professional people have found

a city that satisfies an educated way of life. Columbus offers

fine centers of learning and cultural opportunities.

At North American's Columbus Division, many of these

people work on the completely sufficient, young but proved

engineering team dedicated to one of aviation's greatest

challenges—the design, development and manufacture of

North American's Naval airplanes.

The highly regarded FJ-4 FURY JET is a "concept -to-

flight" Columbus Division product, and stability from asso-

ciation with North American Aviation, the company that has

built more airplanes than any other in the world . . . compose

a career opportunity worth investigation by any engineer:

A SELECT FEW POSITIONS ARE OPEN
IN EACH OF THESE FIELDS:

Aerodynamicists, Thermodynamicists, Dynamicists, Stress

Engineers, Structural Test Engineers, Flight Test Engineers,

Mechanical and Structural Designers, Electrical and Elec-

tronic Engineers, Wind Tunnel Model Designers and Build-

ers, Power Plant Engineers, Research and Development

Engineers, Weights Engineers.

For the Full Story On Your Ohio Future, Write Today:

Mr. I. H. Papin, Personnel Manager, Depart 56AW,
North American's Columbus Division, Columbus 16, Ohio.

IORTH MMERICAN MVIATION, INC.
COLUMBUS DIVISION
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EQUIPMENT

RADIOGRAPHIC SERVICE being performed (left) at Idlewild Air- Shown is a GE 175-kv unit suspended for x-raying leading edge of

port by Burgoync X-ray and Metal Testing Laboratories, Inc., of a wing. Radiographer positions film inside wing. Andrex X-ray

New Casscl, L. I., on Constellation belonging to major airline, equipment (right) in typical set-up for X-raying wing spar.

Portable X-Ray Boon to Aircraft Industry
By George L. Christian

New York—Portable X-rav equip-

ment for non-destructive inspection of

aircraft and their components is prov-

ing an essential and money-saving tool

in the airline industry. Airframe manu-
facturers arc turning to portable X-ray

machines for specialized uses such as

inspection of complex-contour air ducts.

360 deg. inspection of guided missile

fuel vessels, and other close area struc-

(Tliis article is not concerned with

large, industrial-type X-ray machines

which have long been used in aircraft

and other industries for such jobs as

inspecting forgings, castings and weld-

ments on a selective or mass production

At least ten U.S. and five foreign

airlines, as well as several airframe com-
panies on both sides of the Atlantic,

arc using portable X-ray equipment for

non-destructive inspection. One airline

said that in the first month it X-rayed

incoming new propeller blades two were
found to be cracked.

Another carrier told Aviation Week
X-ray inspection was instrumental in

having the Civil Aeronautics Adminis-
tration increase the major overhaul

period of its fleet of four-engine air-

craft from 1,600 to 2,000 hours, re-

sulting in large maintenance economies.

Increasing interest in X-raying tech-

niques among airlines is underlined by

the fact that, in the last six months,

airline representatives have gathered at

two symposiums—one here and one

abroad—to exchange information and

establish criteria concerning the use of

X-ray on modern aircraft. 'Hie U.S.
meeting was sponsored by the Air

Transport Assn, at Highland Park. 111.

and was held in cooperation with Gen-
eral Electric’s X-ray department. It

was atended by 40 airline representa-

tives and GE technicians. The Euro-

pean conference, sponsored by Carl

Drcnck X-ray Laboratories in Copen-

hagen. Denmark, was atended by 30

technicians from airline, airframe man-
ufacturing and X-ray industries repre-

senting eight countries.

Portable X-ray Equipment

Portable X-ray equipment firms and

suppliers in the U. S. are:

• Andrex. Three sizes of equipment arc

available through Ilolgcr Andreasen.

Inc.. San Francisco, sole American dis-

tributors for the Danish-made sets.

Airlines using Andrex arc: Pan Ameri-

can World Airways (Pacific-Alaska and
Latin American divisions), Braniff Air-

ways, Delta Air Lines. National Air-

lines, and Eastern Air Lines.

• Norelco. Three sizes arc available

from North American Phillips Co.,

Inc., Mount Vernon, N. Y. These sets

arc made at the company's plant at

Eindoven, Holland. Airlines using the

equipment are: United Air Lines. Amer-
ican Airlines. Capital Airlines and Trans
World Airlines.

• General Electric. One size is avail-

able through GE’s X-ray Department.

Milwaukee. Wis. (G.E. makes a second

model too large to be called truly port-

able.) Northeast Orient Airlines has

purchased one of each size.

• Baltograph. Four sizes arc being put

on the market and distributed by West-

inghouse's Industrial Products X-ray

Sales Department. (A fifth miniatur-

ized set. the Baltospot, also is available.)

The machines arc made by the Baltcau

Electric Corp., Stamford. Conn. Only

the transformers used in the equipment

arc imported from the company’s head-

quarters in Liege. Belgium. No ma-

chines have been sold to date, but

demonstrations have been made for Pan

American at New York International

Aiqjort and for Delta at their head-

quarters at Atlanta. Ga.
• Fedrex. Four sizes arc available

through the sole U.S. distributor.
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Machinery and Welder Corp., Chicago.

No sets have been sold in this country

to date. Maker is Carl Drcnck Elcetto-

Tcchnical Laboratories. Copenhagen,

Denmark. The equipment is used by
airlines in Europe.

All of the above equipment can be
carried by one or two men. Some of

the smaller units are compact enough

to fit into awkward and inaccessible

parts of an airplane. The sets arc made
up of X-ray heads, remote control units

and connecting cable.

Quicker, Cheaper, Better

All X-ray users report that the equip-

ment saves time and gets planes out of

overhaul and into the air quicker, cuts

inspection man hours and therefore ex-

pense, and improves the quality of in-

spection. In some eases. X-ray perforins

inspections which would be virtually

impossible to accomplish visually.

The use of X-ray allows inspectors

to locate incipient and potentially

dangerous structural defects, such as

cracks, breakage or corrosion which

might otherwise never have been de-

tected.

Example is KLM Royal Dutch Air-

lines' experience while experimenting

with X-raying thermal anti-icing duct-

ing in a DC-6’s stabilizer leading edge.

Here is what the carrier reports: "Two
shots of the duct showed finely defined

cracks. ... A third radiograph revealed

that a Y-section had completely broken

loose and had travelled outboard about

five feet. These three radiographs were

actually made to detect cracks in five

hot air duct brackets and the above-

mentioned defects were found bv
chance. 'live cracks in the duct, for

instance, would never have been de-

tected visually because of being

wrapped in insulation. These experi-

mental shots helped to convince us that

X-rays really can do something in in-

spection.”

An English firm. Vickers-Armstrongs
(Aircraft) Ltd., had this experience

X-raying the wing structure on a large,

high speed military aircraft which was

damaged when a landing gear col-

lapsed while taxiing: "The position

and condition of the fire warning capil-

larv tubes were adequately displayed

and it was found that the fuel system
pipe end attached by silver solder was

not of the quality normally expected.

The partial absence of a capillary film

of solder within the nipple shirt could

clearly be seen.

"It was found that the radiographs

could be used as a very effective qual-

ity control over riveting, displaced

heads and poorly filled holes being
dearly displayed. In addition, the pres-

ence of eliminated sealing compounds
produced very distinctive images.

"Odd rivets, popped rivet nails, lock-

ing wires, taper pins, and bolts and

nuts which had been left within the

structure on assembly were shown to

have migrated, due to vibration and

maneuvering, into certain areas. The
possible consequence of this need not

be elaborated."

Savings possible by the use of X-ray

can be seen from a statement bv Fan

American World Airways. The airline

saves 46.300 man hours at its Miami
Overhaul Base by using portable X-ray

equipment to inspect emergency exit

hinges, propeller plane areas on DC-6Bs

and under wing skin of B-377s and

L-049s.

PAA reports that "greatly increased

efficiency lias resulted from the use of

X-ray oh overhaul." MOB has effected

an annual savings of 42.300 man hours

on DC-6B prop plane area inspection.

2,000 man hours on inspection of the

lower wing skin at the main gear of

B-377s on a one-time, fleet-wide basis,

and another 2.000 man hours on L-049

lower wing skin inspection.

“Even further use of X-ray cquip-

CRACK IN main stringer of DC-6B is shown in X-ray. Slight white line between two

other horizontal white lines is actual crack. Photo was taken during inspection of Clipper

at Pan American World Airways’ Miami Overhaul Base. Camera was placed on top of

wing and negative at bottom for photo.

PHOTO TAKEN by Delta Air Lines shows unriveted wing doubler plate (large circle) and

two errant nuts (smaller circles).
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BUMBLEBEES CAN’T FLY!
You’ve heard the old story!

Rohr engineers, too, are busy every day solving

near-impossible problems related to many phases

of flight— important, challenging design and

production problems on hundreds of vital, major

aircraft components.

One example: The development and production

of complex stainless-steel, honeycomb sections for

high-speed aircraft and missiles.

Rohr is humming these days with more and
more large military and commercial contracts.

Skilled engineers are urgently needed to grow
with these big, long-range programs. Young men

are offered outstanding career positions with

unmatched opportunities for advancement within

this large, fast-growing aircraft firm.

Especially needed now at Rohr are: Design,

Stress and Structures, Lofting, Equipment, Elec-

trical, Liaison, and Aircraft Industrial Engineers,

Thermodynamicists, Metallurgists.

Write us today! Learn about our sound man-

agement policies, personal benefits, chances for

quick advancement and other career advantages

here at Rohr in beautiful Chula Vista located on

cool San Diego Bay.

mmamsBam

incut is planned with the installation of

MOB’s own X-ray unit," the company
said. "In addition to greater use on air-

craft structure, certain units, such as oil

tanks and B-577 nose gear cylinder

assemblies will be cheeked by X-ray.”

Image Intensifier

Norclco technicians believe that air-

lines can reduce substantially the time

and cost of X-ray inspection by using

an image intensifier. I he fluoroscopic

device can be moved along an aircraft’s

structure, allowing a technician to con-

duct a continuous, visual inspection of

a large area instead of having to record

a small section on film and waiting for

it to be developed before being able to

determine the integrity of the structure.

Fluoroscopic inspection saves time

because of the continuous and rapid

manner in which inspection can be ac-

complished. (A gage of the inspection

speed possible with the intensifier was
demonstrated by a manufacturer who
was able to inspect ) in. welded steel

pipe at a rate of 2 inches per second.)

Over and above the savings due to

faster inspection and resultant reduc-

tion in man hours is an appreciable

economy in film used and dark room
time. With the intensifier. pictures

need only be taken of areas where de-

fects show up; all clean structure goes

unphotographed. Also, possible inter-

pretation errors due to improper expo-

sure. or film development, arc reduced.

A Norclco spokesman estimated that

an intensifier could slice X-ray inspec-

tion cost about 655?. A shot that now
costs about S5 could be made with an

intensifier for about SI. The S4.000

price of the unit would not take long to

amortize since wing inspection alone of

a DC-6-sizc plane requires about 60
exposures.

Clear Image

Hie intcnsificr's image is one thou-

sand times brighter than images ap-

pearing on standard fluoroscopic

screens, which allows the device to be
used in average daylight. It produces
a very clear image which makes it easy

for an inspector to detect a structural

flaw. By using a closed circuit television

system, inspection can be accomplished
remotely and all possible danger of

radiation effects arc eliminated.

A Norclco intensifier weighs 12s lb.

and measures approximately 1 5x9x9 in.

Several companies make similar devices.

A survey of several airlines and air-

frame manufacturers which use portable

X-ray equipment for non-destructive in-

spection produced these comments:
• United—“We use our Norclco X-ray

machine primarily for ‘extraordinary’

structural inspection of aircraft during

overhaul. Primarily because of the
X-ray equipment, the CAA and CAB
extended the flying time between major

overhauls on the DC-6 and DC-6B
from 1,600 to 2,000 hours.”

I lie equipment is used primarily for

wing spar inspection.

“Other components inspected by

X-ray include:

"Fuel injection lines to determine

whether the silver soldered joints are

intact. (This single type of inspection

resulted in a $52,000 saving in one

year.)

“Electrical plugs to determine their

integrity without having to cut them.

“Welding inspection to determine

the quality of the welding shop's work.

"A one-time X-ray inspection of the

interior tail assemblies of our fleet of

DC-4 and -6 aircraft took approximately

270 man hours and cost $5,000 per

plane. Without the X-ray equipment,

it would have been necessary to remove

the rudder, inspect the interior, rein-

stall the rudder, and test-flv the plane

at an estimated cost of 1,440 man hours

and $15,000. Saving was 1,170 man
hours and $12,000 per plane.

“In July, our fleet of 55 Convairs will

undergo the same extraordinary inspec-

tion given to the DC-6-typc aircraft.”

• American—“We use X-ray equipment
to inspect the following areas of our

DC-6-typc aircraft:

BALTOSPOT X-ray unit complete is easily

carried to job by one man.

&ili
FEDREX 160, 120 tubclicads with control.

“Center section lower stringers

through the fuselage in the bell crank

and box beam compartment without re-

moving stringer pressure shields at the

junction with the fuselage.

“Fuselage frames and stringers in the

propeller plane area without removing

interior sidewall panels.

“Center section wingspar tangs for

examination of skm attachment with-

out having to remove the skin.”

AA cites these examples of economy
through use of X-ray in equipment:

"X-ray of the upper and lower front

center spar caps, station 60 right and

left of the center section without re-

moving numbers 1 and 5 alternate fuel

cells. Estimated savings is 80 man
hours per plane.

“X-ray of station 122 and 175 right

and left hand lower center section skin

for cracks on DC-6Bs for a saving of

about 80 man hours per plane.

“X-ray in the box beam and bell

crank compartment without having to

disassemble the area or remove the

EC-801 sealant saves about man
hours.

“Use of X-ray inspection will grow.

But its principal use will be as a check-

ing device to pin-point defects revealed

by other inspection methods, or in

NOVELCO’s MG 160-D wide field X-ray

unit (left) and control (right).

X-RAY BEARING analyzer made by Norclco.
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some cases to confirm or deny defects
whose existence was indicated—but not
conclusivclv-bv prior examination."
• TWA—“We use our Norcleo X-ray
machine to check the lower wing skin

on Constellation aircraft from the front

to the rear spar between wing station

191 to 205 and from station 151 to

145. One aim is to detect skin cracks

which might be hidden under wing
spar caps.

"While we have no specific cost fig-

ures. it is obvious to us that X-rav in-

spection results in a very considerable

"Although we have no immediate
plans to expand the use of X-ray inspec-

tion at this time, this technique will un-
doubtcdlv be used in wider applications

in the future, particularly in the in-

spection of heavy engine parts."
• Delta—"Among the most useful ap-

plications of X-ray inspection to an air-

frame is checking the condition of wing
stringers in fuel cells without removing
the access doors and destroying the
fuel-tight seal,

"Other areas inspected by X-ray in-

clude: a number of places adjacent to
fuselage doors, stringers and circum-
fcrcntials in the propeller plane area,

and heater ducts and ribs in the hori-

zontal stabilizer. We also inspect ribs

in the rudder of DC-7s to avoid re-

moving the fabric.

“We have had several cases of cracks

discovered by X-ray which could not
be found visually. An example is an
enclosed area doubler plate which had
several rivets missing completely.

“Examples of man hour savings are:

X-ray inspection of wing stringers at

1,500 hour intervals is accomplished in

16 man hours instead of the 158 previ-

ously required. Also, not having to

remove fuel cells eliminates the pos-

sibility of damaging them.

"X-ray inspection of the propeller

plane area can be accomplished in

about 2 man hours instead of the 44
man hours previously needed to remove
and reinstall lavatory equipment and

“We believe that X-ray inspection

will become a 'must’ with new aircraft.

Example is the new type of stringer

used on the DC-7 whose cap is riveted

in place. X-raying is the only way of

detecting cracks. New designs seem
to have an increasing number of in-

closed areas which make visual inspec-

tion impossible.”

• Northwest-"Our X-ray work has de-

veloped so rapidly as to become a vital

factor in our entire inspection pro-

gram, and we arc considering setting up
a separate X-ray inspection program for

even greater use in routine inspections.

“Here is a summary of the various

uses to which wc have put our GE
X-ray machines in one year:

"Inspection of internal surfaces of

landing gear pistons for corrosion and
metal failure.

“Inspection of propeller blades for

flaws and to determine the condition

of internal wiring.

"Check oil coolers for metal con-

tamination (here X-ray cut the cost

from S40 to $5 and extends the oil

coolers’ life because they do not have
to be disassembled so often).

“Inspect spot weld for corrosion.

"Check the condition of welds.

“Inspect an inaccessible structural

component for evidence of incipient

failure.”

• National—"Inspection of DC-6-type
aircraft fuselage in the propeller plane

area used to involve ripping out the

entire toilet, fuselage lining and half

the flooring—a 500 man hour job. X-rav

inspection docs a more accurate job
than visual inspection in 5 man hours.

"The wing root area of the same air-

craft is next to impossible to inspect

visually and several hundred man hours
arc required to tear into the area. X-ray

docs it in 5 to 4 man hours.

“NAL will probably make a perma-
nent X-ray installation to inspect over-

hauled engine parts.”

• Braniff—The carrier does very much
the same type of X-ray inspection as the

other airlines. Examples are: lower

stringers in center section between sta-

tions 67 and 421, and between front

and center spars (DC-6); lower skin and
stringer inspection from station 125 to

station 200 (049 Constellation); and
check main landing gear side braces,

which otherwise would have to be re-

moved and magnafluxed (C-46).

Braniff cites this typical man hour
saving attributable to the use of X-ray
(the example refers to the DC-6 wing
center section inspection just men-
tioned):

For visual inspection:

Open and Close Inspection Plates

(4 men at 6 hours each)

24 man hours

Inspection (2 Inspectors at 8 hours

each) 16 man hours

TOTAL ....40 man hours

For X-Ray Inspection:

X-Ray of the Area. . . 8 man hours

Film Development... 2 man hours

Film Interpretation . 4 man hours

TOTAL 14 man hours

Savings attributable to X-ray: 26 man
hours.

Here is a sampling of airframe mak-
ers’ opinions of X-ray inspection:

• Douglas-The use of X-ray inspection

is growing on two fronts at DAC. The
company is contmuallv expanding the

use of X-ray inspection on its produc-

tion line, and it is underwriting the

device as a useful tool in the inspection

of the hundreds of Douglas airliners in

service throughout the world.

In the factory, Douglas spokesmen

believe that the next big advance in

X-ray techniques will be the introduc-

tion of Lumicon (made by Bendix

freeze) or similar image intensifying

devices used with closed circuit tele-

vision. Among the many advantages of

such a system is the possibility of ob-

serving the internal functioning of com-
ponents in actual operation.

On the commercial transport side,

Douglas inspection research personnel,

headed by w. C. Hitt, have been de-

veloping techniques for taking and

interpreting X-ray photos of aircraft

structures For the purpose of inspection

without disassembly.

The research team has not yet ar-

rived at a standardized procedure to be

used with aircraft in service.

However, Douglas personnel have de-

veloped inspection criteria with labora-

torv specimens and now want to check

these with service aircraft to enable

them to prepare an X-ray inspection

manual. Data for the manual are cur-

rently being compiled. So a team of

Douglas Service Department men arc

now in the field working with airlines

to accumulate the data, using tech-

niques developed in company’s lab.

Douglas has approached all airlines

using its equipment, asking them to

cooperate.

• Boeing—The company recently cvalu-
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SPECIAL RADAR DEVICES

Career Opportunities in

RADAR
DEVELOPMENT
AND DESIGN

atWESTINGHOUSE
in BALTIMORE

The following openings in Radar Development

Design are typical of the many outstanding career

opportunities open to qualified Electrical Engi-

Westinghouse.

offers you opportunity for unlimited professional

You will work as part of an engineering team

responsible for the research, design, development,

testing and field engineering of airborne, ground,

and shipboard electronic systems. While working,

you may continue your graduate studies toward

M.S. or Ph.D. Degrees, and Westinghouse will pay

your tuition expenses.

RADAR RANGE TRACKING

Design of airborne fire control radar range track-

ing circuitry for Fixed Fire Control Systems. Must
be familiar with design and use of d.c. amplifiers

and have a working knowledge of servo-mech-

anism analysis.

HIGH POWER RADAR
TRANSMITTERS

Development and application of very high power

klystrons, tetrodes and travelling wave tubes for

fixed station and portable equipment in the U.H.F.

and microwave frequency range.

Advanced development of a pulse doppler tail

warning radar with particular concentration on
receiver portion of unit. Includes establishment

and review of block diagram of receiving section,

design of circuitry, analysis of any problems that

develop and confirmation that design is satis-

factory. The latter requires devising special tests.

HIGH POWER RADAR
MODULATORS

Design and development of very high power pulse

circuitry; power control; power regulation, equip-

ment and personnel safety devices.

RADAR SYSTEMS
Technical project administration involving com-

plete radar and weapons systems design, develop-

PULSE CIRCUITS FOR
SURVEILLANCE RADAR

Develop and test pulse circuits and wide band

video amplifiers for airborne radar systems.

Engineering responsibility required for production

to military specifications.

RADAR RECEIVERS
Applied research, development, and design of

receivers for airborne and shipboard radar equip-

crystal mixers, stable local oscillators, plumbing.

Many other outstanding
opportunities exist

at the Baltimore Divisions.

If you are a qualified engineer,

contact us at once.

TO APPLY:

WESTINGHOUSE
BALTIMORE DIVISIONS



Removed with only a 35° turn

Weighs only .43 lbs.

4r Opens safely under pressure

* Full 3-inch opening

* lever action design

The first tonk filler cap to successfully

pass oil test requirements of MIL-C-7244B

(ASG) applicable to fuel, oil, olcohol-water

and hydroulic reservoirs. Write for

data sheet on this new FC-3500 flush

CABB SPECIAL PRODUCTS
WINDSOR LOCKS CONN

ated a Norelco Mfg. 1 50 X-rav machine
as applied to inspection of certain com-
ponents of its Bontarc guided missile.

Here is a summary of the evaluation:

'Die rod anode may be placed inside

a pressure vessel component, allowing

radiographic inspection of the entire

girth weld in a single exposure. This
decreases exposure setup time 80%
since a single, continuous strip of 70

mm. film may be wrapped around the

outside of the vessel. Also, quantitv of

film used is cut 50% over the previ-

ously used method which involved talc-

ing eight separate exposures of a girth

weld from outside the assembly with
the film on the inside.

Another application of the X-ray ma-

chine is to survey non-structural cast-

ings for foundry control. By suspend-

ing the tube vertically, so the cone of

radiation will be along a horizontal

plane, many castings may be placed in

a circle around the anode and inspected

simultaneously. A considerable time

saving can result.

In a further test, the rod anode
was placed inside a nine inch diameter

aluminum casting and the film wrapped

around the outside. Results were radio-

graphs acceptable for foundry control

yet exposure time was reduced 75%
and quantitv of film used was cut in

half.

Tire report concludes that, on

PROVEN most accurate of all popular
omnis by government test

narco omnigator

Bomarc fuel vessels alone, savings per

missile amount to S44.10 and 4,676

square inches of X-ray film, which costs

about $18.

• Lockheed—LAC thinks that X-ray in-

spection is most useful to look for

fatigue failures in highly stressed areas

of high-tune aircraft.

Example of cost saving at Lockheed:

formerly, it cost S 5.000 to remove a

Constellation's wing and inspect it.

Using X-rav equipment, the job cost

but S1.500.'

Lockheed technicians anticipate

greater use of X-ray equipment and
techniques.

Expansion of X-rav inspections into

military operations is indicated by a

special X-ray inspection course recently

conducted by GE for the USAE at

Hill Air Force Base, Ogden, Utah. Rep-
resentatives from every Air Materiel

Area, except San Bernadino, were pres-

ent to take the two weeks course.

Here are summaries of the two air-

line X-ray symposiums held in Copen-

hagen. under the auspices of the Carl

Drcnck X-ray Laboratories and in High-

land Park, 111., under the sponsorship of

ATA and GE.
Copenhagen Meeting:

• Inspection Equipment Co., London.

It is in day-to-day routine inspection

that radiology makes its most important

contribution to reducing the cost of

keeping airplanes flying.

An essential requirement is a central-

ized "information agency” to act as a

clearing house for all matters pertaining

to X-ray inspection of aircraft.

The process of accumulating tech-

niques is . . . the most expensive part

of radiography. In Europe, inspection

of aircraft in service is now at this stage.

In America, a number of airlines have

already reduced at least part of their

radiography to routine procedures.

Douglas and Lockheed have been of

considerable help.

X-ray inspection already has made a

contribution to the reduction of main-

tenance costs-but it could make a much

• Scandinavian Airlines. The company

stated that its experience was limited.

In its first experimental shots on DC-4
and -6 structure, the carrier encountered

three problems. The airline stated:

“How can one obtain a radiograph of

even density when the area being X-rayed

varies considerably in thickness?

"How can you be sure that all the

cracks will be shown on the radiographs?

"How can all false indications be

eliminated?

"These problems have to be solved

to make radiography of aircraft structure

100% reliable," the airline said.

• Kodak Ltd., London for best defini-

tion, the size of the source of radiation

should be as small as possible: the dis-
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The portraits of tomorrow's propulsion systems are

rapidly becoming realities at Aerojet-General. America’s

foremost manufacturer of rocket powerplants. Aerojet

is a major contributor to this nation’s most critical rocket

and missile programs.

But creation takes talent.

CHEMISTS

PHYSICISTS

Operations at Aerojet's California plants, near Los

Angeles and Sacramento, are expanding rapidly. Un-
paralleled career opportunities exist for scientific and

engineering personnel at all levels of experience.

Please write the Director of Personnel, Aerojet-

General Corp., Box 296, Azusa, Calif, or Box 1947,

Sacramento, Calif.

Your resume will receive immediate, confidential

attention.

CORPORATION

A Subsidiaryof

The General Tire& Rubber Company

MATHEMATICIANS

B

etallurgists
I

DRAFTSMEN |

ENGINEERING

DRAWING CHECKERS

83
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Everyone at Kaman is pretty serious about the part we’re

playing in the National Defense effort. Research and develop-

ment of ringwing aircraft, remotely controlled helicopters,

rotochutes, gas turbine powered helicopters and other highly

classified projects, plus production of the general utility HOKs
keeps us busy.

These jobs call for clear thinking and hard work. We need
Engineers who can do both. The men we’re looking for are

mature, technically qualified people who can go about their

work without coddling and who have their own private reasons

for wanting to join an aggressive growing company. Kaman
will supply the work, wages and opportunity, but the rest is

up to you. Check the position you can fill and return the

coupon, like a good egg.

Kaman

tance between the object and the film

should be as small as possible; and the
distance between the source and object

should be as great as possible.

Image contrast depends on the film

used and on the quality' of the radiation.

The Kodak representative warned, “in

reading an X-ray film, it must be real-

ized that images may arise from (1) sur-

face marks on the job such as innocent
scratches in the paint: (2) bona fide

internal defects such as cracks; (3) faults

in storing, handling, exposing, process-

ing, or drying the film. If any doubt

exists about the image, the shot should

be repeated.

“When establishing the significance

of the information provided by radiogra-

phy, it is desirable to note the limita-

tions of the method.
“No useful information is obtainable

at all if radiation fails to penetrate the

structure. And the absence of the image
of a crack on the film must not be

taken as evidence that no cracks arc

present. Cracks will be rescaled only if

the direction of the X-rays approxi-

mately coincides with the plane of the

"Fortunately, cracks rarclv follow

the same plane so there is a fair possi-

bility of detecting them.”

Other representatives made comments
which, generally, reflected the opinions

expressed by American carriers.

• General Electric. Dr. E. Dale Trout,
consulting radiation physicist for GE
X-Ray. warned. "The biggest mistake a

company can make is to buy an X-ray

machine by the pound. Light weight

may be easy to handle, but may also in-

dicate a lack of adequate protection

from radiation.

"Another mistake is to depend on a

conventional Geiger counter to measure

“A third mistake is failing to con-

sider the ‘wave dependence' of the in-

strument used for measurement. It

should be calibrated to read in milli-

rocntgcns-pcr-hour at the wave length

with which you arc X-raying.

“The best and cheapest protection

from radiation is distance."

Dr. Trout warned the symposium of

“the urgent need to establish consistent

standards for radiation protection in the

use of industrial X-ray." Me added:

“Unfortunately, industrial users have

never established a set of standards for

what the permissible leakage of X-rays

may be in the vicinity of the machine.

“There is also a lack of understand-

ing as to the behavior of radiation, the

inverse square law, the distribution of

X-ravs around the exit port and behind

the machine, and the many other

factors which must be considered before

one can say that an installation is safe

or unsafe.”

He urged that a uniform set of
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Project
your career
in engineering

AVRO AIRCRAFT

OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES FOR

THESE PEOPLE— WITH OR
WITHOUT AERONAUTICAL

EXPERIENCE:

Mathematicians

Computer Programmers

Aerodynamicists

Metallurgical Technicians

Stress Engineers • Systems

Engineers • Mechanical Engineers

Flight Test Engineers

Controls Engineers

Aero Thermodynamicists

Vibration & Flutter Engineers

Civil Engineers for:

Structural Analysis, Tests, Design

Computing Specialists

Draftsmen & Technicians

Avro Aircraft's broad and diversified range of
advanced aeronautical design projects gives

engineering people unexcelled opportunities

to utilire individual ingenuity, initiative, imagi-

nation and creative qualities.

All aspects of Engineering at Avro employ the
most up-to-date scientific techniques and
modern facilities. These are under the guidance

of some of the world’s finest engineering talent.

As members of a progressive design team,
more concentrated job responsibility means
more recognition for individual ideas and
accomplishments.

You who are interested in responsible work
no iv, on design concepts which represent the
most advanced state of your art, should

APPLY BY LETTER TO: THOMAS W. SHAW, EMPLOYMENT MANAGER

AV/T0 J/MffsWr //M/ffff
BOX 4004, TERMINAL 'A', TORONTO, CANADA
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Engineers
OPPORTUNITIES with

established flight re-

search organization en-

gaged in all phases of

flight test work.

•
Flight Test

Aircraft Structures

Instrumentation

#PPLY MON 10 FRI

SUBMIT RESUME
Alt. MR. ROBERT STEWART

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

RONKONKOMA 9-8086
(RONKONKOMA. N. Y.)

SPERRY
GYROSCOPE COMPANY

Division of Sperry Rand Corp.

MAC ARTHUR FIELD

RONKONKOMA, L. I., N. Y.

standards be established for all manu-
facturers to follow.

• Northwest Orient Airlines. Dr. J. J.

(Doc) Harrington, superintendent of

service engineering, presented many
case histories in which the use of X-ray
prevented disaster, reduced overhaul

time, and minimized ground time.

He told the meeting that “while

most X-ray work is now done at onr
central overhaul base, in the future

75% will probably be done at line sta-

tions to which we will pass on the

know-how we are now accumulating.

"While we arc only in the early

stages of X-ray use, we already foresee

extensive use of this method and expect

to save many man hours in the future."

T he services of the many C-E X-ray

specialists throughout the- U.S. and
Canada were offered to the airlines to
help them get the most out of their

X-ray equipment.

As a result of the meeting, a steer-

ing committee is being organized bv
Allan W. Dallas, AT.Vs director of

the Engineering Division to accomplish

the aims:

• Gather, sift and disseminate infor-

mation on the use of X-ray in the air-

line industry;

• Serve as a mutual exchange point for

information among the airlines:

• Sponsor future periods meeting on
the same subject.

Dallas said that "both public safety

and profitable airline operation require

that we give greater emphasis than ever

before to the use of X-ray and other

non-destructive testing methods . . .

with the advent of portable X-ray equip-

ment, airlines can effectively use the

machines m hitherto inaccessible areas

without dissembling aircraft structures.”

Tall X-Ray Rig

Douglas designed this mobile X-ray unit

B-66 and C-133 aircraft (although here it is

shown beside the tail of a C-X24).

The mobile X-ray unit will be used for

production inspection. On each B (or RB)
-66. 178 closed area X-ray shots are made.

With the new rig, three men in six hours

can do the work which formerly required

The truck mounts a liydraiilica'llv-opcratcd

telescoping mast which carries a 160 kv.

portable X-ray machine. Operated from a

control panel on the truck, the mast can be

It x I c gl t of 40 ft. The
adjustable boom atop the mast extends ten

feet and can be rotated 360 deg. to give

OFF THE LINE

A 5200,000 contract for i-million

new-type, one-piece life-jacket inflation

cylinders has been awarded to Wor-
cester Pressed Steel Co. by the Navy.
The cylinders, which are 1J in. in dia.

and 43 in. long, are deep-drawn from a

flat blank.

New dust binder which can hold

down dust effectively at air fields and
other open areas has been put on the

market by Golden Bear Oil Co. The
company reports the product is used at

Edwards Air Eorcc Base, Calif. The
manufacturer says the binder is less ex-

pensive than frequent waterings, is not

harmful to newly seeded areas and does

not sterilize the soil. Address: Chemical
Div., Golden Bear Oil Co., P.O. Box

#446, Oildale, Calif.

A price increase of 75% became
effective Aug. 1 on all General Elec-

tric fractional bp., d.c. motors and gen-

erating equipment and on two lines of

fractional lip. ax. motors.

A new, high energy missile and air-

craft chemical fuel will be produced for

the Air Eorcc by Olin Mathicson

Chemical Corp. in a 536-million plant

to be erected at the Lake Ontario

Ordnance Works. Model City. N. Y.

A second, smaller plant will be built

in the same location (just north of

Niagara Kails) to produce the same
fuel for the Navy. The new facilities

will be operated by the corporation’s

recently formed Aviation division.
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NEW
AIRPORT AND BUSINESS

FLYING DIRECTORY

Get your FREE Aeronautical

Planning Chart of the U. S.

AVIATION WEEK offers

this valuable U.S. Coast and Geodetic

cross country flying aid free

with your copy of

the NEW AIRPORT AND

BUSINESS FLYING DIRECTORY

ANNOUNCING
THE ALL NEW 1956-1957 AIRPORT AND BUSINESS FLYING DIRECTORY

Just off the press ... an accurate and detailed 276 page handbook of

“thousands of business flying’s vital facts and figures.

This business flying handbook has been designed to meet the need expressed in your

letters and personal interviews for a ready reference of the latest full-scale information

about business flying and airport facilities . . . only $4.00. (We will bill your company

if desired). LAST YEAR MANY ORDERS WERE UNFILLED DUE TO EARLY “SELL OUT.”

BE SURE YOU GET YOURS. . . . FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL IT NOW.

FEATURES;

EDITOR'S REPORT: Including the latest technical and
business developments along with a forecast of future
trends.

EQUIPMENT: Pictures, detailed descriptions and specifi-
cations of new aircraft and engines.

AIRCRAFT CONVERSION: Includes a 2-page specifications
table, especially compiled by the editors, lists the major con-
version centers, technical data on the business-liners they
produce, the number flying and current prices.

AIRPORTS AND FACILITIES: 6.000 up-to-date airport list-

ings and thousands of airport and flight facts are provided
including locations, number and type of runways, lighting
and field markings, approach obstructions, radio and weather
facilities, repair and hangar facilities, out-of-state fuel taxes,

restaurant and overnight service, etc.

CAA, TRAFFIC, WEATHER, COMMUNICATIONS INFOR-
MATION: Maps of CAA regions and offices, air defense iden-
tifications zones, U.S. Weather Bureau information and office

phone numbers.

AIRPORT AND BUSINESS FLYING DIRECTORY
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YOUR FUTURE
IS NOW . . .

CONVAIR
FORT WORTH

Lockheed

who seekpreliminary design assignments
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

They're doing big things at

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT
THE TEAM TO TEAM WITH in AERONAUTICS

AVIATION WEEK, ust 13, 1956



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Antenna Systems Engineering

Challenging Opportunities

RADAR

MISSILE GUIDANCE

COMMUNICATION

R-F MECHANICAL
SERVOS CONTROLS

Well established, medium sized division specializing in antenna systems
—backed by a large company—here you will find professional recogni-
tion and broader responsibilities. Project assignments without excessive
specialization.

The Philadelphia area is famed for its pleasant suburban living, its
excellent housing and all the facilities of a large city.

Please send a resume to Mr. R. S. Roberts— Personnel Dept., I-T-E
Circuit Breaker Company, 19th & Hamilton Sts., Phila., Pa.

Project Leader

We hove on opening for o graduate
mechanical engineer with several
years’experience indrive assemblies,
structures and electro-mechanical
apparatus, as well as strong interest
in supervision and administration
to head up a group of mechanical
engineers. Some background in elec-
trical engineering (especially R-F|
highly desirable. You will be respon-
sible for entire antenna systems and

Microwave and
Antenna Engineers

If you have a B.S. or M.S. in elec-
trical engineering and experience in
R-Fdevelopment(2 years minimum)
here is your finest opportunity to
further your career in antennas. You
will work on radar antennas, scan-

nas, countermeasures antennas,
waveguidesand related components.
You will add to a newly formed R-F
development group. You will have
superb mechanical engineering sup-
port for your tricky R-F devices.

Servo and Control Engineers

If your chosen field is in servo and
control engineering and you have a
minimum of two years’ experience,
we’resureantennasystems will open

excellent opportunities for interest-
ing and rewarding problems. Well
qualified mechanical and R-F engi-
neersare eager to welcome your help.

Mechanical Project Engineers

New challenging problems in the
mechanical design of radar and
guided missile pedestals, antennas
and associated drive and control
systems require men of experience
(minimum—2 years) and ability. If
you are a mechanical engineer with
a desire to work on precision gear
trains and/or mechanical systems
intimately related to R-F and servo
systems, this is your meat.

Sales Representative

Undersupervision of the sales mana-
ger—calls on assigned accounts, pre-
pares proposals, makes quotations.
Services accounts and solicits new
business from government agencies
and major electronic manufacturers.

Education: B.S. in E.E. or M.E., or
equivalent in education and ex-
perience.

Experience: 3 years with one year in
sales. General experience in elec-
tro-mechanical or electronic in-
dustry desirable. Should be
conversant with major electronic
manufacturing concernsand with
military'typeelectronicorelectro-
mechanical equipment. Must bo
well suited for industrial selling.

I-T-E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY

...DESIGN

...MECHANICAL

INERTIAL GUIDANCE

SYSTEM PROGRAM

ELECTRONICS DIV.,
Milwaukee 2, WIs.

Seeks Engineers with experience in

• Vibration and Stress Analysis

• Mechanical Design

• Electronics Package Design

• Electronics Package Cooling

Enjoy Challenging Opportunities in the
most versatile Laboratories in the country.
Work with the top men in the field and
with the finest test, research and develop-
ment facilities. We are in the process of a
Major, Permanent, Expansion Program.
New Plant facilities being added in subur-
ban Milwaukee area.

To aid you in your professional advance-
ment AC will^provide^financial assistance

Program is available evenings at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

GM‘s Electronics Division aggressive posi-
tion in the field of manufacture and GM’s
long-standing policy of decentralization
creates individual opportunity and recogni-
tion for each Engineer hired.

Milwaukee offers ideal family living in a
progressive neighborly community in cool,
southern Wisconsin where swimming, boat-
ing. big league baseball and every shopping
and cultural advantage is yours for the

To arrange personal, confidential interview
in your locality send full facts about your-
self today to
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Brilliant career opportunities for . .

.

. EXPERIENCED COMPUTER ENGINEERS

. LOGICAL DESIGNERS

. TRANSISTER APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS

. COMPUTER CIRCUIT ENGINEERS

. DESIGNERS ELECTRO MECHANICAL DEVICES

. ELECTRONIC PACKAGING ENGINEERS

YOU are URGENTLY NEEDED at once to work on the General

Electric Team Jor the ERMA Program.

Technical Assignments available in Palo Alto, California and Syra-

cuse, New York.

Please send your resume to

Engineering Administration
Industrial Computer Section

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC
3001 dames Street Syracuse, New York

ERMA
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin Flint 2, Michigan

Take command
of your future

FLY AS A CO-PILOT WITH TWA

AVIATION

what helps an engineer grow?

“Technical support" says

Dr. J. P. Silvers, specializing in

thermodynamics, hydrodynamics in reactor

design ; formerly with Naval Reactor

Division of Argonne National Laboratories,

now with Avco Research and Advanced

Development Division. His answer reflects

both the thinking and opportunity in

this new Avco division devoted entirely

to advanced research and development.

“An engineer should he given plentiful technical assistance. His potential cannot

be fully realized when his creative energies are consumed by routine duties.”

Helping talented engineers and scientists reach full effectiveness

is the best way we, at Avco Research and Advanced Develop-
ment, know of helping our own growth. For outstanding men,
Avco’s long-range expansion— in missiles and in all the physical
sciences—offers unprecedented opportunity. Write: Dr. E. R.
Piore, Vice-President in Charge of Research, Room 409H,
Avco Research and Advanced Development Division,
Stratford, Conn., or Phone Bridgeport, Conn., DRexel 8-0431.

WANTED
Leaders in the exploitation of new areas of Science

Physical Scientists
Advanced degree preferred in—Physics • Aero-
dynamics • Electronics • Metallurgy • Physical

Chemistry • Mathematics • Thermodynamics

Engineers
Electronic • Mechanical • Aeronautical

Chemical

went
avco defense and industrial products
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WINSLOW FULL-FLOW

OIL FILTERS
FOR P&W R-2800

INSTALLATIONS

BEECHCRAFT D18S

SPECIAL SERVICES
TO THE

AVIATION INDUSTRY

OVERHAUL &
MAINTENANCE

Remitter# -

Werner

Lodestar DC3 Beech

PARTS & SUPPLIES

THE OHIO
AVIATION CO.
Dayton Municipal Airport,

Vandalia, Ohio

HELICOPTERS

D-l for Bell Model 47-G-2

Johnson Flying Service, Inc

DC-3's
FOR SALE

We own several DC-3 21

seat airliners, fully equipped,

which we are offering for

sale. Aircraft are available

for immediate inspection at

LEEWARD AERONAUTICAL

SALES, INC

convenience!

comfort!

"Take a Heading for Reading"

AVIATION WEEK,



SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SINGLE—MULTI-ENGINE AIRCRAFT
OWNERS—CHIEF PILOTS—MECHANICS SALE

“AIRCRAFT”

"RADIO -RADAR -AUTO PILOTS • MOMENTS

”

BENDIX Pa”e
,RONICS

EEAlf

0
RCA PIONKr"

“APPROVED REPAIR STATION"
AIRCRAFT—ENGINES-INSTRUMENTS

INSPECTIONS—TOO - 1000 - 2000 - 4000 - 8000 HR.

Deal Directly k Consolidated
with owner M PBY-5A-6A

MINNESOTA AIRMOTIVE, INC.
Wold Chamberlain Field • MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. • Phone: PArkway 9-8388 1

rV ^ Mi"9 Hunter 6-7690^ TRADE-AYER COMPANY

CONSTELLATION
SPARES
AVAILABLE
Lockheed 749 Airframe Parts

Wright R33S0 BD-1 Engine Parts

Curtiss-Wright Propeller Parts

Accessories and Instruments

New or NTSO
Four R3350 BD-1 Engines NTSO

CAPITAL AIRLINES

tor sale

De Havilland
DOVE

spare parts and Wentworth Tools.

HELICOPTER
Hiller—Model UH-12B. Very low air-

frame and engine time.

Perfect Condition.

EAST jiOAST AVIATION CORPORATION

WANTED

Immediate Delivery

WRIGHT PRATT S WHITNEY

R1820 R1830

R 2000 R1340 R985

ENGINE WORKS
lombert Field Inc. St. Louis, Mo.

We Buy DC-3 and C-47

^ ^
REMMERT-WERNER™ INC.

^

PRATT & WHITNEY
1830-92 ENGINES
CAA APPROVED SHOP

Chromed Harness & Push
Rod Housings

New Rubber Leads
Metallized Cylinders

Standard engine warranty

3 AVAILABLE BIGHT NOW
CAN SHIP SAME DAY ORDER RECEIVED

Loctvartl
AERONAUTICAL SALES, INC.

AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS
WANTED FOR MANUFACTURE

^ COLLINS AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

executive' DC-3
Excellent Radio & A-12 Auto Pilot

AIRPLANES WANTED

Vest Aircraft Co.'s Skyranch
BOX 5306. DENVER 17, COLORADO

JET ENGINES
Westinghouse Type—J-30-20

FOR SALE Al

TEXAS AVIATION MATERIAL
3930 Cedar Springs Dallas 19, Texas

WANTED

CqjjgAIR 240 01 340
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LETTERS
Airlines Apathetic?

I would like to congratulate you on vour

excellent editorial. "We Are All To Blame"
(AW July 16, p. 21). and on the article

by L. L. Doty, "Mass Airways Traffic Jam
Snarls East" (AW July 16. p. 26).

Enclosed is a copy of a letter I have
sent to the Chairman of CAB protesting

the unilateral ATA passenger penalty plan.

The publication of this letter, or its use by

you as the basis for an editorial, would be
appreciated. 1 feel that the apathetic at-

titude of the airlines toward meeting sched-

ules should be given wide publicity. For

example, on Monday. 16 July 1<J?6. at

Chicago Midway Airport. TWA listed eleven

flights delayed from fifteen :

and one-half hours, and on
listed six flights as being

seventh flight, posted as on time, was (le-

thal operations were unable to find the

delayed bv operations in not taking im-

mediate action to correct a rough engine

reported by the incoming pilot. Work on

the airplane

I am fully cognizant of the many legiti-

mate reasons for delay such as weather,

poor airway traffic control, and the times

major mechanical difficulties occur. Ilosv-

cvcr. I feel that the majority of the delays

on airlines arc occasioned by extremely

poor operations. It would seem reasonable

to expect that, should the airlines be a

party to no-show penalties, that the travel-

ing nnklin ,..,,.,1,1 C,,,,! ,

Cockpit Visibility

It seems that one important aspect of

the collision problem is not receiving proper

attention; the cockpit visibility afforded the

pilot and crew. Everyone is speaking in

horrified tones of the impossibility of “see

and lie seen" because of closing speeds

(head-on) of 1,200 mph. when all the air-

line vs. airline collisions to date, to my
knowledge, have occurred between aircraft

flying nearly parallel courses with closing

speeds of less than 100 mph.
One of the major factors in each accident

svas the fact that the cockpit visibility did

not permit either crew to see the other air-

craft until too late. Furthermore, the poor

ion of its reader* on the issues raised

Address letters to the Editor. Aviation

Week. 330 W. 42 St.. New York 36.

by control personnel in assignment of alti-

tudes and directions. Radar aids, both

ground and airborne, arc fine when they

work and are not cluttered by rain, ice,

chaff, and obtain adequate return from the

aircraft and its beacon, but 360° coverage

around an aircraft is going to compromise
performance considerably with the antennas

and amount of power required.

Certainly every aid we can get should be

thoroughly evaluated and utilized but the

simple, direct aids should not be overlooked

or discarded without considerable delibera-

tion. Quadrantial separation can reduce the

enroute VFR problem to closing speeds

which are within the "see and be seen" cap-

ability of the human eye. New terminal

traffic patterns outlining climb corridors and
letdown corridors for VFR can reduce most

terminal VFR flying to a safe "see and be

seen" level—-particularly where radio com-

munication and radar surveillance are also

utilized to spot those not aware of the

proper patterns.

Military fighter aircraft are the only air-

craft today, other than a few helicopters,

which have anything approaching adequate-

cockpit visibility and many of them arc mar-

ginal. Military traffic can be heavy upon

occasion and the number of mid-air col-

lisions involving fighter aircraft ( not in for-

mation
)
would doubtless be greater if their

visibility was as restricted as other types.

I have had some experience flying light

transports, bombers, and fighters

period of IS years and today feel

trapped, blind and apprehensive, flying in

aircraft with less than ISO” hemispherical

visibility; it’s like driving a panel truck with

no rear window, no mirrors, and no way to

signal in six-lane traffic during rush hours

—

I low do you turn off. change lanes, pass, or

know who's passing you? Today, the de-

craft industry. The flight engineer, facing

the rear, could have a view of the upward
rear portion of the sky and would be able to

see overtaking aircraft
’ '

above and behind.

More rigid traffic control, while certainly

helpful, is not the complete answer since I

have had near collisions due to errors made

made for the visibility n
quired of future aircraft. It is not yet to

late to modify the coming string of jet ail

liner; and new commercial aircraft.

Engineers: Loving Care

ing read tile letter from B. E. 2 (AW Jul)

2. p. 106). I had the definite feeling that
- - —i. probably of inconspicuous

ability, who h

offer by an aircraft c

not been given a raise.

I am a technical c iiployment recruiter

,
aircraft company and I am S«

that we have the same general employment

policies as do most large reputable or-

ganizations. The writer of the letter in

the July 2 issue mentions that the A/C
industry does not have the interests of the

engineer at heart. I do not believe that

there is another industry where the per-

sonal interests of the engineer are as assidu-

ous!) catered to as in the aircraft industry.

The average young engineer out of college

only a year or two is courted with loving

The engineer is moved from one end of

the country to the other at practically no

cost to himself. In many cases his employ-

ment emoluments include a per diem allow-

ance while looking for a home, free housing

assistance, practically free advanced educa-

tional opportunities, free sick leave, per-

sonal time off. overtime (which is not avail-

able to salaried personnel in most other

industries), and many other benefits. I

think most engineers will agree that the

aircraft industry probably takes the engi-

neers' personal interest to heart to an ex-

tent never dreamed of 1 5 years ago.

It is quite possible that the waiter of that

letter is so naive that lie does not realize the

aircraft industry is not the only one doing

business with the U. S. Government.

Maybe lie does not realize that the aircraft

industry sub-contracts out a large part of its

government work to so-called civilian in-

dustry. Maybe this engineer does not rea-

lize. either, that the programs which the

aircraft industry is earning out at the re-

quest of the government are for the most

part crash programs where speed is essen-

tial. It is very difficult to economize heavily

when one is engaged in a crash program.

Surely this engineer is not so short-sighted

that he fails to realize the missile program

he criticizes is merely a forerunner of the

greatest transportation advance in hundreds

of years, the ground work for interplanetary

exploration and travel.

I feel that the matter of security tor the

engineer is not a pressing one. This is a

situation similar to one which we see in all

industries. The engineer who is mediocre

and who should never have become a tech-

nical man in the beginning probably will

be let out when his company retrenches.

Tills situation is not unique to the aircraft

industry. What is unique, however, is tile

ncccssitv forced on the industry by the

demands ol our troubled times to employ
marginal engineers of questionable ability

who. were it not for crash programs, would

probably not find suitable employment any-

where. Wc arc not perfect in the aircraft in-

dustry and we have our employment prob-

lems.’ but we feel that we handle them as

well as anybody and that we treat the indi-

vidual engineer with more kid in our gloves

than any other industry'.

Possibly the writer of the B. E. 2 letter

should resign from his untenable and un-

wanted position in the aircraft industry and

seek employment in the automobile indus-

try. where he can achieve the security lie so

desires. He sounds very much like a man
who barely got into his job by the skin of

his teeth and is unwilling to admit that his

inability to get anywhere is due to his ob-

vious mediocrity.

D.\vrn Potter
Denver. Colo.
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Here is an iniliealable combination— the Bcnrlix Segmented
Rotor Brake anil Cerarnetalixf brake lining.

These two were made for each other— literally! For
Ceramclalix lining was developed bv Benilix for use in

Bcnrlixf brakes; then, the brake itself w?as proportioned to

take full advantage of this remarkable new kind of friction

material.

Mi FADE. The result is a brake that will not fade, fuse or
lose friction, even under braking loads that beat the linings

to incandescent temperatures!

I.KSS MAlNTFNAM i:. Also, less time and expense are required
for maintenance because adjustments are less frequent
and linings last several limes longer.

I with the exclusive Bcnrlix seg-

of friction surfaces.

It all adds up to a new high in brake performanc
meets the challenge of stopping increasingly faste

heavier airplanes with a brake "package" of neces

limited size ... a brake that, even under the loughcsl
dilions, can be depended upon frr

down to the end of the landing ru

stator faced with

Cerametalix-an entirely different kind of

friction material. Cerametalix is a sintered

compound of ceramic and metallic ingredi-

ents that has amazing resistance to heat and
result, friction loading and O'

bina capacity can be aDDroxi-

BENDIX o'vmo” SOUTH BEND, o
BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

&enc/i'iSBRAKES WITH
oSo



A 61 -inch roll of Reynolds Aluminum
foil starts down a giant new Hexcel

production line. It emerges at the end

of the line as finished honeycomb, ready

for use in America’s finest aircraft.

One of the most amazing products
to come out of the jet age,
hexcel aluminum honeycomb,
made by Hexcel Products Inc.,

Oakland, California, combines
lightness with strength to give

the Boeing B-52 maximum speed,

maximum striking power. When
"sandwiched” between two alu-

minum sheets, the hexcel
honeycomb core, made from
Reynolds Aluminum foil, pro-

duces a structural material with
the highest strength-to-weight
ratio ever developed.

Whenever aviation advances,
Reynolds Aluminum advances

with it. Every step in Reynolds
production is geared to the re-

quirements of all constantly
progressing industries.

Reynolds goes beyond meeting
rigid material specifications.

Reynolds technical services make
a continuing contribution to cus-

tomers’ design and engineering

staffs—make Reynolds a part of

many important industries.

For details on how Reynolds
can serve you and for a complete

index of Reynolds technical hand-
books and films, write Reynolds
Metals Company, P.O. Box 1800-

TJ, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

HEXCEL® honeycomb for the
world’s toughest "B”

See “FRONTIER", Reynolds exciting dramatic series, Sundays, NBC-TV

REYNOLDS LUMINUM


